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Dr. Cheney.. Before the meeting was brought
to a close, Dr. Ball, of Buffalo, N. Y., arose
and said, “I look upon this gathering as one
importance,

We

meet to

celebrate

the fillieth anniversary of our Foreign Mission
Society, and before we leave this house

let us all unite in singing,

* Praise

God

from

whom all blessings flow.’
I eonsider the beginning of this foreign mission work as esseptially

life.

the

Until

beginning

then

of our

we

did

not

denominational

crystallize

our

forces. We were but skirmishers.
But then
we became
‘regulars’ in the army
of the
Lord.
We were “ Regulsor Baptists”
before
then, but were not Huy organized as workers
for Christ. Brethren, let us all be encouraged

to-day,

el

What if there

be a cloud

over

our

mission work?
I hope
there
is.
God's
clouds have something more than wind in
‘them! We are not discouraged; neither do we
mean to be!
Now, let us sing wish all our
hearts, ‘ Praise God, ” and the ,Jarge audience
fog
{t
with
“sor: dished
! a good will, and while sing-

ing, the city bells rang out. When the doxology bud been sung, Dr. Ball continued, ** I

L 2

know notwhat the
bells are ringing for; it
may be from joy that our foreign mission work
was ever bora. Sing again, brethren,” and
again *“ Praise God” came sounding out from
thankful hearts. The right note was struck
and wi hearts freshened with new courage and
faith.
]
i

up to which

there can

be

‘a

i

having

should throb

in

of

that~life

glorious

which

seek

a philosophical r#ther than

fullness

power throughout the” land.

Scriptural religion.”
Dr. J. B. Thomas
(Baptist) is ¢* inclined to think that many
who are dissatisfled with present doctrinal

statements would be but little comforted
by any re-statement fairly-embodying the
actual Sentiménts of to-day.” Dr. J. 0,

Peck (Methodist) decides that ** it would |
be no benefit to the

church

of

Christ

to

The

and
atten-

trines in the vain

hope to harmonize

with

theology.”

newspaper

them

(Lutheran) declares: ‘I do not know ofa
article

of

an

antag-

onistic character that has been written
those subjects in any ef our reviews
periodicals.”

Finally, the Rev. Dr.

bers, of the Reformed

on
or

Cham-

(Dutch) church, as-

“sures his readers that,®& his denomination,
‘the

difference”

between

the

accepted

creed and the actual belief of the

present

generation is hardly appreciable.”

:

»

_5/, UNION OF METHODISTS IN CANADA.
have been coming

nearer

together, "and

the union sentiment has at length

ed a clear and strong expression.

receiv-

Com-

~~ ist: church, the

Methodist ‘church,

and

the purpose of ascertaining
-basis of union could be found

on

BE
AT

if

we

theory

5. The gnestion as to the kihd of inspiration is between Christians and themcriticism

before

Ezra

because

E.

church
-

question of slavery it is seen

that

God

As a people we have a present

and

it

will take but few words to tell what it is.

Many

of these questions can not

we

have

further

or trying to prove it a divine institution.
But yesterday the pulpit,--as a general
rule, had nothing to say on the great sin of
the country. There weré watchmen then
on the walls of Zion, but blind watchmen

be

knowledge
of

churches, nor can we recéive {rom your
‘hands contributions for missionary. pur-

By the few men who
the soldiers were held,

managed the.
in this way,

to the service of

their

men-who

the politics
of the

manage

to

their

spoils.

vast

army

service

Aaron

medieval army

leaders.

The

of office-seekers

system

to

of

applied * the

politics

tem has’had at

its

disposal

one

| Mass.,

The last election may

politics.

be

regarded

A new era of independent

tics has now ‘dawned.

as

a

poli-

The bill that has

MISSION.

many

to civil-gervice reform..
~
7
8." Prepare to defeat at the polls all op-

ponents of this reform.

pnt

Een]

lying down, and loving to slumber. Now,

what is our reeord on slavery?
It is'this.
We were the friends of the slave when he
most needed friends.
‘We prayedto God

for him around our hearth-stones, and in
our meetings of social worship. We
plead his cause in our pulpits.

:

men,

the fiftieth anniversary

of sour Foreign

|

work, to look upon the ficlds as they now
appear, and to pray the Lord of the: harvest to send _ forth

more laborers.

The

large vestry of the Paige St. church seemed filled with friends glad to greet one

another upon such an occasion. = At 6 ¥.

M., the well-spread tables ' testified
generous hospitalityof our

churches

the’
at

addresses were

in

excellent

spirit and

were fitly responded to by the president

‘of the evesing.

THE OPENING SERMON
was preached by the Rev. Dr. Cheney,
..
wo
ge,
:
ol

in

our

editorial oft the Morning Star,

pnd

Mission Society, to show their love to the

meetings,

N. H,, is fresh in my

New

Hampton,

recollection;

for at

its missionaries—to Noyes, and the senior

Phillips,

and

Smith,

and

that

glorious

woman, Lovina Crawford.
It does honor
to our people and to all the disciples of

Him who said:
“Go ye, therefore, and
teach all nationd, baptizing thém in the

name of the Father,

and of the

Son, and

of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever [ have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world.”
And, then, if we are to stop where we are
in our work of sending the bread of life
to India—or to put- the case in stronger

General

poses. Daring these times that tried
men’s souls William Burr sat in the chair

of Lowgll,

representative

preached in the town of

in, terms, if we are not to make a respectable
addition to the largest number of missionConference —and to those who were holdaries we have ever had in the foreign
ing him in bondage we said kindly but field, and if we are not to do this in.
spite
plainly, we can not admit you to our of the recent thinning
of our ranks there
our Quarterly

January, 29,

city

We pass-

ed resolutions demanding his freedom

what to do for the slave,

not a few ladies also, of;the Free Baptist
denomination.
They came to celebrate

in our

hundred

FOREIGN

brought into the thrifty

country. Martin Van Buren learned .of
him, and Andrew Jackson was an apt pupil of both. The civil-service bill is in the
for it. ° It is, however, defective and only
partly remedies theevil.
The Spoils Sys-

THE

Every train on Monday,

few:
coun-

by’ the promise

Burr first

~

j-erowds foHowed him wherever he went.
I heard him preach several times on the
subject. of missions. : A sermon that he

the close of the sermon I said to my own
_ Let us, then, my brethren, dwell among heart, if the heathen need Christ, much
our own people, and be content to dwell more I need him. Of Buzzell it is enough
among them. Let us tdke charge of that to say that Randall cast his mantle upon
part of our Lord’s vineyard which our him; and we know that Quinby was
Lord himself has committed to our care, “ the father of education” among us.
however small it may be, thankful that
It is not necessary, even were there
we are allowed to work anywhere, or to time, for me to speak historically of this
perform any kind of service for Him.
| Society. This work was done by him
..As a Christian ‘people we have a past: who so ably addressed us.at the centenTake the last. half century. There is nial of the denomination in 1880—the
something to be found in" it that distin- Rev: J. M. Brewster of Providence, R. I.,
guishes us from the larger denominations. whose early death creates a sad vacancy
“It is our record on the question of Amerion this occasion. I will only say that its
can Slavery. It seems but yesterday record does honor to its founders—to Sutwhen cotton was kipg in this land. It ton, and Buzzell, and Quinby.
It does
seems but yesterday when college Presi- honor to its managers—to Hutchins, and
dents and Professors
in. Theological Knowlton, and Libby, and Stevens, and
schools in the North as well -'as in the others I might mention.
It does honor to

der.
army

taking actipn upon the same.
>
It could not have been pxpected that ‘service leagues.
:
4
:
upon so important a matter steps would + 2. Keep before the people the “facts as
destroying the M.

:

they were—dumb dogs that did not bark,

What should be done?
Gin
1. Maintain the organization of civil-

theteby

on the

* Oh,the
futurity!

in his hands.”

it

Later, the audience room was
passed Congréss contains four great words’ Lowell.
~—examination, probation, promotion, prowell filled when the Rev. J. Rand, presithink worthy the consideration of tke re- hibition. The people must gee that they dent of the Foreign Mission Society, callare enforced;
A note of warning needs to
spective bodies ; and the Methodist Epis- be sounded. Many of the men who voted ed the meeting to erder. After a vol: ‘copal church, the largest Methodist body for this bill do not expect or desire its en- untary by. the chdir, prayer was offered
* in the Dominion, has just closed a meet- “forcement. It has already been ‘boasted .by the Rev. O. D. Patch.
Cordial - adsom® that the bill has holes in it through
ingof its General Conference, at Napa- by
dresses
of
welcome
followed
by
Rev’s E.
which they will drive with a coach and
mee, Ontario, called for the" purpese of four. Nothing but the determined - vigi- - W. Porter, J. Malvern, and C. .E. Cate,
receiving the report of its committee and lance of the people will prevent ‘this. the pastors of our Lowell churches, These

be taken hastily, nor that all present atthe

tury later in preaching afermon

death of the Princess Charlotte:
incurable blindness of man- to

ever doomed to grasp at shadows, to seize
with avidity what turns to dust and ashes

were

of the

of Assyriology and Egyptology.
v
There is a bell in the
cathedral

blow aimed by the peopleazainst machine

these churches might become united into
one denomination.” The committees have
~met and agreed upon a basis which they

documentary

critics.

12.

which

a

the

settled until

and ten thousand offices; the bill, at the
best, only. reaches thirty thousand
of
these.
y
y
Le

whether

to admit

was not enforced until his time.

for

* *. ¢ "the Bible Christian church of Canada,

teuch would not be disproved,

law did .not exist

right direction, and we should be thankful

mittees were appointedby the Methodist
Episcopal church, the Primitive Method-

these nations they must have been purified,
and this is a proof of their inspiration.
4. Thus the inspiration of the Penta-

Cologne made of French cannon melted
/ Joseph Cook’s third lecture in his pre- together. It would be difficult to analyze the
sent course was delivered Jan. 22. In béll and tell where the cannon came from:
But these cannon melted and hung aloft
the Prelude he
discussed
‘“The
Spoils
If it be shown by hisSystem, or the Poeket in Politics.”
Civil-. constitute a bell.
service reform, in the United States, has torical criticism that the Pentateuch is
thus far succeeded on paper only, except “made up of fragments. common to the naof
in the city of Brooklyn.. The mayor eof tions, this does not touch the question
mays.
that city is endeavoring to govern the city the inspiration of the combined
purified aud
on business principles.” The Spoils Sys- The fragments have been
melted together and as a bell they have
tem originated in the army ef the Middle
uttered the voice of God from age to age.
Ages.
The cry of the soldiers, in attackIng a city, was, Booty, Beauty, Plun1 ——————
gp Agr
—

try hold the

For the past few, years; the separate
. Methodist ecclesiastical bodies of Canada

Whoever applies to them the

especially the moral law.
BRT
8. This theory does not account for the
figure and influence of Moses.
the West,and quoted en oursecond page.
9. "The extreme theory reduces portions
When we talk of the future of thie Free -of the history of the Pentateuch to fiction, |
:
Baptists,
we must not forget the possibil- inconsistent with honesty.
‘10. This theory is inconsistent with
ities that lie in the union of all open com- the New Testament, which ‘represents
;
munion Baptist bodies in the land. Moses as the author of the law.
There is untold power for usefalness im- | 11, It.is inconsistent to hold that the South were either apologizing for slavery,

THE BOSTON MONDAY LECTURE.

Dr. Krotel

solitary man (in the Lutheran church) of
any standing who does not hold to the old
- views, or of a single

by,

literature, before his time, which evidently
pre-supposes parts of the Pentateuch and

plied in this greatly desirable union. We
.believe the future will see it consummated.
; isha
3

attempt to modify hér creeds in deference
to outside clamor, or to revise her doc.

we know of great
and small, Things are great and small
by comparison. Some great things are

and. Sav-

Rev. D. B. Montgomery, a prominent
clergyman among the General Baptists of

a

* Fm

and

telling

us

what

we

publishing

to the country and'to the world

were doing—Willtam

Burr, a

.brave man, raised up for the
which he lived—the Morning

true and’

‘times in
Star, the

by the sickness and death of missionaries,

-

>

of this
x

people.
%

have

a present.

2

nd

80 we

have.

have all the facilities for “making

honorable record

We

another.

for humanity.

Giying

freedom to three millions of slaves was
once our first business—and what precious revivals followed. Would that the

would return! © Well, they will return,

we will do a work like the work ' we have
done. So let us make our mission work
in India our first

business

until

if

we dc-

©

complish something thers worthy of ourselves and to be spoken of before Christian men. For the next fifty years let us

remember three millions of Christ's poor

in India—poor because they have not
Christ—as we .have remembered ' three
millions of his poorin America for the
last fifty years. = =
VE
Sincere as we may be in doing our
‘home work, there may ‘be more or less
selfishness in its performance.
But there
was no selfishness in advocating
the
cause cf the slave.
been none.
We had

There could
have
to make great sacri-

|

fices for the sake of the slave. We had to suffer for him. Equally true is it that
there is no selfishness in advocating the
cause of the heathen man. There can be
none; and we ovght to make sacrifices
for Ais sake; and if called to do so, we

should be ready to suffer for him.
Shall

we as a denomination have a fut-

ure? Shall our churches have a fature?
Shall our schools and colleges have a future?
Shall our papers, the Morning
Star and the Free Baptist, have a future?
In other words, shall

we be a large, and

strong, and. vigorous people fifty years
hence? All souls are alike dear to God,

and,to say nothing of te number of per- |

sons

that .may

churches

on

be connected

the

American

with

our

continent,

a

half century from to-day, it is among the
possibilities for us to have at that time

--

two or three hundred thousand connected

with our churches’ in Asia. In other
words, having begun a good work in
Asia, we shofd
finish it.
Having spread
a small

tent on "portion of -it8 territory,

we should make it larger.

Daring

|

the lives of some who may be

listening to_me to-night, or of great numbers that
‘belong to our Sunday-schools,
there. may be hundreds of churches in India with men born on its soi] and of the
blood of its people as pastors. During
their lives
there may be scor
Free
Baptist ‘Quarterly Meetings
#hd many
Yearly Meetings in this far-off land of the
East to'which our thoughts are directed
‘on this semi centennial day.

On the twenty-ninth day of January,

"1933, the centennial of this Society may
be celebrated during a session of a General Conference held at Midnapore with
delegates from America: “This would be
a future that no man could despise—a
Christian nation born in a day!
Such a
larger
tent in India is practicable.
Spreading it, we are able to make its
stakes strong enough, and its cords long
enough,to hold it in its place.
It is not for me to trifle with the sub-.
ject we have met here to consider. God:
forbid that I should. The hour is too.
solemn for

this.

The

interests

are

too.

wide and far reaching. I speak in sober.
earnest. mean
I
what I say. God has
, promised to make his word effectual as.
“the rain and snow from heaven; and on
this promise of God this society builds its.
faith in beginning anew its work.
The ‘plan of work is a simple one. It
is to have, in addition

six men in India

to

our other help,

as superintendents

°

of

mission ‘work, ‘and a seventh ‘man as
President of our Bible School.
These

|

men, I may say, are to be called from the
very best mén we have among us in point
of talent -and character.
The eost of sustaining the mission on this new plan ig

not far from $15,000 a year.
not include the

increased

This

does.

endowment of

the Bible School - as “provided for in thé
amended charter just given us by the
Legislature of Maine.

-

“i

Again,we owe it to: our fathers to
make our mission in India a grand suveccess. They may be with uson this occasion. Ido not know that they are not _
with ug. If they are here let us be careful notto bring, by any action of ours, reproach upon. a cause so dear to their.
hearts.

=.

a

A faithful and earnest work

[}

to sustain.

the cause of Foreign Missions will hasten,

the union of Liberal Baptists.

fds

Why should.

ot those Christians who are of

the same

aith and practice be partsof one people
Have we forgotten that in union there is
Strength ang a great saving of forces?
For Liberal Baptists in this age of broad
Christian charity "and warm Christian
fellowship to work separately and thereby accemplish but little in the cause of
their colimon Master and Lord, when by
working together, they might do great
things for Him, is in my opinion a sin to

be at once repented of.

Let us, then.

at

the beginning of this half centiiry of For-

eign Mission ‘work invite other, Liberal
Baptists to unite with us in providing the

~

nieans for the India mission. Let the offi-

the less we say about our history the bet- cers of this society be selected partly from
ter. For our history will be our shame.
their numbers, and let our missionaries be
Those who have worked before us have called from all branches of the liberal
worked well. But we must work better. family. Thus biitiog in India we shall
We live in a missionary age. The world be’one in America almost without any. diis alive with the missionary spirit.
Old” rect’effort to bring about a whion.
:
prejudices against Foretgn Missions are
Finally, we can not expect success in our
forgotten ; and no intelligent man would home work unless we make a Sugeess of
risk his reputation in presenting

new ones
only religious paper that took early Anti-, ifthe cherished them.
have more
Slavery ground. And so, as our Star did light than our fathers had.- ‘We
not cease tofshine, our ministers had light means than our fathers had.We have more
-We have
to do their great work.
Their sermons
thejr experience, an experience of fifiy
-were a trumpet call. - With Garrison they years,of itself a valuable
treasure. Indeed,
declared slavery a sin against God, and a we have
everythgag
favor,not only a
crime against man; and in solemn faith: knowledge of ‘what in-hasbur been.
done, but
fulness, they showed ther nation its trans- what needs to be done.
We are learn-,
gressions and iniquities: It is true that ing new
lessons from the mistakes we
for this'grand adherence to moral prin- have
‘ciple and the clainis of a common human- force made. - We have.the money to re-enity, we lost our Loon name among il- men our foreign field, and we have the
to send thither—and the only thing
lions of men and women.
We were shut that
out from the South and from the larger in theblocks our way is the love of money
of those of us who stay at
cities of the North ; and oir small num- home, hearts
bers were made smaller. But such re- go to theand the: unwillingness of those to
field whom. the Lord calls to go.
sults did not frighten us.. ‘We only em1 have
_phasized the words we had already spok- past in said that we as a people have a
our Anti Slavery record—that this
en, saying, ‘‘ Daty is ours, consequences
record is enough, were there nothing
belong to God.” Of this record we do more, to show the wisdom of God in giv,not boast.
We speak of it modestly; and
ing us an existence, and to entitle us to
we only speak of ‘it when men speak honorable mention among all the
sects of
lightly of us. I said it once, and I say it
the wide world. But slavery is "dead, and
again how that Iam older, that “if ‘our all
men are Anti-Slavery now.
We are
Anti-Slavery work were all that God had
not dead, however; and being alive, we
forus to do, it would be honor enough
for this world 10 be one

fn

=

‘dh the

large theplace of thy tent.” Aftera brief does not always choose a great people to
introduction the speaker announced as do a great work. ‘He sometimes chooses
a small people tbo do a great work. He
| his theme—*‘Our Future, a larger tent in did so in the use he made of us in our
India;” and proceeded to deal with _some early speaking the words which the nacurrent criticisms upon the denomination. tion most needed to hear—words that led
to war and blood, to be sure; but words
* The Free Baptists’are a small peo- that led to the salvation of our country.
ple.” But how little

do not afféct the chief matters of Christian
faith,
:
7. The theory that Ezra was the author
of the Pentateuch
does not account for the

because of the errors of the old ones, is
. the talk of men outside of the church, or tion of our readers is called to the cheerof worldly-minded men inside the church, ing article on, this subject, written by the

who

Lord

commended

and

selves.
:
;
6. The practical issues of this

its members scattered and quivering with
only the semblance

_ that “all the talk about making new creeds,

3

were the Bible of our

REA

as ‘As then our record is ‘examined

Ci

stead of a bady rent and severed,

more cordial, even if less formal, assent”
than to -the old creeds.
The Rev. Dr.
Howard Crosby
(Presbyterian)
affirms

|

his text the words of Isaiah 54:2,

_ THE LECTURE

jour—accepted

him.

The current number of the North Amerscan Review contains a symposium on the
question of therevision of creeds. The Rev.
- Dr. H. C. Porter (Kpiscopalian) thinks a stronger front ggainst all evil. - We
tht the old formularies are largely out. "hail #he event as one of the signs of the
-' grown, but that instead of revising the old times. Already the day has dawned when
creeds (a thing which can not be satisfac- also all liberal Baptists in the United
|
torily done) new and briefer forms should States should present one united body in-

be drawn

ho =

~NO:—5

In ronnd numbers we have 80.000. comSome small things are great.
munjcants, 1,400 churches, 1,400 ministers,
KnifeYI small.
‘The
Free
Baptists
have
no
future.”
and microscope seems to do almost a proand I hope as many Sunday-schools as
A na- churches and ministers: We have a
fane act. I sympathize, somewhat, with, This is simply a question of time.
tion
may
die,
as
well
as
be
born,in a day.
the shudder that runs through the average
tendency.” Bishop Carman
presided’ Christian when he sees the Old Testament As quickly may political parties live and Home Mission SocPety engaged in plant.
churches on new home soil. We
die—and
as quickly may religious organ- ing
over the meeting with good tact and dig- laid on the table and treated like a. corpse
have a good number of seminaries or
izations,
crowned
with
the
strength
in
the
dissecting
room.
And
yet
I
beandnity, while he frankly expressed himself
glory of years and numbers; find a grave. preparatory schools, three or four of
lieve in applying the microscope to the
in these words: ‘‘ Whether of good or -most sacred
Strictly speaking we know nothing of which in a few years are expected to bethings. Let “investigation
evil, or for good or ill, a mighty move- and criticism go on. ‘A stronger basis of the future. Nor can we have any abso- come colleges. Our institution at Harfaith will be the result.
.
lute knowledge of it. Other things being , per’s Ferry, West Virginia,is a wonder
ment for the unification of our Methodisms
One must visit it to learn
In Germany there are~three schools of equal, » man’s future is what he . himself of the times.
is upon us, and we must meet its issues.
what it is doing for the colored people of
Old Testament criticism.
On the right. is makes it. © The poor man of to-day may
West Virginia, Maryland, and the valley
Let us prepare to meet them with iatelli- Keil, extreme conservatist : "inthe middle, be the rich man of to-morrow
.
The most of the Shenandoah.
We have ‘two colconservative: on lowly among men may yet sit
gence, calmness, and brotherly love, and Delitzsch, progressive
in the high leges doing full college work, two thethe
extreme
left
Wellhausen
and
Kuenen.
places
of church and state. How little
in the love and fear of God. If our Old school, new school, raw school. Tarnological schools, and two papers. Of one
church constitutionally says ¢ Union,’ let ing from the old school and the raw school we know of God’s plans for the genera- of these papers, the Morning Star, pubtions
to
come,
or
of
the
means
he
will
use
us all say
it and stand together. If our to the middle position which is safest, we “to accomplish them.
lished at Dover, N. H., I have already
The grandest vieIt has just entered upon its 58th
church constitutionally rejects this basis, have Professor Delitzsch’s own words in tory to be won on the great moral, battle spoken.
answer to the question,
How are we to
Of the other, the Free Baptist,
let us remain loyally together and prose- meet the new criticism of the Old. Testa- sfield of the twentieth century may be volume.
published
at Minneapolis, Minn,
1 am
won, not by the many, but by ihe few,
ment? 7
:
5
cute the work offered. I would say deglad of this opportunity to say that a
The
time
may
come
when.
1.
This
criticism
assumes
to
begin
with
great
denomiliberately and in the fear of God that as for
aper that can go through fire and flame
the = anti-superpaturalistic
view of the nations will be small, and small ones
me 1 weuld accept the union. And I world—denying miracles, prophecy .and- great. The Lord said of Gideon's army as it has recently been called to go, and
would accept it upon the proposed basis. revelation. - The results of the criticism of thirty-two thousand men, * The people still hold its own, is, like the Star, deserving of a place in every Free Baptist
And I humbly advise our conferences and are, therefore, the pre-sappositious, in 2 the are vet too many.” This army being re- family. And last, we have the Society
main.
duced
to
ten
thousand,t
he
Lord
said,**The
people, in view of all the interests inwhose semi-centennial we celebrate to2. On the contrary our criticism starts people are yet too many.” . And it
remain- day—our Foreign Mission Society.
:
volved, to accept it, and to prepare in the from that conception of God from which ‘ed for three hundred
men, blowing their |/ It is fifty years ago to-day since this
loveof God and the brethren to meet its the probability of miracles, prophecy trumpets, breaking their pitchers and éryand revelation follow.
Society had a legal existence. The meet3.
We reject, a priori, all results of ing *“ The sword of the Lord, and of Giding to take measures to give “it such an
eon,”
to
put
to
flight
the
host
of
Midian.
At
These weighty words of the worthy criticism which abolish the Old Testament
existence by securing from the Legislathe
blasts
of
the
seven
trumpets
of
ramspremises of Christianity as a religion of
Bishop were not spoken in vain; for
ture of Maine a corporation for holding
horns
blown
by
seven
men
the
walls
of
redemption.
= .
fands for * the sole use and purpose of
‘when the final vote came,
the General
t is ** not by might nor by diffusing Christian knowledge by means
4, The portions of the aE
pe: fell.
Conference of the M. E. church of Cana- which belong to the substance of Christi
power, but by my Spirit,saith the Lord of of Foreign Missions” was held: at North
hosts.” *‘For ye see your calling, brethren, Parsonsfield, Me., inthe fall of 1832.
da accepted the basis of union. as recom- faith are independent of criticism, becaus
mended by the several committees, by a they are confirmed by all those who par- how that not many wise men after the Our first school of learning, Parsonsfield
ticipated in codifying the Pentateuch, and flesh, not many mighty, not niany noble,
Seminary, was opened the first of Septemvote of 74 to 20.
by such writings 4s many of the Psalms.
are called: but God hath chosen the fool|
Of course this does not end the matter, | 5. The oldest part of the law is the dec- ish things of the world to confound the “ber, 1832. I was a boy at that school, the
alogue and the book of the covenant.
wise ; and God hath chosen the weak first day of it, the first hour of it. I was
for the action of the General Conference
6. At least four hands may have partic- things of the world to confound the things a boy, too, present and looking on with
has to be submitted to the Quarterly Con- -ipated in codifying the Pentateach; but
deep interest at this first meeting to proferences.
But there is little question what is said about the ages in which these which are mighty; and base things of mote the cause of Foreign Missions in our
the world, and things which are despised,
that it will be * at once ratified by writers lived, is very uncertain. Many of hath God chosen, yea, and things which denomination. The meeting was held in
the former results of the critical school
house in which Rev. John Buzzell
them. Itmustalso be adopted by all are now out of fashion; the present results are not, to bring to naught things that the
preached so many years.
A mob once
are;
that
no
flesh
should
glory
in
his
thé contracting parties. But that all will contradict each other. We know but little,
£ikiered around it to break up an Anti
presence.”
And
so
we
have
the
treasure
cote out right in a short time was evi- as yet.
lavery meeting that was being held in
of the gospel, not in golden, bat in earth- it, The house was taken down years
With the present lack of knowledge
dently felt to be the case, as Bishop Car- it 7.-is nojust
ern vessels, that the excellency of the
to thrust upon the church; and
man was chosen one of the delegates to those who are not theologians, the suppos-- power may be of God and not of our- ago—but near its sile is the grave of
BuzzeM.
Itisto be regretted that we
selves.
the first General Conference of the united ed results of this criticism.
have.no record of this meeting. Some8.
It
is
true
that
Mosaic
legislation
had
God created this world, as he created thing may yet be found in the Buzzell
body, and a resolution was adopted makits history; but the reconstruction of that all things.
His Son tasted death for it. papers—papers which a-son of Buzzell
ing provision for the election of lay dele- history may be impossible. It is enough His
Spirit is its comforter. Therefore recently said to me should bé placed in
that the law is what the Epistle to the the praise of whatever is done to bring it
gates to the same Conference.
my hands.
:
+
|
We extend our hearty congratulations Hebrews describes it to be.
to acknowledge him, whether it be done
Rev. Amos Sutton of the General or
Mr. Cook’s position was indicated as by.the many or by the few, must be given’
to our Methodist brethren of Canada at
Free Baptists of England may properly
follows :
=
>
to God. Hence the few may work in the be said to be the founder of this Society,
the cheering prospect of their speedy uni1. The Pentateuch teaches nfonotheism, belief
that
they
are
to
bring
great
things
two men, Rev. John Buzzell and Rev.
,
:
fication. They have already done gaod and spiritual worship.
to pase. Said the eloquent French divine Hosea Quinby, D. D., being asdociated
2.. The nations among whom the Heservice for the extension of Christ's King- brews had their origin were polytheistic.
in pronouncing, in 1715, the funeral ora- with him. Sutton came from India: to
*‘ God England,
dom in the Provinces, and .we doubt not
3. If the documents making
up the tion of Louis the Fourteenth:
and from England to America
Pentateuch were possessed in common by only is great.” Said Robert Hall a cen- to tell us our duty to the heathen.”
Great
that, wheun in one body, they will present

issues.”

One of the pléasant features, not on the
programme, in conneétion with the recent ex‘ercises at Lowell in observance of the semicentennial of our Foreign Mission Society, occurred on Monday evening, following the opening sermon which was preached by the Rev.

of much

by a

vote of 72 10 20, ‘that any change or
alteration proposed in the basis of union
does not do away with the episcopacy or
destroy the plan of our general superin-

CONTENTS.

1883.

31,

President of Bates College, who took

was on .‘“ Advanced Thought in German
Théology.”
The point: considered by Mr.
Cook was—advancéd thoughtin relation to
Old Testament criticism.
ye
The Scriptures of the Old Testament

proposed change would abolish both,
| power to do; while others affirmed,

in a resolution, which was carried

:

.

“Perms: —$2.00 per year, if
paid strictly in ad- the episcopacy and the itinerant general
vanoey $2.90 if paid within hing hi thirty days, superintendeney ; some claiming that the
and $2.50 if not.
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Conference would agree to every proposition laid down in the basis of union.

for

N.'H., WEDNESDAY.

.

>

‘itself, which

{gious
Newspaper, issued 'b, - the Freewill Baptist
a
ting
lishment,
Vv. I: D. STEWART,
Publisher, to whom all letters on business, remittances of Boney &c., should be addfessed, at
Dover,

L

decline to be buried or to have

ary written.

I have

said, too,

Rt

our obitu-

that we

the work our fathers have given us™o do
in India.
Our fathers have laid the foundation.
We, their sons, must build there-

death of missionaries.. A few. years aga, .."” a
our political skies. were dark—very dark.

Our armiés were defeatéd. Many. of our
Soldiers ‘were sick, and many wer
dying
in camp and in rebel prisons.
The
1
omin-.
ion was full of cowards, and ail seemed
lost.
But the American people were equal

to the emergeney.

Every loyal man of the

free North laid his money and. his life
upen the altar of his country—and God accepted the offering. and blessed and saved
our land. And so once more, and this for

the sake of: our cause in India, we must of-

fer a sacrifice that God will accept. © The
men, ‘that God through this society calls to
go to our foreign field,'must go.
Woe 18
them if they preach not

the gospel, there.

And the men, who have the means to send
them, must place it a of treasury. We
all can do something.
50° not a member

-

of our churches and gongregations, nor ar
child in our Sunday-schools,
nfust be ex-

cused.
to run

This is the time. for ‘courage—not
for very life.” Our Foreign Mis(Continued on fourth page.)
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a
Pad

,

Our mission heavens are a little
| on.
cloudy to-day, caused by the sickness and. :

Pa

.
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THOU ‘ART THE DOOR.. -

What vistas grana

Faith opens to my eyes,
A# on the threshold here I stand
. And gaze beyond the skids!
ge

a

x

>

* What radiant forms of long-lost hopes
Look forth with welcome sweet,
*

.

‘Then on the sky all glorifiéd
Sail in mirage once more;

Or like pale mists that flee away
‘Before the risen sun,
e
Then throng the west in bright array

Sl

When day’s brief race is run.
What noble thoughts, that ripened.uot
. To fruit of generous deeds,
£
But withered as the day grew hot,
Thrust down by noxious weeds,

Now to majestic fruitage grown “*
Gleam through those-portals byighi—
Oh, dare I claim them for mine own,’
My Sarlysdost birthright ?

“hou art the door, 0 Son of ‘man,
To homeless souls flung wide,

:

Witethrough a nobler self I scan—
"The elf for which Christ died.
‘Thou art the door wherethrough
My life’s imperfect span
Soar up into infinity

I see

And make a perfect man,

Thou art the door] Receive me, thou’
Who o’er the eelfsame road
‘Life’s burdéns bore as I do now,
Nor sank beneath the loa.
Sgn

no

SHALL WE HAVE A REVIVAL ?
EF)

BY THE REV. GEORGE §. RICKER.

The recent editorial utterances. of the
Star on various aspects of this question
have been timely and ought to be productive of much good.
In the present
paper, as also in the editorials to which
.allusion is male, the word * revival” is
used not in its

literal, but in its popular,

sense, including both a quickening of the
church, and an ingathering of converts.
The question then i§

simply

the ‘losses “offset the

2

CALIFORNIA LETTER.
?

, .

this—Shall

principal streets

people.

80 gracious, a truth.

have been pleased to see 80 many young

No

drunkenness

or rudeness

was seen on the streets, and all seemed
answer,—*‘ Yes, if it be ‘God's will.” happy and wished every bedy else happi
But, my brother, it is God’s will, as again ness.
and again declared in his Word and veri-|, The churches seemed to enter into the
fied by all Christian experience—the his- Spirit of joyousness, and the little ones of
tory of the Christian church,—to pour out the Sunday-schools, ‘in church or mission,
upen the church the spirit of grace and of were made happy for once at least, at litsupplicationsand with the refreshings from tle cost. I have looked in upon several
his presence bestow upon it converting Sunday-schools in this city and San José,
power. We can not doubt so precious, and find a good interest in the cause. I
live on at this‘ poor dying rate” while mien as officers, all energetic and full of
‘| millions of souls are perishing year by" enthusiasm. I looked in upon Dr. Kalyear? Oh, fora spirit of consecration t& loch's church and school and was pleased
God and men that shall lead us to lay with what I saw.’ He is a power in this
ourselves as sacrifices upon the altar, city, say what they may of him. He isa
where with broken heart and tear-be- fine speaker and has an immense audidewed face we may cry mightily unto ence, a cheerful house, a big organ and
God and plead persuasively with men! | good singing.
.
The time is auspitious and the barvest
Bro. Rowell's people held a nice holiof the earth is ripe.
O reaper, hres in4.day entertainment and they made his own
| thy sickle and resp! !
heart glad by many tokens of love. Bro.
ob
R. has féGovered from his recent-illness,

EXOUSES.

BY THE

a

and has since received several members
to the church. All things seem hopeful

REV. B.AA. SHERWOOD.

- Rare indeed are those

who donot

ex-

pect_to enter $heaven ‘ at last. Ask the
most dissolute and incorrigible whether
he expects to .be saved in -thg world to
come, and if you op get an answer and
his mood is serious;
he will say yes. In-

and prosperous about the Union Square
church. They have a valuable froperty,
which they will sell sometime in order to

build in gome more eligible place.
sacress

here means

watchfulness.

constant

Rev.

Bro.

But

push ‘and

Ravelin; for-

quire if he expects salvation without repentance, and the reply will generally be
correct and quite sétisfactory. Press the
necessity of immediate and practical

merly of Chicago, is preaching in San
José ‘and doing. a noble werk.
They

action as his only safety, and then what?
Paltry excuses and fallacious arguments

José, the

are presented at once.

desire

Live as men may,

to

go

hence

Passing oover fear, pride, unbelief,

in
CAT-

their numbers of ‘such as are being "nal proclivities, general insensibility, the
saved”? There can bg no doubt of the de- innate repugnance to the Divine law, the
sirability of such.a work.
The visible rigidity of the. will,—in short the inborn
ohurch has never as yet attained the ideal, and total depravity of the human heart,
let us examine that very common excuse
nor so pearly attained it as not to need
fusther and continual refreshings from made by nearly all persons who have
reached middle

life, riamely,

the

faults

and mistakes of professors of religion—in
other words, the hypocrites in the church.
dere hundreds seem to find comfortable
shelter, and so continue in sin.

have just dedicated a beautiful church and

have very

retributions to follow the Judgment, on.

36;v: 25, 89, 40; vi: 38—40, 44, 48
58; viii: 61; x: 27-99]
=

Qoretos

God—in

What,

|-

cludes:

>

as Dew order of: things will be eternal,
d Gehenna shall have no end. . That all this Parad
oe
literally by the disciples and
ue daze

Eeic
he ering
esd sma?

J himself,

of Heaven, or of | Now, for one, I am Bot ready to give
eternal holipess and up; nor-fatally to impair, the inspiration

the sense of

large congregations.

** Garden

blessedness—must

San

the questions of possible future probation after eat,
and of remediless and everlasting torment of all those,
in every time and place, who die impenitent?
:

12; x:

I may, then, with such evidence before me, assume the
fact thata belief in endless punishment, in the primitive age of Christianity was general and usual,

John viii: 21.]

. Probably the ablest Universalist writer

of the last generation

[Rev. T.

Starr

King, Two Sermons (1858), p. 23.] frank-

1y conceded as much :

;

spent

2. Christ must have known

city,” is a beautiful

prospers.

in- missionary

A little mon-

work

on

this

coast would pay largély. Live, earnest
men are wanted who are not afraid to
work and sacrifice for the present, in the:
hope of building for future: good. No
man contemplating * going to.seed” had
better come here. Everything goes with
a rush. Even religion partakes of this

xviii:

2, 8;

xix:

the inevitable loss.—From

(10)
At.the end of the world the
wicked are to be punished, and the righteous rewarded.
[Matt xiii: 40-43;
47-50 1
(11) “The dead are to be relsode-the

that this] Luke xx: 34—38;

it the still more decided confirmation
His manifested consideration issuing
the natural

next

good to life, the bad to condemnation.
[Matt. xxii: 80—32; Mark xii: 25-27;

There 18 no doubt that the Pharisees of thé New Testament times believed in eternal damnation.

‘faith on this subject was thus pre-existent in the mindsof those whom He came
to lead in the way of life’; and must have
hope for the future.
The big ranches are
realized that for him to ‘say nothing
‘being ‘cut up and sold in small lots, and in contradiction thereof would be to seal
the fruit culture is the prevailing bnsi- to their convictions its truth , by. the large
ness.
Grapes, prunds,
apricots
and consent of Higssilence. Yea, farther, that
‘almonds take the lead.
Church-going for Him to refer to that subject in: any
seems to be on the increase in this coun- historic or merely casual way without
try, and though the tares grow plentifal- condemning such faith, would be to_giva |
ly, yet the wheat

16—23, 2839:

‘ An

Open

13—15, 28, 24, 29; xxi: 31, 82; xxii: 11 -Letter”, by the Rev. Dr. H. M Deter, on i:
In answer, I beg leave to suggest, in —14; xxiv: 13; xxv: 1—80; Mark
x: the Congregationalist.
their most. tondensed form, the Jollowing 1113-15, 283-25, 29, 80; xiii: 13; Luke
¢
considerations, viz.
{viz 20-23; xvi: 25-33; xvili: 1
|
~ UNION or BAPTISTS.
1. At His aavent Christ found the great 24, 25, 29, 80.)
It has been some lime since a artiele
mass of the Jewish nation actual believ(5) Those who do not penitently beers in the future eternal punishment of lieve in Him will perish. [Matt. x: 32— from my pen has appeared in you
oolf
those who die in sin, This is made clear 39; xi: 20-24; xii: 41—45; Luke x: 10. uddis, but this has uot been from any
from the statements of Josephus [Jewish —15;.xi: 81, 82; xii: 9: xiii: 1-5; | want, of interest In you or your work,er
War, II: viii: bar 14; Antiquities of the John iii: 14=19, 36; vii: 38 — 87; viii: | the Liberal ‘Baptist cause.
I am much
encouraged cf late in regard to the future
Jews, XVIII: i: 4]; fromthe Apocryphal 22—24; xvii: 12.]
Books. [Wisdom of Sol. iii: 1, 10, 18, 16;
(6) The retributions
of the future are of Open Communion Baptists.
The indications are now quite favorable
2 Maccabees, vi: 26]; from the Book of proportioned to the deeds of this life.
for a union of all Liberal Baptists, at least *
Enoch [xxxix:2;xlvi: 4; xlviii: 11; xlix: [Luke xii: 41—48; xix :12—27.]
for a general ¢o-Gperation. Just look at
11; xovii: 7; cii: 5; cli: 5; ov: 21,28—
(7) The divine forbearance here maniSee the Northwest Aswith many like passages] ; and by the fested toward the ghihy. pay not rightly it for a moment.
judgment‘of modern scholars like Jahn be taken as implying that they will sociation of Free Baptists, the General
[Bib. Arch®ology, 40;] and the writers not be punished hereafter. [Matt. xiii: 24 Baptists in the Southwest, the Central Association of Free Baptists of New York
in ‘Smith’s ' Dictionary [Articles Hades, —380, 36—43 ; Luke xiii: 6-9]
‘and. the General Conference of, Freewill
Gehenna, ete.] Prof. Moses Stuart, than
(8) There is asin which can not be
whom no more kind-hearted man ever forgiven, so that all who are not guilty Baptists, in which all of these except the
undertoak the investigation .of dogma or ‘of ‘it must be hopelessly and forever lost, General Baptists: are now represonted.
the interpretation of ‘Scripture, having [Matt. xii: 81,825 Magk iii: 28-80; And we hope that they will be before
many years. The General Association of
gone over thé! entire testimony bearing ‘Luke xii: 10:]
Sr
General
Baptists will have a correspondon this subject, thus [Bib. Rep. xvi: 12]
(9) Death concludes the opportunity of
ing
messenger
at the General Conference
concluded :
:
buman penitence.
[L uke xvi: 19-31;

place of eighteen thousand inhabitants,
and everything about it seems full of

ey

by faith—such alene as exercise tLis are
to be raised up at the last day. [Mark
xvi: 15; Luke xii: 8; John iv: 13, 14,
(4): The 'kingdon

were

‘with a

Why, then, do we

‘Judge of all the earth do right?

And so MY Renan, with -equal frink.

ness [Life of Jesus, 243] speaking of the

needs be a
by of the Bible for the sake of avoiding the
filled. then; was the attitude of Jesus Christ—to | diligent spiritual endeavor here. Matt. | Scripturul doetrine
¢
ment.
well-dressed"
and well-behaved | cite your own words—toward
v: 3,8, 10-12, 20; vii: 19-27; iii: 11,
The possible gain-could be as Hothing te

The

ing of souls? It does not seem "possible
that any one should do otherwise than’

activity and power and add largely to

The Rev. Geo, F. Pentecost has recently pointed out the fact—illustrating his
statement by many examples—that the
winning of souls is ‘‘ almost a ‘lest art.”,
In view of the figures which he cites—
and of others accessibleto us all—it is
quite useless to deny the fact. The winning of souls to Christ even in Free" Bape,
tist churches is becoming almost a lost
art! The writer of this paper awaited
with considerable anxiety the appearance
of the current ** Year Book,” and was not

or

| vival that shall result in a great ingather-"

we have such a work of grace -as shall Co
‘bring our churches up to a condition of pe

+ fhie presence of ‘the Lord.

London

ay
(3) The evethustiog life of Heaven is
only to be gained through union to Him

BAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 4.

have ever seen in New York,

is it not timely?—is, Shall we have a re ‘Paris!,

Hopes vanishing ike ships that glide
The dit horizen o'er,

:

case

Now the question for us to. consider—and

g

“To cheer me as up heaven’s slopes

I climb with Weary feet;

in this

gains so that there was no increase ! Let
any one turn to the Year Book’and look
over its pages. Church after church,

Thou art the door which
whi
16vé vine
Hath opened to my soul,
‘Wherethrough the lights of heaven shine,
To guide me to my goal.
Le
“Thou art the door!

‘=

STAR. JANUARY Bl, 1883.

| and. strenuous mashood; mortgaged ‘beforehand to all imaginable social harmas to these—as to all simSince 1 wrote you last, the holidays fulness. Yet
have come antl gone, and I must say I ilar—problems it is our, good habit to
and often whole Quarterly Meetings, have never saw a more joyous people than
waive discussion, with "a never ‘faltering
received no converts, and in how many these San Franciscans. ' The&tores were faith quenching always our doubts in that
casés ouly one, two, three or four church- well filled with pretty and useful articles,
tranquil trust which led the Patriarch
es ip a whole Yearly Meeting hdve been for Christmas, the markejs loaded: with amid the awful perplexities ‘of Sodom
favored with accessions by conversion ! good things to eat, surpassing anything I itself calmly to say: ‘ Shall not the

‘I even

+ BY ‘A. 'W. GOULD!
.

MORNING

seemingof approval.

xxiv: 36—48;

John

v: 28: xi: 25.1]
(12) There is to be a day of final reckoning, when the Son of Man will judge

the world; whose awards will send the
wicked away into punishment, and the
righteous into life. [Matt. xii: 86, 37,
40,

41;

xxv:

81—46;

xxvi:

63,

64;

Mark xiv: 61, 62; Luke xi: 31, 32; xxii:

69; John
v : 25.)

This fature punishment of the
of (13)
wicked,
equally
with the future life of the
in
righteous, will be ‘without end.

Such

v:

being the facts, it becomes necessary further to decide that whenever He uttered

25, 26; Luke xii:

to those

herein

before

[Matt.

58, 59 in addition

cited, especially

under (5),.(8), (10), (11) and 12.]

Himself upon the circle of related truths,

Now, suppose that into a community
holding with nearly unanimous approval

His langnage must necessarily take on
the force
of the fullest indorsement of the

fall, whea

convened. at Waterloo,

Iowa. Six thousand colored Freewill
Baptists of North Carolina, with the .Cum-

-

berland Association of Ffeewill Baptists ia Tenn. , will ask to be admitted into the Gen-

eral Conference in 1883. You will see that
the Open Communion Baptists in the."

United States will be represented in that
Conference, leaving out unly the Separate
Baptists, which number some 7,000,and the
Original Freewill or General Baptists of
North Carolina, who number about 10,000
communicants.- The Separate Baptists are
now apd have been for some time ripe for
a co Operation with all Liberal Baptists.
The

brethren

in North Carolina are

quite so ready, but

not

’

“God moves in a mysterions way,
; His wonders to perform.’ ra

“When

we

considér the differences

stood in the’ way
Freewill

between

Baptistsouly

a few

General

A

and

years ago,

and now that the Freew!lls are exceeding:
ly anxious; and the Generals are bachbming quite willing to renew those fraternal
greetings that should characterize those
who are contending for the very same

“ln

-

em

That the weakness and. poverty of this
a doctrine of future eternal punishment
common excuse may be made clear we
doctrine substantially as fhe Jews held it,
principles. Our brethren in North Carolina
shall ‘not attempt to deny thewtfon-profes- element. Lef us join the pushing col- unless it were distinctly ‘in opposition such as our fathers almost unanimously are full of spiritual life and have been iaheld & half-century ago, were now to
umn.
>."
E.
CROWELL.
§sor’s assertion as to hypocrites in the
thereto; because, under the circumstance:
SS.
Ds
LH
cOme some Whitefield, or Finney, or creasing quite rapidly in numbers for the
church, nor so much as endeavor to show
es,
His intent must’be presumed to have
THE VOICE OF THE WIND:
Moody, or. other special teacher of eternal last few years. And we feel assuréd that
kthat many of the apparent faults of Chrisbeen to-ndorse, unless He did in ternis
BY THE REV. Jom WESTLAKB.
;
things. . And suppose ‘that—{ully aware whenethey become better acquainted with
tians proceed from no vil intention and
oppose.
ie
:
of the thus current belief—he should say, [the General ‘and Free Baptists of the
Whence comest, 0 wind,
consequently are not sin, but are faults ot
3. Now, as a matter of fact, Christ is
And whither away?
say’ for three years continuously every- ‘North, they too will yield to the drawings
never recorded to have uttered one word
a little disappointed in having to wait judgment or the outcome of-habit.
And what hast thou seen
where and always when he touches that of the Spirit which is now moving all
Take 3 Rhone for example, numbering
of remonstrance with the Jews for their
‘Several days longer than he anticipated
In thy course to-day? *
or Open Communion Baptists
subject:
*‘Be carefulifor
you walk in Liberal
belief in the future eternal punishment of
before it came to his hand; the disap- one hundréd or, if you prefer, one thou- Thy voice 1s as full of the pathos of life
to
coalesce
and form one grand army of
danger every hour; it is
a‘narrow and
As tho’the whole world contained nothing but
those who die in their sins. We can not
pointment was entirely overshadowed sand communicants. Are there not some
strife. ¢
strong men, advocating liberal principles.
rocky
road
to
Heaven;
there
is
no
way
of
church whose acts and lives cemhowever by the grief be experienced in in that
1 doubt that His solicitude for the glory of
getting there but by faith in Christ, and Then,and not till then, will close communer mountain and plain,
‘mend them to the approval of the most
looking over its pages.
God must at least have equaled that of
famO’er valley and biH,
diligent endeavor now and here; all who ion vanish, and the whole Baptist
The Register for 1872 shows that the fault-finding and critical observer? Surethose who are in our day most anxious to
"Mid forests and flowers
ily
in
the
United
States
advocate
thes
same
do not in this life put forth such faith will
:
Where déwdrops distil,
;
, total number of communicants in 1871 ly no man’s moral vision can be so dis
relieve the divine character of what seems
perish, since men are to reap beyond the doctrines.
In country and city I've journeyed along,
torted
as
not
to
see
some
gold
among
so
> } was 69,583, while the present ‘‘ Year
to them the deep dishonor involved in the
Then let us work and pray for this unBoth fanning the weary and cheering the strong.
grave what they sow here; that God .is
Very well. Admitting, |
Book” gives the total, membership for much dross!
ancient doctrine under discussion; yet gracious to the wicked in this world is no ion, and the Lord will remove all diffical¥ I’ve passed by the couch
1882 as 77,929, showing an apparent in- then, that there are some worthy ChrisHe undertook no explanation; least of proof that he will not punish them here- ties out of the way.—Rev. D. B. Moni
. Orth’ dying to-day,
tians—thongh
there
is
but
one
in
ten
of
crease of 8,346 in eleven years, of nearly
all
did He anywhere say or hint: * Ye after; those who do not repent before gomery in the Open Door,
oo
‘Where sorrow had driven
A
-~
All comfort away;
twelve per cent.,—that is a trifle more those cured who follows his Master, or
do greatly err in supposing that My Fa- they die will be lost; those who sin
hearts iu their anguish were quivering with
that one per cent. annually. I have said "even one in a hundred; or but one in a Where pain.
“ther can do such things.”
against the Holy Ghost can never be
STRIKING THOUGHTS,
an ‘‘ apparent? .inerease and the werd thousand !—this ‘much is proved, via, And tears of bereavement were falling like rain.
4. Christ never said anything which, forgiven; at the end of the world the
that
there
is
such
a
thing
as
Christianity,
needs explanation.
At
the General
One cause, we imagine, why people in
when fairly interpreted by its obvious dead are to be raised, and by, ‘ the’ things
The heart-stricken ones
and that it is possible for a finite being to |
Conference in 1874, three
associations
the country are. more serious than the
connection and clear intent, even - seems
The weary of earth,
done in the body, according to what each
;
Whose lot has been sad
were admitted to our dénominational’ fel- be a Christian.
class in towns, is that they are
to look in the direction of denying the opin- hath done; whether it be good or bad'— same
Almost
from
their
birth
;
In
view,
then,
of
(1)
the
certainty
of
- lowship with a membership of more than
brought mors frequently, with less inter:
ion
on
this
subject®then
commonly
reDP’ve passed, 18 1t strange if Pve gathered thelr:
for such is Paul's inspired amplification
1,000 ; at the General Conference-in 1877, Christianity, and (2) the possibility of
and often alone, into contaet
ceived in Palestine. At least I have. of the Master's words—every: man is to ruption,
sighs,
two associations’ were received ‘with ‘a ‘oF beéfng a Christian and (3) the grand- Or seen the dumb pleading that shone from ‘thelr searched for sueh utterances from His
with the night sky, which falls sometinies
be judged,.and from that final assize the
‘eyes?
membership of more than 1,000; and at eur and gain attached to such a life, what
lips in vain. And, on this "point, I ask wicked are to go away into punishment, on the solitary head heavy asa mantle
the Centernial . Conference
in 1880, | does judgment dictate and conseience apI can not tell all
with studs of gold. Gilfillan.
leave to fortify myself by the avowal of
and. the righteous into life, both of which
The story of pain,
three associations were received with a prove? : Unless the- understanding has |
The administration of God over maiter
that
venerable,
industrious
and
illustriens
Of hopeless despair,
shall be absolutely and equally without is force; the administration of God over
membership of over 6,000; as nearly as received that fatal sheck ‘which may be
exegete
to
whom
I
have
before
referred
Of lose without gain; ~
nd”; is it conceivable that that communI can determine the additions to our possible as a result of repeated violation Of men sinking down “neath the burdens they [Crof. Stuart in Bib. if Xvi 13], who
animals is fear ; the administration of God.
ity should be left in the slightest doubt. as
bear,
=
" membership from such sources at these of moral law, the most obtuse will corover man hall civilized is a division of
says: .
to the attitudeof that teacher toward that
‘With no one £0 comfort them, Bo one to-enre.
. Conferences was 8,192; 's0 that it would rectly answer.
hope and fear; and the administration of
Why have those holy teachers [Jesus and His aposdoctride? Nay, would it be within the
When®men are confronted by death,
tles] railed to make explicit declarations, whigh admit
seem that the legitimate gain. from conGod over men, who are exalted into a
of no doubt and no misinterpretation, in’ regard to this
e’s One who is love,
. - versions for the past eleven years is only [and thé physician examines the patient |
matter? Ir I should be told, as I may bg by some, that
higher moral state, is} hope and ‘love.—
ho came from the home
they have made such declarations my answer is, that
could be af’ honest man, and yet inwardly
154! These figures are too small, how- fnd- with finger upon the pulse shakes his
‘after making the Seriptures-the principal object of my
Beecher.
+ Of glory above.
study
through
most
of
my
life,
I
have
not
been
able
to
hold another, and an opposite view P And
ever, since some of thexapparent addi- héad and actually declares that there is Who,
res, and would save, did we only have
find them. I have sought for them with great solieiA worldling is bot a man filled with the
tude; in one sense I can say truly, that I have hoped
“faith,
:
when we call to mind the fact that our
tions by the reception of new bodies were but a possible chance in a hundred of the
to tind them.
. , . can notfind in the Seriptures a
deeper,
cleaner realities, delighting
in
terrors we , dread after death.
disavowal of the usual bellefof the primitive age as to
Lord Jesus Christ shares both the omnisman’s lite, all efforts straightway are di- From sin, and the ES
not real additions, as the new. bodies
RE
CN ET TITY
endless pupishment; nov can I find where an opinion
what is highest and best in God's world;
Souter
to this is taught, or even suggested, in the
cience and the infinite love of truth and
_ were’parts of old bodies or associations rected to that single chance.. The dying
FUTURE PROBATION.
he is not a freeman of Nature's guild, bat
e
Bible.
hatred of falsehood of the divine Father,
under new combinations and with new. man clings toit with tenacity, and this
To sincerely Christian men the attitude
5. Gao the confrary, we do discover is it possible for us to entertain a doubt of man's; “and thence so laden is he with
and all others call wisdom. of Christ
names. Since writing the foregoing I the physicians
Mimself toward this doctrine’ multitudes of ‘passages in which Christ
the begilt and the temporary, that he bas’
that He firmly held, as He unwaveringly Httle strength for the solid and the “eters
If but the least possibility is. left us of must be conclusive. and equally so
find that the compiler of the Year. Boo
either indirectly supported, or distinctly
for 1883 has included the John Wheeler saving the soul from eternal death, stirely: whether, to our entire content, and with avowed, a doctrine as to the fature life in taught, the ‘‘remediless and everlasting nal.— Calvert.
Yearly Meeting, with 'a membership of wisdom suggests no loss of time in ap-. Rebility satisfactorily to answer all “objec- ‘essential harmony with that which, as we torment of all those in evéry time and | In some nations, the manifestations of
place who die impenitent,” when that
© 1,085, although it is not connected with plying. the remedy.
tions to the same, we can comprehend its have seen, was prevalent jo the’ Jewish
power are coincident with its growth, in
language is ‘interpreted im the sence
In
secular
affairs,
men
do
not
think
of
the General Conference. - Our net gain
.reasonableness, or not. In this respect mind when He came to earth,
others,
from vicious institutions, a vast
Without
from conversions, therefore, for the past | excusing idleness, carelessness or neglect ‘of reasonableness. it may safely ‘be: left undertaking here either an ‘exhaustive He himself put upon it ?
orystallization goes on for ages blindly The only way, then, my dear sir,—as I and in silence, which the lamp of some
“eleven years can not be more than 2,000, in themselves because others blunder and to stand in the same auitude in which, by analysis of the various phases of declara-1
or less than 200 anifhally, about one quar- roll ignobly in the dust, or wilfully do | common consent, other important doc- tion of the character to which I have just have felt for years, and as I am now led meteoric mind.is required to light up in
ter of one per cent.'!. 1 profoundly hope wrong and suffer disaster. No farmer | trines —in concession to our own ments
referted, which he uttered as to the condi- much more deeply to feel by my late. re- | to brilliant display.—De Quincey.
newed special study of the _Grgpels—the
some one may be able to show that these ¢eases to plow and sow becange his neigh- and spiritual limitations—are left to stand. tions of the future world ;-or a complete
that would I teach ? I would teach
The. We can not harmonize the facts that an
only
way
in
which
the
conclusion
that
, figures are not correct, but a preity care-. bor tried to raise a crop and failed.
that
life is a race, with a prize-at the end;
enumeration, of Ilis words under either
techanic doesn’t turn away in disgust omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient
ful #tudy of General’ Conference reports
+ phase, I desire to call attention to thir- Christ believed and, taught the eternal a task, with a reward; a journey, with a
and Year Books has led me'to these con- ‘from skilled labor because somebody is a ‘Heavenly Father, who is to be presumed teen classes of asseveration from His lips; | punishment of those who die impepitent destination; a struggle, with a victory;
That they. are .painful state- “potch.” Young men do not cease to ‘to. love His children Bt all zones and col- which, taken together, seem to me’ con- can honestly and honorably be avoided; and that he can best run the race perform '
+ clusions,
© ments, 1 need not confess.
My heart study medicine on aceonut of quacks in ors with an “equal tenderness, should,
is to cake the ground.that the Now Tesnta- the task, make. the journey; endure the
c¢lusive in that they determine what He
aches while I write them. They ought to the profession. Lawyers do not pack up daring the historic® eenturiés so hdve ‘Himself “believed, and what Ie desired ment can not be depended upon as giving struggle and win the victory, who equips
y shame us out of our indifferénce and their books and go home, fior do young directed the downflow of His sweetest men to believe, on the yuestion before us. a trustworthy account of His views and himself with love for-man and trust in
serve as a clarion call to the most faith- men give ‘up the idea of entering thai streams alike of spiritual and ‘temporal He taught that: |
instructions. Dr. George EE lis has just God.—J. D. Calhoun.
‘
ful and self-denying efforts for the con- profession because some lawyers fail, and blessing thut the Sediitic tribes should
To achieve the greatest fesults,the man
(1) A'danger of tuture harm and dooin publicly conceded thay, on the orthodox
others are dishonest, hypocriticsl, and the receive of them fewest and) poorest, and
_ wersion. of lost souls !
2
perpetually overhangs this life, which the theory. of Interpreting the Bible as in- must die to himself, must cease to exist in
But a nan neglects his soul’s eter- the Aryan families the largest and the
The Year Book states ‘that there are { like.
wise will ¥trive to avert, even al heavy spired, it is. un sdeniably, ‘* orthodox” on ‘his own thoughts. Not until he has done
. mow 1,414 Free Baptist churches.
Of ‘nal salvation on account -of the short- best, © We can not comprehend and state Loge
[Matt. v: 21-30; viii: 11, 12; this subject, Theodore ‘Parker said as this, does he begin to do aught that is
_ these eleven hundred received no addi- comings of Christians and the bypucrites why it is intinitely just, kind, ‘and | wise X: 28; xvi: 24-27; xviii: 8-14; Mark uch more than twenty years ago [Let- | great, or. to be really great.—Sel.
that the child
of piety,
learning | and
tions for the year 1881-82 on profession in the church !
Every, man is born for heaven ; and he’
iv: 24, 25; viii: 84-88; ix: 48-49; Luke lerlo Dr. N. <Adams, 1861 : sprinted in
wealth, to whom are about t) open all ix: 23-26; xii: a2 33-40, 64-59; John Evenings with lhe Doctrines, p. 402] :
of faith in Christ; more than seveuty per
is received in heaven who receives. heavgent. of cur chutohes gathered né cor- | No scientist has ever yet found a crow- ayenhes. to the largest ability, opporipnity
"To me it 1s quite clear that Jesus tanght the doctrine ‘en in himself, while in the world; be is
xii: 257.
of eterval ddwmnation,if
the Evangeists—the fi 81 three]
yerty for one whole year! The Todia bir strong enough to move the rock of and intent for beuefaetion to the race,
niean- are to be treated
as wnspyred. 1 can understand
excluded who does not. — Sel.
(2) The way to Heaven is narrow and ‘His
language fn no oiler way, ,
As the Unitariang
ayes,
or
telescope
powerlinl
enough
to
should
die'in
its
cradle;
while
the
street.
"(Bengal and Orissa) Yearly Meeting is
diffi ult, with serious danger of missing have niginterpreted the New Testament ty prove thu’
‘Where we have a tent, God must have
Che istos of she futirth Gogpel had uo pre=existen
the only
one in which every church was discover a £poLon the sun of gliteous Arab, born behind the hedge, and nursed it. [ Matt. vii: 13 14, 21-23; xxiv: 49-7 the
the Unive salisis have m: ie srpreted pussages of the [an aitary where we have house) he must
AE
10 show that Jesus of Nasareth tever taught
in the gutter, Seautely grows to a4 tough 51; Luke xiii: 23-30']
~ favored with additions on profession, but ness. —Dr. B. B. Meredith,
have a ehurch in it.— Sel.
rual damuation,
iil
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Sunday School,
Lesson VIL--February 18.
oni
or Gudiliont'o ace Shar Deaktorly
erly

rs

DAILY READINGS.

ML. Christian courage. Acts4:18=81,
6: 6-23,
T. Safe in the den of lions. Dan.

a refuge. Palm 66:11.
T.®. God
God's promise. Isa. 48:17.

on week-days will require no less thor
th
nd
li
Seri
h

“|

school.

lighted,

presence

not to speak at

all, or

to

of the

of the

teach

in

answered

at

hearken unto you

oughness in discipline

* judge ye."

more

than unto God,

This was a good answer.

It

case that
was a . plain
H

been instructedby God

law-makers, statesmen, editors and

oth-

sometimes

laws

Human

i

qT

Bros,hy, otOF: PNiebara.

of
Wissionary J entérprise
haviVe | full
diffe
:
: and activity

himself be | vol

He must

and

When

they must | ing for their most important work.

to which

-The SUREST

IDNEY

hope not only to enlarge the depart- |

have it, every teacher's effectiveness
i will
.
be doubled and trebled. With an im-|

doserves to be repeated by every one | proved state of general education among |

:

opNSScape s 5if P possible, > to all
migsionaty committees.

an

pastors

a

They went directly to their brethré®

all joined in praising | of children imparts to them a ready sus-|

they

ene coord

they see the light of religion. The resources of the Sunday-school system, as

ing fervently that in spite of threatenings

and oppositions the Lord's servants might
with all boldness speak the word, and
that they might] still be enabled to
work signs and wonders by the name of.

After this

A blessing bestowed.

WATER

HEATHENISM.

season of praise and prayer the Holy
Spirit manifested his presence and power
“very much as be did on‘the day of Pente-

eost. The place was shaken, * and they
were all filled with the Holy Ghost.” Eas* Hy tould they speak with boldness then,

for they were sustained by a power
‘mightier than their own, and mightier
shan any that could be brought against
Thus clearly are we taught what
them.
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:
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of prog-
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brought under efficient trajning who

had

been previously neglected. Our’ educational system has been greatly" improved,
TT and to-day, the means and appliances
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though great progress has

Tn use30 years.—Each number
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the special

eminent physician

into
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our

blank

books, - heading

each page with the ‘date,
and versesof the lesson,
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title, chapter,
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at all Connecting points,

sFast. Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
"HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELECANT DAY COACHES
; a line of the:
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built ; PULLMAN'S,
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY

°

.ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE
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Let us take him at his word.

us stake all our,home
tian effortayon our

Let us pray

that

home only as

he

successes
successes

will

bless

us

abroad.

Asthe

ican

us.at

Missionary

Board

has

twenty-four

" full—and sQ the dawh of Our FUTURE
will break in upon us, when we shall hear

the voice of the Lord, saying unto us:
‘*Enlarge the placeof thy tent.and let them
stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations ; spare not, lengthen

thy

cords,

stakes;

for

thou

break forth on the right

hand

and

thy

and

shalt
on the

left; and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and make the.desolate cities to be in-

habited.”

Penh

.

~~

We

are compelled

to devote the

of our remaining space

-to the

most

following

abstracts of papers read on Tuesday fore-

noon and afternoon.

THE OUTLOOK IN INDIA.
[A paper prepared by the Rev. J. L. Phillips, D.
' D., missionary in India, and read by the Rev. C. S.+
Perkins, of Boston.

The
in

We

present an abstract.]

Free Baptist Mission was

India

in 1836—Rev’s! Eli

planted

Noyes

and

. Jeremiah Phillips being the first missionaries and Sumbhalpore the first station.
Our missionaries went out with Dr. Sautton of the General Baptist Mission of England to share the field held by that Mission

in Orissa.

The

two

societies, how-

ever, son divided, the English retaining

Pooree and Cuttack,ours taking Balasore,
intending also to occupy = Midnapore.
The mission has six stations and three
outstations,
has had six men and their wives
‘and several female missionaries——now has

four men and their wives and eight. single

. women ;——together with four ordained na-

work:
in

devote much

time

to

rich fruits of blessing,

there

are

schools

medical

for

Bengalis and Santals .in which thousands
are taught: zenana work has beén car-

2

The outlook is cheering in the field:
eight churches growing in grace, bearing heavy burdens and taking an interest
in their countrymen: the wissign schools
promising efficient helpers in the work:"
the medical work and the Mission Press
have done and will do much. Thus we

But as to the men and money and prayer to apply force to the machinery the
outlook is not cheering. We have three
and balf millions of souls ir our district.
To well superintend the work we .need
at least seven men with a heart to work
and a knowledge of the language and ade‘quate bodily health. This must notinclude
learning languages or on

furlough.

‘When these workers {ajl for lack of phys-

have

fitted

her

to

do.

spiritual

stamina

others

Two strong men are imperatively

needed

with Bro.

Coldren at once.

Can

we turn a deaf ear to the pleading of Orissa 'made- sacred by the toils of those
now glorified? Gladly would I go to the
reliet of my native Orissa.
=
. More

than:

1,000

miles

from

of
. my
station,
by
advice
my
physician,
I have
penned
these
lines for the friends of Foreign Missions
to: ponder and act upon. Qur policy has
been a lingering, loitering, languishing
one. Does it ay?" does it Honor Christ ?

* Fathers and Brethren, we plead for money, men, prayers.

In the'great’

er's name, we beg you

to

Redeem-

give your

sons

and daughters. ** India ts sure for Christ.»
Lot us go forward and occupy the field.
In a few days I shall hasten back to work
left "undone, How I wish I had the ear
of the young men in the“colleges and
- seminaries. My pleading may not have

availed with
ear.

Whit

fois

them: but Goean and will
a joy itis to pour

into-his ear.

our com-

Fathers and

zed, successors of the

men who

Breth-

began

vears

mission

s

gospel.

en members, and situated in the

the Corresponding

Secretary of

:

midst of

constantly kept before them and every ad-

and an uncomplaining

spirit.

Possessing

The work of carrying the news of salvation to all parts of the earth must have

the mind that was

Christ,”

he

not

himself;

in

but

was

always

as inspiring forees, these
—faith,

pleased

ready

for

every sacrifice and every duty. Mr. Hntchins was a broad Christian, and took no
contracted

power to
advocate
got the
suffering

view

of

the

gospel,

and

its

save, while he was an earnest
of foreign missions he never forhome work, and the welfare of
man everwhere. He came to the

front in the early

days

of unpopular

re-

forms, inthe ‘‘times that tried men’s souls.”

Slavery and intemperance

found in him a

determined opponent, and
fron* rank of anti-slavery

he stood in the
agitators, and

total-abstinence advocates. Mr. Hutchins
‘was the most kindly of men, but he was
courageous for the truth, and as bold as a
lien.

He (loved

-his

enemies,

have done them no harm.

and

would

He would

turn

aside rather than tread upon
a worm.
Like uncle Toby, he would have said to

the captured.fly that annoyed him, “Go,
the world4s wide

enough

for

thee

and

hope,

three

At any rate, the virtues of God's

THEJFOREIGN MISSION FROM A
[A paper

Rev.

ed people should be-embalmed and enshriged in our most cherished and sacred
memories. I ar to speak of those who
counted it not loss to labor and to suffer
for Christ in the mission field.

One of the most conspicuous and lofty

characters, in his life and labor in, the
mission _field, is Rev. Jeremiah Phillips,

D.D.

present an absiract.]

field is the

i

missionary.”

world"—

I see before

better

furnished

many

every

way

who

to

We

‘all the world”—¢¢ preach the gospel to
. every creature.”
IL ds very impor
‘tant thd, we bear in mind the fact

_ “hat these words’ were spokenwhen there

are

present!

those distinct qualities of brain and heart

Mission
states.

elements

work,

especially

‘January.
1878, the
the Missionary Helper, a
azine ®edited by Mrs. M.
issued by the Society.

love.

- There, must be strong and abiding faith
in our obligation and ability to do and ia
(God's blessing upon our efforts, a steady
hopefulness that will not grieve the Spirit
by anxious fear about results and. a genu-

in

the

Siam are entered and
taken

the pareut societies, ” No oneof them

to have

a

large

growth,

and

a

sion Board,

his reward.

ster.

Mr.

possess

was called from his

I refer to Rev.

Brewster,

a large

labors

to

J. M. Brew-

did not appear

to

-méasure .of that. power

which in these days
magnetism, by which

is called
personal
masses of .men “are

able to comprehend in

part,

perhaps,

in

our day,the outcome of that tedious, painstaking labor and research of Dr. Phillips
in furnishing for the Sangals a written and
systematic language.
This our brother
and

the

thanks

of thegovernment

-upon the times, and especially inthis de
nomination.
Our brother was intensely
Jdenominational in the best sense of the
word,

butin no sense was he

oted, or sectarian.
with

an

intelligent

narrow;

He loved. his

big:

church

appreciation

of

its

were conferred upon him ere -he came
home to die. His fame might well. rest

principles and doetrings.
The best efforts
of his ‘brain; the careful and elaborate

rounding
out of a completed life, the

istics, the very warp and

here, and this might

Be considered

the
in-

fluence of which can never die. But an‘other_special work of this brother wus
exhibited to the world in the {ime of the
construction of"

a road

in

behalf

the

of the

‘government. Many of the natives were
emploged
by him at this time.
It

labors of his peti; the type, the character-

parents

ser-

editorials in the Star, his papers published

elsewhere,

his

work on

the ‘Missionary

Helper, reveal his warm attachment to our
denomination,

and to our Foreign

cause. Mr. Brewster was
to stalwart Christian,
and a
the missionaries and beg {hem to; take tist.
‘“ Goné before us,
and feed their starving children, while
't After life's fivful fever
>
they. turned aside to die. In all these: well.”
appalling scenes, tog terrible for des erip‘Time and space fail,
for the

woof of his

mons and papers; ‘his manipulations of the
nusiness in conferences and associations,
meant this before all, and above all.
His

to come

Pa

l

LN

Mission

a warm friend, a
loy«l Free

Bap-

0 my brother,”
(thou) steepest
hy
:
and. I cin only

a‘ Christian

possession

and

China is fast bein

of.

Already

most

o

and in Mantchuria many principal stations
have been founded. Even in Australia

4

some successful work is done, and in-. the.

island world of the Pacific there has been
the greatest success. Malayan; Polynesia

ig to-day almost

Christianized, and

in

Melanesia and Micronesia the work is
rapidly extending. The Mohammedan
untries are all partially ‘occupied. Thus
wy, see that every section of the unchristial world is entered at least, and the
latgst reports give us a little more than
halts

million . native. church

members,

with three inillions (estimated) adherents.
Is not this & considerable quantity of gos-

pel seed corn which, scattered so univer-

-sally, shall in the near future bring forth
X
a great harvest for the Master?
But when we look over the vast regions

of darkness that stretch away beyond the

scattered Mission stationd®

pelled

to exclaim,

‘among so many !”

yet to reach.

we

are com-

** What

are these

There are 996,000,000

It hardly seems possible

that God has left such a work to men, but

so it is. And we are able to do it. There
are 20,000,000 Protestant church members

in Europe and America, and while there”

was almost no interest in foreign missions

a century ago, now every division of this

grand army has acknowledged its obliga.

tions by undertaking some work.

These

Protestant people are fast controlling the
world in business and government, socie-

ty and thought; they are equally able to
control it in. religion, Especially prominent is the English-speaking race in these
considerations, so great are

and

opportunities

the

afforded

facilities

by

modern

progress and the rapid amalgamation of
the nations into one world-wide land, that

frontier

the most stupendous enterprises are made
practicable. The world might have the gospel in 25 years if Protestant Christlans so

first number of
bi-monthly magM. Brewster, was
It has a circula-

determined.

We should have au average

of about 50 souls to each church member,

who
him
but
tion

“Each year since the organization of the

might enlist in the enterprise with
an average of from 5 to 10 pominal,
non-professing, Christians. Oar poras a people would be little less than

five millions, and consideriag our favora-

ble condition

.in

political ‘and race

worldly

prosperity, . in

relations,

in earnest

spirituality and in general intelligence,we
doubtless should accept nearer ten millions souls for enlightenment, if the world
the qualities that are especially needed in
is soon to have the gospel. Our present
this work, the next question is, How shall
Phillips,
Miss Mary E. Bacheler, Mrs.
field should be quickly occtpied and
she work? Shall she simply assist in car- D. F. Smith and Miss Lavina C. Coombs. others
taken with bold determination and
rying out the work her brothers have At Harper's. Ferry, Miss Lura E. Brack- a faith that by works is invincible.
]
ett and Miss Coralie L. Franklin.”
planned, or arrange for work sufficiently
are able and will arise just as soon as we
The president, corresponding secretary
independent to make-her feel that the re-.
recognize our sublime privilege.
We
sponsibility rests upon her ? We answer, and treasurer,who were elected at the time 3 lack for the work only what God has for
of
organization,
have
served
the
society
un—if women have the executive ability
us in abundance, his own Spirit. Oh t#at
and other needed qualifications to work til the present, the two latter having given the church as the bride of Christ would
on an equality with their brothers in Mis- an amount of faithful, unremunerated la- arise and join him in his work forthe
bor, which
few
are able to -appreciate.
sionary work, the tyo-thirds membership The‘members
of the Board have thus far world till his Kingdom shall universally
ot the church should be recognized by the paid their own expenses in attending, prevail!
A
one-third membership as worthy of being meetings, although it may be a question
NS ————
considered fellow-laborers, not subordi- how long this will be the wisest policy.
nate hélpers.
This should be done, It will continue to still be the purpose of
Tuesday evening a vigorous and eloquent sereither by giving them such representa- the Society to so conduct its work™as -to mon was preached by the Rev. G. H, Ball, p.
tion on Boards and Committees as would keep free from debt. Mistakes have been D.. Circumstances compel us to defer the pub-

ure

ig

>

rapid strides in the reception of the gospel

Society, there has been a steady increase
in receipts and a constantly deepening interest in the. spread of the
Redeemer’s
kingdom.
The aggregate amount of its
receipts
is $23,941.21.
The missionaries supported in India by the society since
its foundation are Miss Susan R. Libbey,
Miss Ida
O.
Phillips,
Miss
Hattie P.

It is not enough that these traits: be possessed by the workers who gb to the
field, but they must be the -underlying
principle of the whole movement.
Admitting, then, that womanhood has

istence during most of the present centu-

broader influence than any to which it has
yet attained.
4
BH
The past year, a good minister of Jesus
Christ and a member of the Foreign Mis-

.

her provinces are occnpied though us yet
with but small forces. Japan is making

tion of 3,600 copies.
It has entered upon
its sixth year as a monthly publication.

ine, Christ-like love for the souls of men.

the founding of that weekly journal which
we all love, and which we trust in the fut.

which gave .this dear . brother an un- drawn and held, if not instructed and benquestioned position in the front rank of efited. Therefore, his following while he
the great missionaries. of the world. lived may not have beer large. A man’s
History will plate the name of Jeremiah successin this "world nust be meashred
he
Phillips high on the roll, and full abreast | by the quality of heart and brain
with those of Henry Martyn, Cary, Jud- brings to the work. The good that shall
come after the man, as the# fruit of his
son, Livingstone and others. There is one
is offen a better evidence of what
notable and consummate feature of excel- labors,
life has accomplished “than any seemlence in Mr. Phillips’s career in India his
ing, and perhaps real, good which travels
which relegates him to the front rank as abreast, with him.
Viewed in this light I
the benefactor of a pecple. We may be believe Mr. Brewster has left his mark

‘“ go into |. was common

Na

me

gréat famine, © He superintended

reid Tuesday forenodt, Jan. 30, by the

A. J.. Marshall, returned

“The

ge

redeem-

West

Archipelago are occupied, Burmah

sisted in the framing of the constitution
.and has been thoroughly conversant with
its'work. The following is mainly from
her pen:
Cie
“In the year +1873, our India band of
workers liad been sadly reduced by sickness and death. The surviving missionaries appealed to the women to re-animate |
the Society that had languished, or form a
new one. Their appeal found them already moving in the matter.
Ata session of the New Hampshire Y. M., held
in Sandwich, June, 1873, the women con‘sidered the question of organization, and
decided that instead of remaining merely
achannel through which funds were to
flow, they would take advsned ground

tion to benevolent enterprises, let us ask,

the

In Africa there is on. the

land. Passing to Asia we find British
India covered with a complete net work
of missions.” The islands of the Indian

our honored sister, Mrs. M. M. H. Hills,
who was present at its orgauization, as-

As the phase of Woman’s work, which
we purpose now to consider, is her rela-

Foreign Board, and daring this period he
-was a pastor of a church doing the work
of both these offices with an untiring zeal,

made

an opposing community, self-supporting
and capable. of aggressive work, is as
hard of solation in a foreign as in the home
field. We may safely rely upon it that
it will be solved as soon there as here.
The people of India are poor, very poor,
but we believe that according to’the measure of their possessions they are as.active‘ly benevolent as the Christians of: America. The duty of self-support has been

did

ins, Kuowlton and othere—help us now.
« Call, pray, look, hope, give for men; and
they wil] surely appear, each eagerly ex-.
clainiin2, “ Here am I send me.’
PERSONAL STANDPOINT.

|

coast a chain of missions 3,000 miles long,

story of the organization and life of the
Society should be given inthe words of

bilities and suitable preparation? is as
truly the test to be applied asin the case

should

superintend Balasore, Jellasore and Santi-

pore.

own

work. In America we find scattered
from Greenland to Patagonia various
missions for those who have ,not the

lication of any report of it till next week. The
difficulties under which we have labored have
prevented the mention of many things which

were enjoyed by those who attended the exercises and which we would gladly convey to all our readers.

ry, but they existed simply

as feeders

Should

the

time

comé when:

of

best

at-

subserved

by a union

of

Woman's
: Societies, we
tained much vigor and the’ following .re- and
brothers will be- true ‘te the
marks by a writer in regard to- the oue i Spirit
of thed¢nomination. -

Mission Society.
troduced

the Methodist denomination was no dou

true of all:

¢

de

bb

*'We would suggest that possibly if

this shapely sapling had

been

remote from the parent

trunk.

CLAIMSOF FQREIGN MISSIONS ON

no

by the Rev. C. D. Dudley, of New Hampshire.]

tree of like kind need ever have been
planted in our garden. Too much shade
and too

little

nourishment

growth, and we doubt not finally caused
its death.”
"It is.in the very matire of things that
some sense of personal responsibility
must be felt bv successful workers. "The Free Baptist Female ‘Missionary.
Society, organized at the General Coanference, held in Sutton,

Vermont,

in

then,upon Christians,ot the thousand mil+

1847,

and yet we believe the same thing was true

alone

The influence of Mrs.

M. M. H. lills was very helpful

in

~

lions of the human truce, who have not yet
‘properly learnedof
Christ, is for a reasonable knowledge of the gospel. . Christ

probably hhd as much influence as any,

as of theothets.

know you wish us well, I heartily wish you,

He sa id that the work of salvation lies {
directly between the lost soul and its
God, put the church must provide the
light, We are to preach in all the world,
and Christ lifted up will ¢¢ draw all men.”
God does (aithfully his part and depends
entirely upon us to do ours. Tha claim

prevented its

can: Christianize,

and . Christians

alone can properly make
* Christ

pro-

Is not the work we call foreign

known.

missions,

moting the work of the Society and its in- the chief ‘responsibility «of the church?
fluence for’ good extended into several To properly understand the claims of this
Yearly Meetings;- where its’ results live work, and the measure of our ability, we
“to this'day. It was only, however, by the must know something of the present con-

persevering

effurts of a few ladies that

dition of the field, and of the work,: and
of the facilities afforded for. the work.

enough women could be gathered together tg attend to the little necessary sbusiness.
ing

On one occasion, the annual
was

held

by

three

womgn

The first demand of the perishing millions
is that their case of need be laid belore
those who can: help them.
Are Free

meeton the

church stairs, for want of a more avail-

Baptists able to meet this claim?
agencies are needed in” this work,

ahlesplace.
:
:
| The time came, however, ‘when, in response to the call of the Divine Muster,
gan, in earnest,

* In-January,

work for Missions,

1868,

Congregational wo-

Two
mes-

sengers and publications. The proper
.messenger to the individual church is the
pastor, and when he and his helpers do

women in the various; denominations be-

:

their part then

the’ question

of

to take into

his thoughts the entire world.” I take joy in
| knowing of your enterprise in this sphere of
labor.
The field is large enough for us all.
Aecept my hearty congratulation, and as IT

{An abstract of a paper read Tuesday afternoon

other

in-

Dr. Street, pas-

“It is the duty of the Christian

FREE BAPTISTS.

set more

Rev, E. W. Porter then

to the meeting Rev,

a worthy represantative of the American Board
of Foreign Missions.
Dr. Street expressed
his hearty sympathy with the work, and said,

thé Parent
believe our

ai

the

tor of the High St. Congregational church, and

would be’

progressive

after

the excellent spirit. of the lamented Miss
Crawford, and Rev. J, J. Hall spoke words of
‘tender remembrance of the late Rev, C. 0.
Libby, the former secretary of the Foreign

it seems

that the interests of missions

Tuesday forenoon,

conclusion-of Rev. B. D. Peck’s tender and
appreciative memorial address, opportunity
was given for general speaking. Rev, R. D.
Frost, late of India, made fitting. reference .to

2

or

shall

We feel it to be espbeially fitting that the! agascar is rapidly becoming

is to attempt one for which she has capaof man.

grand

vance made that seemed possible, and me.” He might have sat for Whittier's
old-time Christian.
:
be in training to take up their work,as it is though the day has not yet come when the
churches can support themselves, except
wrong to place it upon already overbur‘How
calm
and
firm
and
true!
Ld
Pnspotted by its wrong and crime,
‘dened men. {If Dr. Bacheler leaves the in a few instances, it is rapidly approachHe walked the dark earth through.
ing.
It
is
ardently
desired
by
the
natives
Press, theDispensary, his bazar preaching
The lust of power, the love of gain,
The thousand lures of sin
next spring, who will take up his work ? themselves, and it will be a day of rejoicAround’him, had no power stain
recognize the equality, or; by expecting
ing
to
them
as
well
as
to
us.
made in both planning and executing, . but
The purity within,
Se
Ei
I have not the strength for bazar preachof
them to organize independently. No one, we have plenty of company there.
He walked by faith and not by sight,
ing in addition to the school. ‘Though the
By love and not by law,
* We believe that the success thus far atcognizant of Woman's ‘status’ in church
MEMORIAL ADDRESS.
The prosence of the wrong or right
Press has a native foreman,to be success_and state, fifteen years ago, when wom- tending the history of Women’s ‘Societies
¢ He rather felt than saw.”
>
| Delivered by the Rev. B. D. Peck, of New
ful it must have missionary superinteii- York.
We present the following abstract. ]
en's societies began to be formed on their | must silence candid critics, for ‘nothing
dence.
Who will take the Press? The
succeeds, like success.” A critic said a few
Among the representative laymen of this present basis,’ would say that the former
Those
of
whom
I
speak
to-day
were
huPress has not yet had a fair chance. We man like ourselves, and if it shall appear denomination wh have devoted time and
years ago of these societies, ‘‘ Let them
was
possible.
The
church
-was
neither
should put money into it and give it a when this paper is read, that I have spoken labor to the foreign mission cause stands
alone.
Do not oppose. them and they will
man. Must the Press
given up, or only of the virtues and noble Christian the name of William Burr, the whilom edi- ready to approve such an innovation, nor soon die out.” He was a very near-sighttor of the Morning Star, and the faithfal many women ready or fitted to step into
must I rob the Bible School for it ?
fy
3
will be under- treasurer of all oar benevolent institutions. such positions. The latter was the desir- ed Inprophet.
closing, we wish to speak a word -of
Must the Dispensary be givenup? The deeds of the departed, it
as an expression of our thanks to He aggregated all the dollars and cents able course, both to show the church the appreciation of the large-heartedness and
home churches must answer this ques- stood
God, that men, redeemed men, are heav- that came to his hands for the Star, for real power for work existing in its-twogenerous spirit which Free Baptists have
tion. The native pastor at Midoapore is en’s
chosen messengers to bear to a lost missions, home and foreign, and for edu- thirds membership #nd for its education- ever shown towards their women.
We
not wstrong. man. I shall help him all I and sinful
race
the
glorious
gospel
of
the
al
influence
in
fitting
women
for
the
work
cation ; and without confusion, and without
believe the privileges accorded them are
can—but that will necessitate the subdilessed’ Christ. “For we have this treas- loss, each treasury was always ‘infact; so the Master was calling them to. . But greater than among any people except the
vision of time I am giving to three new 2ure in earthen vessels that the excellenthat any"moment he-could give an accurate instead of arguing this question, let us Friends. We are not aware that any womchurches.
“0
=
alcy of the power nay be of God and not of account of his stewardship presenting
an has been prevénted from entering any
In all Orissa only one missionary re- us.” - The phrase, *‘Speak only good of ways a clean-sheet. We are indebted to Mr. consider the logic of facts. * Missionary societies among women of department of denominational work to
mains, and he has not yet been in. the
Burr, more than to any other one man, for
different denominations have been in ex- which she. felt God called her.
country three years;—he—must, however, the dead” is ordinarily a wise maxim.

“ical

which

The organization of the Free Baptist while the ten provinces of southern Africa
Woman's Missionary Society was the crys- ‘are quite fully occupied
by thirteen differtallization of impressions
felt in many ‘ent societies. Central Africa, the great
quarters that God was speaking: earnestly
region of darkness, is vigorously attacked
to our women ‘that they go forward.™ . from every side by trong forces. Mad-

sepulcher. = Our sister’s mission was largely with and for the little pagan girls rescued from the famine. These she clothed
and fed as best she could, leading them in
ways of knowledge and religious instruc-

in India have the same question to solve
that awaits solution with very many of the
churches in America.
If poverty has
proved too great a barrier for Christian
churches afflicted ,with it-in America to
surmount, we need not expect a people
just emerging from the degraded condition of the people of India to leap it ata
bound.
The. question how to. make a
church that is composedof poverty-strick-

have the efficient machinery.

men

education

In addition to the

themselves..

longest at the cross, and ‘is the first at the

In the matter of self-support, the churches

Oriyas,

ried on for seventeen years. .

and in all

fields the native predchers have
deep impressions upon the masses.

a Printing Press was established

1863:

ing Institute perhaps,

What is her special adaptability to work
of this character? Womanhood is endued in large measure with the three
attributes, faith, hope, love. Examples of
this are numerons not only in sacred and
general history but they are all about us.
we. -havedo labor in, but we believe that tion, watching them, teaching them in the He who would succeed in any work that
for a time all our attention and resour- ‘school, praying with and for them, that tends to uplift humanity must have faith
they might find Jesus; and as they devel- that there is something left'sin humanity
ces, beyond what is needed to sustain our
educational work where it now is, should oped into. womanhood she strengthened to be uplifted and.in the instrumentality
be devoted to the increase of our preach- them - in virtue's ways, showing them the to be used,—hope,geven though results
ing force. «\We believe that all exper- Lamb of God who taketh away the sin of be long delayed, and a genuine love for the
ience goes to show that preaching the gos- the world. Some of these are now teach- souls of those for whom he is laboring.
.pel is the most effectual method of bring- ers in the schools and some are the wives Miss Ophelia failed utterly to influence and support select and their own missionnative preachers.
Thus even from
Topsy for good suantil the gentle Eva aries, with thé approbation of the F. M..
ing people to Christ, and that instead. of. ofthe thefamine,
that terrible scourge, has come
taught her that love was the only medium
its being the weakest part of our work it this sweetness
Board.
The constitution then adopted
and this glory, through the through which she couldlet light into the
should be made the strongest.
earnest, self-sacrificing labors of -this darkened spirit. There is something in with-a few modifications has continued
Another mest interesting question is, noble woman.
‘the one by which.it is governed. It wus.
Who is to receive her
What are the native Christians themselves' mantle and to take up the work which she the human soul, no matter how degrad- so framed that the society could work ior
doing in the way of self-help and self-sup- laid down at the portals of the grave? ed it may be, that knows instinctively Home as well as Foreign Missions. Auxport? (Jur last mission report shows that Possibly that little lady—Miss “Coombs— whether love is the motive that prompts iliary Societies and Children’s Bands were
there are 16 of them in the ministry, or. who came into our prayer-meeting in New efforts for its benefit.
soon formed in many of the churches
Not only are these qualities naturally throughout New England and more or
one to every 34 of the communicants, York the other evening, spoke her gentle
possessed
in
good
measure
by
womanwhile in our denomination here there are words, and offered the sweet and earnest
-less in other states.
A missionary was
more than 60 members to%ne in the ac- prayer which lifted us all heavenward, and hood, but the educating influence of her ‘almost immediately sent to India and from
tive work of the ministry.
There are then sailed away_alone the next morning. position as wife and mother has tended that time the work bas b
each year
for that dark land? We hope so.
to'develop them more fully. Oae result increased.
about 15 now attending the Bible School
;
Rev. Benjamin Burleigh Smith went to of these traits is that so long as woman
Land 60 women engaged in our mission
“The Society is now sustaining five misIndia
in
1852
and
died
in
1872.
He
was
a
holds a belief in old faiths, she clings to ~sionaries in India and two mis€ionary
school work, making a total of 91 out of
a membership of 545, or one in six of the laborious missionary and’ a fa{thfal ser- them with the greatest tenacity, as iilus- teachers at Harper's Ferry. It is also aidvant of God.
His record proclaims ‘his
ing the work at all our India stations in
trated by the adherence of heathen wommembership
daily
engaged in direct usefulness, and assures his reward.
For
Christian work. From this it will be seen years he was a great sufferer, but _he bore en to the worship of idols after men have employing native Christian teachers in the
that the native Christians are coming for- all with Christian patience, aad much’ for- lost faith in them and also in the persist- zenanas, and day schools. A large numward in very unusual numbers to aid in titude; and labored on in his chosen field ency of Southern women in our own l=nd ber of children are taught in its ragged
schools and it has an industrial school alButwhen
establishing the kingdom of our Lord in till he was called home.
His mortal re- in defending the ** lost cause.”
India.
Concerning the value of these mains rest in the soil 6f India, and his she really accepts a new truth as. truth ready under way at Midnapore.
“Myrtle Hall, a boarding hall for girls at
and yields to it her allegiance, faith -and
services all agree that they have become sleeping
dust
consecrates
the
spot of
Harper's Ferry, is a monument to the faith
hope
in
its
sure
triumph
spring
up
like
a very valuable aid in the work, and that ground near the little chapel in Balasore,
perseverance of this Society.
It has
Cadmus* warriors, ready equipped for and
much of the success gained has been the where he preached the Word.
helped in the erection of Anthony Hall,
battle and victory, as illustrated by the
I pass to notice some who have, labored
result of their labors. As pastors many
and has assisted many of the girls in prohave shown marked ability, and as evan- for foreign missions. in the home field. valiant service of the womenof the Woni- longing their education. Recently, it has
gelists their preaching is attended with Rev. Elias Hutchins was for eighteen en’s Christian Temperance Union.
bégun to make appropriations for Home

tive preachers and other workers. A Bible School was opéned in 1879: two mis-

‘‘gionaries

:

There is no fixed line that separates her
work from man’s work. Is the work she

Crawford.
Tirese are the concrete typ:
of that noble womanhood which tarries the

‘male missionaries there, and has 1,200
pupils in its schools, while we have but
us take care of our
Koreign Mission first
of all, giving other matters a second place.
five male migsionaries and have2,858 puAction so unselfish as this, God will re- pils—more than double their number. We
gard; and for it, he will cause our cup of are not doing any more educational - work
‘blessing for-all- our- home interests to be than is imperatively demanded in the field
Let

strengthen

;
1870

ladies organized in

work they have done in sending abroad
the Gospel, a great deal of edutative influence
kas been exerted upon the women

‘Woman's work is to do whatever nature
and

shame.” These choice spirits to-day are not

cease now

fectiveness..

his

Bor iano, Brosidont of the Wom:

be BB

stands, our educational work is far in ad- found in the cloister and the nunnery, but
vance of the preaching force, and as com- .enshrined in such earthly tabernacles as
pared with the educational work done by that of the first Mrs. Judson, Elizabeth
other missions, we are in advance of every Fry, Dorothy L. Dix, Florence Nightinother mission in that field. The Amer- gale and last, but not least, Miss Lovina

in Chrisin India.

God

Some advocate the *all preach-

furnished
for the work.,

Let

blesses

hoarishuent-—result—, plan for such work P—a Quarterly Meet.’

mission

literature rests with the Mission Societies

brethren, God speed.”
secration meetings

on

The

prayer

Tuesday

were

and conseasons.

of special interest and profit.” There wus

ear-

nest prayer ¢specially for our young men

who

are studying for the ministry, that the mlesionary ‘spirit ‘may be more fully manifested.
The occasion missed the bright presence and
stirring. words of many dear and henored
brethren who, enshrined now in the light of
other days, have long since and even recently
gone from labors to rewards, and also of many
still living but far away.
But the ‘season—wasone to be cherished in the ‘memory while life *

shall fast, and fitted

to enlarge

our thoughts -

and quicken our energiés
Tor God in the werk
of aiding in the evangelization of the world
for a half century to come, though during its
passage the most of us'must see the end of our
earthly toils, trials and triumphs.
0-0-0
4+

THEREGISTER for 1883.-6n
The edition is rapidy being exhausled.
Those desiring the “book, and that ought

to mean all who as yet have it not, shoyld
sendat once. Price, only twelve cents by :
mail, postpaid. Per dozen, $1.18 post-

men ofgwized in Boston the Woman's
and the Printing Establishment. They
Board of Missions. W'nis was just after are doing -their part, Our great need: paid, Per hundred, $7.00. with expreasthe close of our war and seemed like a af present, as it seems to me, is a vigorous age udded.. ©

turning of the energies that had been call

home cafopaign persistently. pushed “by

ah

the Lord of

hosts; if I will not open you the windows
of heaven,and pour you out a blessing that
there shall not be room enough to receive
it” Let us then, I say, prove the Lord of

hosts.

more

more fruit.”
Presbyterian

brain and facile pen has so. énriched and

ing” plan. Others have leaned largely
to the educational. Still more Have. fa-- burdens and.carry them without regret and
vored a well balanced use of both neans without complaint. They live not for themas the better plan for work. In our- own selves but for others.
Their . perfectly
mission we have been
governed largely white souls exult as did the Master's in
by the charactér of the Sk and means *¢ bearing the cross and despising the

we send to the heathen, the more we shall
‘have for ourselves; and still Another says:
“Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,
+ that there may be meatin mine house, and
saith

shade and

prolitdc

A

work,

One has said, the more angels in heaven,
the more room ; another, the more gospel

herewith,

whose

ing the life and self-sacrificing spirit of
Miss Lovina Crawford is difficult indeed. ‘ber that though ‘‘God takes away
She was qne of those rare beings who workmen, he carries on hix work."
come into this world 10 work for others,
and to bless the ages by their lives and exWOMANS WORK.
ample. . They live aside. from ordinary,
mortals;
and are never fully understood by
their contemporaries. They take up their an’s Mission Society.]:

tent, the molding of the character of the
people who receive the gospel ; and*to do
this most important part well we must
have the best talent procurabie.
Next in importance come .methods of

the denomina-

has never been so strong as it is toand it only réquires loyalty,and courand sacrifice on our part to carry it
of the reach of all danger.

prove me now

man

be

judgment

the

al

tion
- day:
age,
out

scholar,

| missio m aps and a select library of ©
:
men with , deep piety, good Judgment the work which he began.
sccielies came standardn’works
‘adorned our denominatio
Other
1871.
st
in
on missions, with “preKapti
and
|
ture;
litera
these,
and
many
others
.
whom
I
can
not
rapidly into line. All of these have con- scribed course ot reading and reports.
-and-¢
“business ability. We must There is another laborer in this fleld of
-name,—all
gone
during
the
last
half
cenwhom I mustspeak. The task of delineattinued to grow 8teadily in extent and efbear in mind that we have, to a'large exWe turn now to a hasty view of mission
tufy.
But, let us who are spared, .remem-

* * *

I speak unto wise men, in speaking to the
men of this denomination—td, men who
~—have
faith in the denomination, and who
will come $0 its support in this hour of a
small trial! In my

lettres

a

vears of toils, and tears, and prayers.

ted to foreign mission work has yery much
to do with results. The work demands

sharp criticisms from sogie quarters, Of
this new society, in comparison with the
old, a writer says, ¢¢ This tree had less

eh

pull

-ty was formed with the approval of the
thoughtful and far-seeing ones, but amid

earnest” student,

the evangelistic pioneer of our doctrines
in the East and in the West; Martin Cheney, the self-taught theologian, intrepid
reformer, and eminent preacher; Geo. T.
Day, the graceful writer, the ripe belle

TH

to

down in black ruin a superstructure of
oar
fathers—a
superstructure of fifty

denying man of God, the

et.
pew 2 a

mean

dubitable proof to the pagans, and 10 all,

that he, was the minister of that divine
Master who said, *‘ Inasmuchas ye did it
unto the lefist of these,ye did it unto me.”
Our brothel has left behind him a family
of-workers and we shall best honor. him
and them, but especially the Master, by
carrying forward
with increasing vigor

saving a world is préssing upon-every beliver. God will not convert the heath-,
en. until Christian nations are ‘prepared
to receive and nurture them.
3
The characterof those who are appoin>

Cle

It would

This command should be stud-

ied and reflected upon-uatil the burden of

intelligent, warm-hearted messengers, till

every pastor is taken personally
by the
hand and interested in’ this i
and
given all the help and stimulus possible
for his arduous werk among his people.
Another need in this work of information
is some “systematic method of: studying
the work. Why should not this parent
society begin immediately to project some *

>

gods.

bf entering upon she ‘daties of the task
imposed.

allude to John Buzzell, the first President of «ed forth and nourished by’'the exigenoies
this Society, the man who introduced Dr. : ghthe war, into this new_bsnevolent chan-:
Amos Sutton, the General Baptist Misel.
:
ro
Se
sionary from India, te our denomination;
Ia 1869, the Methodist Woman's SocieDavid Marks, the boy preacher, the self-

tién, Mr. Phillips bore himself nobly,
discharged faithtully and considerately
every duty, mitigated
and relieved a
vast amount -of suffering, ‘ giving in-

followers ot our Saviour who were capable

sion Society die!
Our India Mission die!
What would the dying of this mission;
It would mean the clo¥ing of
mean?
It would
‘our Bible) School at Midnapore.
mean tarning hundrgds and thousands .of
children now in our mission schools. into
the streets of ignorance and sin, to worship false

A

were perhaps less than a score of devout

(Continued from the first page.)

's

The Morning Star.

hold forth Christ as Redeemer, and com-'
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perience has proved thig act to be of great
service in perpetuating faith on earth.

mend him to the faith of all men.

a All communications Ageipnd tor publica
should be addressed to the Editor, and all le!
on business, remittances of money, &c,, should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. . Con-.
tributors will please write only on ene side “of
their
paper and not roll it preparatory to mailing.
ey must send full name and
, not
. necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purpose, We need at least a week in which to’ decide
whe
we can use contributions of any length.
. We have
a large corps of paid editorial and special
~oontributors and cannot pay for articles contributed by.others unless an understanding
is. had to that
effect before publication.
;
:

sands in every generation are led

can preach symbolically,

God says: * I gave my Son to die for
sinners; to redeem them; to rule over
them ; to save them; to bring them into
fellowship and give them immortality
and eternal life.” Man replies as he
partakes: ** I believe in Jesus Christ;
accept him as my Lord and Saviour;
adore and worship him ;"devote my life
to his service ; rejoice in the fellowship
of this love and proclaim him rightful
Lord of all.
:
When and where it is observed is not
spirit and aim,

in-

of sorather

than of feasting. Custom has put this re-

past usually at the close of day,
title refers to the nature
rather than time of its
may occur at any hour,

but the

of

the

meal,

service.
Supper
and does occur

in reality, when the meal. the name

scribes, is served.

de-

So the Lord's Supper

is a light, social repast, devoted to spiritual ends.

A feast would have ‘been

spiritual, more sensuous, and

less

less

help-

tul to the soul.
Three purposes of the sacred supper
are set forth in the gospel, and only
three, but these ure generic

and

involve

Christian

scheme.

The one first mentioned
is commemoration.

"brance of me.”

(Luke. 22: 19)

*¢ This do in'remew-

The advantage of this

simple act of remembrance is immense.
Jn the rush and turmoil oflife we ueed
some specific act to recall thought, sug-

gest reflection aud bring us face to face
with

eternity,

tokens of that
- blood always
deep feelings
salvation, and

and

the

Eternal.

The

broken body gid flowing
refresh memory, and beget
concerning the soul and
keep purposes alive that

would else die and

with

them

stifle

all

holy emotions and joyous hope.
The second use of the supper “mention-

ed is to express the unity of all saints in
Christ Jesus. 1 Cor. 10: 17. ‘For we
being many are one bread and one body :
for we are all partakers of that one bread.”
So ‘“‘the bread

which

we

break

is

the]

commupion of the body of Christ,” the
symbol of the one * church which is his
body ;” and called the ** whole family in
heaven and earth.” We should. not forget that this unity is ‘‘ in Christ Jesus,”
not in organization. Some are so held
by visible, formal rules, they fail to see

clearly that faith in Christ

is the only

essential bond of union, and

to

manifest

and declare ‘that fact the. supper
..given. Organic union may, or may
be desirable ; it certainly is not

to the
por to
supper
dained

was
not,

essential

unity of the church of God, in fact,
its manifestation in form. The |
is the formal act that Christ orto seg forth this unity. and to make

it manifest.” So far as we make this act
say what our Lord would have it say, his

prayer that his disciples might be cne is
fulfilled.

a

as

Hence we should devoutly say,

we take the bread,

ship with all true
that love Christ;

«Tf

am

in

fellow-

disciples; I love all
8p far as I discern

faith

and life in men, 1 give them the hand of
fellowship, and ask them to join
© the symbolic loaf, and the cup

fies by What grace we are mide
in the Lord.

I include

all

me

in

that testi-

brethren

members

the body of Christ in my fellowship,

of

leges God has conferred upon his redeem-

ed family.”

Thus we shouldfi jrce our hearts’ into
the widest love; consider our identity

with all saints in faith, hope and service,
and magnify the Head, even Christ,

whe

is the center of this union, sweeping nway
all barriers, all prejudices, all sectarian-

-

ism; all dividing walls,

tréds, - and all’ selfish

all

national

Ty

drink

ha-

rivalries, which

kinder a cordial, eager fellowship.
- we eat and

how

mighty

save

worthy

and

None

Thus

worthily, ‘discerning

the Lord’s body.”
<i
g
The third and last-mentioned use of this

supper is to show, or declare* the Lord's
death till he come,” (1 Cor. 11: 26),
+* For as oft as ye eat this bread and drink
this clip,ye do show the Lord's death till
he come.” Thé word translated * show”
‘
* is elsewhere rendered preach. So we

our

Yoh

preached the Word, he was listened to by.a large

many Jers,

The

i" Rev. I. D. Stewart, Agent

church.

of ‘the

duties of his office.
with him.

once

course; reserve

the right

when for any reason it
matter thus furnished.l ©

her daughter and

with

Pel

called

NOTES.
recently

backsliders

have

been

re-

is the tarm Mr. C. W. Purcell, of the Natime. There has been no special interest in
tional'Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill, applies to his
extra meetings, yet three have recently.been. -sufferings/ Hesays: I, for one, wish to speak a
word of praise for St. Jacobs Oil. I suffered
with
converted in the vicinity of the church.
O

°

Dunn will preach the sermon.
This
has been organized nearly 32 years,
against hardships and poverty as best
It now numbers 60 members, ready to
thing for the Master.

years, of
suddenly

from life, one an active memberof the

among ‘the removals

resigned
has

grets of the large nnmber of friends

by death.

The church

church
battling
it could.
do.any-

he has

made during his stage of office here, as well as
good wishes for further advancement in a ca-

'

Senator Hoar of Massachusetts cares more
for the approval of .his.conscience than the applause of his constituency, and after he has decided that a measure is right, he has the courage to stand by it. For these reasons his second election to the U. 8S. Senate is'a moral triumph.
The opposition to him was strong and
pronounced, and if there had been any doubt
me
————————————

have been

———

When will Congress repeal the law providing for the continuous coinage of our standard,

dollar?

Its present

done

Q. M. in reference

these churches.

possible.

The Edgecomb

intrinsic value.is

ing the means of grace than for
Address B., Farrar, Committee.

about 81 cents.

New

@orrespondence.

some

The

ville were

Hampshire.

Flat realized $25 from a Japanese tea-party
Jan. 19. Professor Chapman of New Hamp&% In addition
to the usual denominational
ton gave a rich treat by his select readings.
matter, this department is open to brief and oth-Rev. Ira Emery closed a pleasant, and itis
erwise unobjectionable communications from all
parts of our field.
‘hoped, profitable pastorate of three years with
——
rs
pg ern,
——
x
the Wolfborough church the last Sabbath in
January.
During this time the church has
* . THE OANVASS.
The space required for the reports of the ad. been thoroughly repaired inside and a new organ purchased, the whole cost being about
dresses at Lowell compels us to make a briefer
report of the canvass this week than we hai plan.
$600. The pastor’s salary, though not large,
ned.
We will Sply state that 206 picked can.
has been promptly and fully paid.
The
vassers have thus far been secured—75 for Maine,
49 for New Hampshire, 22 for Vermont, 10 for church is free from debt. _May the Lord direct

Thus far, 303 new subscribers

some

one theré.to

preach

the unsearchable

the Merrimack
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$7
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The following
is the report of new subscriptions
for a year obtained by the special canvass tor the
week ending Jan. 23.
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by G. C. Haynes)
by Rev. J. Boyd)

Sidney
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Mrs. A.T. Grant—Atkinson (Sent
Mrs. J. P. Heart
- Phillips (Sent

by Rev. C. W. Foster) O. W. Russell—N. Boothbay
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

len)

Mrs.

(Sent by
Streeter,

Nancy

A.

Mrs.

Julia E, Pinkham,

Grafton

(Sent hy Ida

Kimball—Franklin

B.

M. Al-

Halls

Mary E. Richardson) J. Hardy, Hiram
J. F. Avery, Mrs. Mary Wallace, A. R.

Cory, Mra. J. A. Philbrick,

3

letter

Mrs. Annie M. Hutch-

Gifts

‘ Our con-

in

.

.

Burlington,

I have used Downs’
‘consider

ita

safe

cases of coughs,

Vt.,

Jan. 26,

Elixir for forty

and

valuable

colds,

and

any

Lombard

NEW

YORK.

writes:

‘“We

have great

seat of Em-

are

alarming,

and it bas

IRA

when

never

place of

the

overran

MICHIGAN.
Chandler
fin) Calvin Cilley.

:

York for coughs, colds,

bronchial

Sonsumblion, scrofula

and general debility.

and

session a Womau’s Mi-gionary Society and the.
mission interest is receiving increased attention.
3
;
:
:
A strong man is needed
for the Oneonta
church to take the place of Rev. D. Boyd,
Rev. E. E. Cartwright labored with Rev.
0. Dickey in the recent revival at Pultney and
rendered ‘good assistance.
:

Rev. T. ‘A. Stevens iy assisting Rev. F. O.
Dickey
in ‘special fpeetings at Middlesex.

‘There is a deep interest being awakened.
Rev. J. B. Randall, pastor of the church at
North Creek, N, Y , has been busily engaged
in making needed repairs on the church, and
-An

increased

intetest

is manifest

in his ¢charch. There have been several’ conversions and some reclaimed, .
"
t Loon Lake, where our church had about
died out, there have recently been hopeful indications”of life. The covenant meeting bas

been re-established
have occurred.

and

several conversions
NE

Three days’ meetings have been held with
most of thg'churches in the Lake George Q. M.
Bro..Randul is'doing what. he oan for our mis-.
ne,
both in his own church {i in the
There are but féw churches That have

yet fully learned that“ thereis that scattereth
PE

ARS

Elniita, has-been with

us to encourage and

help on with the good

work.

Several

1)

312 Ninth Ave., Evansville, 1nd.
Rev. Thomas Wyatt, Bridgewater,
Quarterly

Meeting

Crawford (Pa.) with
Feb. 9-11.

the

Waterville

Price, 5 Cents.

N. H.

Lawrence (N. Y.) on Feb. 9-11, with the
Dickinson Center church. A full attendance is
desired. Some action as to a change of time for
will be taken.

bless usin our labors here.”

James

Boyd

March

2, at 2, P. M.

acceptance to the people.

The church 1s mov-

ing for building a parsonage with’ good pros=
pect of success.
Several have been converted

within a few monthsat eutpoints contiguous
to the town,
in"town.
fumes

and micetings are now
:
:
. Louisiana,

being held
hd

Rev.-J. M. Coleman has been elected, by the.

PUBLISHED BY

church,

at Pishon’s Ferry, commencing Feb. 23 at 2 p. M.,
and continuing over the Sabbath.
G. C. HAYNES, Clerk.

holdios the Feb. session

FOR SINGING CLASSES.

|

[It is hoped

Missions, Home and Foreigp; also that - some. attion may be taken toward organizieg a Q. M.:

Woman’s Misgion “Society. Let the brethren
prepared with their conference assignments.
B. G. BLAISDELL,

be

Clerk.

Dr. H. R.

Lebanon

(I1l.)

~ The

Feb.
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.

with

the Fairview

church, 3

miles south-west of Ashley (i!1),
churches will
v

commencing

Reb. 16. It is hoped

tnat

b& represented.
M. A. SHEPARD,

at

all the

Clerk.

Palmer's

Latest Class and Convention Bok

Parsonsfield (Me.) at So. Parsonstield,

(25)

:

| Cincinnati, 0.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
No. 5, Union Square.

all willcome prepared to contribute freely for our

14 at Y o’clock A. M.

cts. per doz. by mail ;

JOMN CHURCH& CO.,

church,
Clerk.

(Me.) with the 2d Clinton

50

$4.00 per 100 by Express.

Notices.

Greenweod

L. P. SHERRITT,

Al

Sovereign.

the resv’t of many

years

of experience

in

class teaching
and convention
work, Dr.
Palmer has been able to present in THE SOVER-

EIGN the bert system for elementary teaching ever
offered by him.
A new
chart,

2
in

:
colors,

a generous

together.”

Sanilac

. J.

(Mich.)

with

C. ENOWLTON, Clerk.

the

P.M.

of

A general attendance

church

Butield, Jan.

is desired.

+ JOHN H.SWAILES, (lerk.
Oxford (Mich) With the Bruce church, Feb. 23

donation

~ 25... We cordially invite all.

:

bi
teaching

S

that was.wanted for

»|

The next session of the WolfboroQ. M. Ministers’
Conrerence ut Ossipee,Feb,2. Asgignments: The Philosophy of Prayer, Bro. Ward; What is the Moral
Support the Pastor may expect from his church
members ? Bro. Dinsmore; Comparative Merits of»
Extemporancous

(Me.)—Mot

5—7.

In

with

the absence

the ohurch
of

the

ports wera received

from only

at

clerk,

Re-

or written

Sermons,

20: 4—10.

Bro. Janes;

.
tone

and

J. D. Couliurd were preset and

rendered eflicient service so that all pronounced
it a season of refreshing.
Next session with the church in Lee, com mendc-

H. GRAVES, Clerk.

' Oakland (Mich.)>—Convened with the Green Oak

‘church.Jan. 13-14.
Each chuich was represented
both by letter And a god delegation.
No revivals

have occurred in tha Q M. during the qu irter, but
each church is doin: steady aad permanent work
for the Master. All th2 churches
have pastors and
the relationship between
pastors ani people is
pleasant

indeed.

Rev. §.

Carrier was

present

a3

corresponding messenger from Genesee Q. M. and

I. Emery.

not’

of Jan. 24,

9—11

‘as

published

in

: i. B. FULLER,

5

‘STERLING GEMS.

By PERKINS and MAIN,

' 216 8vo. pages, $1.50 per Doz; 50c. cach by mail.

the Star
Clerk. -|-

a

Received, |
Blake—Mrs I, § Bennett—

Mrs J W.Elis—A

Frisbee—=(

W

Foster—s3

Fen-

Liberal:

discount to Teachers and the Trade y

BICLOW & MAIN,York.
26 East Ninth Street, New
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Toney Letters

lard—W . Andrews—3 D Bates—3 H Barreut—B
Blake—W Brown—J FP Brown—Mra A Bates—BE
Bunker—C
C Burt—G W Burrou:hs—F H Bubar
—Bennett’s Agduoy—B Bradley—J T Bickford
—T
F Butler—O
Buuler—CJ Chaftse—Mrs_ A A Cooper—s A Currier—N Chandbourn-A K Curilier—S
Curtis—Mrs M E Cagsey—L Cook—L A Candage—
W H Coulter—a F Cornwell—Mary Davis- BE J
Doyle—L
Dexter—C- W Dealtry—0O H Denvey—

-

BOUNDS with new an flected Study, "Prag
Popular Songs
tice and recreation SOngs.
for all occasions.

Pas.

of ner—S D Fove—R A Firher—P ¥ord—Z F Giiffin
the same,
Bro. C. waB formerly pastor o the I~ S Gerry—=Mrs M E Grover—J U G os
Gray—S E
Green Oak church’ and Sabbath moroing, as he Gduld—D Glidde 1—H Pau-X
gage a vely encouraging report of the workings

Four are now ready.

Price, 26 cts. each part; $2.00 per dos.

Bare

8 W Archibald—C E
A Burge-s—8 H Briggs—R Bougg—K E Barker—
‘A 5 Coston—Mrs
M A Curtis—M
A Caswell—
I M
Allen Auborn Me—F P Adams—Mrs 8 Al-

with each

Adapted and Arranged by Dr. H, RB. PALMER.
work is being issued in Six parts of 83

A. -pages each.

Cutbing;-

Ralation of- the

two churéhes (Kn-

tield and Lee), but the session was quite interesting. Brethren.'F. II. Bubar, of Houlton Q. M.,

Bro.

Bro.

IRA EMERY, Clerk.
. CORRECTION.—The Huntington Q. M. "will hold
its next session with the Starksbare church, Feb.

28-25, and

ps

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.
G. B. CUTLER, Clerk.

.

if any oné would cut

given

Concert Gems for Chouses.

i

‘Walnut-Creek (111.) with the Liberty church,
Friday, Feb. 16, at 2 p. M.
:
iB

Franconia, N. H., of-

Rev. W. P. Curtis was chosen clerk pro tem.

at Newbury,

price, 5 cents,

copy of the book.
,
First-class Glees, Part Songs and Choruses eombine to make a book that Teachers and Scholars

Feb. Y—11, commencing Friday at the 2.30 o’clock

Plan of Serpdon,

|.

=

ings, and six bright, new Carols by Root,
Post-Office Addresses.
J Murray, Claribei and Sherwin, interspersed with
old hvmns,
though
specially
prepared
for
Louis Hisingion, Esq., Treas. of Kan. F. B. AsEASTER, is almost equally appropriate for any
sociation, Wellington,
Kan.
Sabbath in the yar.
;
Rev. G. W. Moore, Cor. Sec. Gen. Baptist Asso.,

tor to the 3. 8. work of his Courch,

>

Church Service Sunday School
Prepared by W. F. SHERWIN.

nard; Exegesis of Rom.

|. Springfield

Pennsylvania.

SONG.

will be delighted with.
;
»
Price, $7.50 per Doz.; 75 cts. each if sentby mail.

sought ang found Christ, and there are many
more edrnest seekers.
gg
seems to be
deepening in many heafts, and ‘the work: appears to be just begun.
May God help us and
.

and

This beautiful
service with its Scripture Read=

Aotices,

have |

Rev. Dr. Calder of Harrisburg has recently
labored
ten days with the: Port Alleghany
church. in preaching and, lecturing with much

In SCRIPTURE
For
.the

the small classes, and a box of money from his
friends.
vi
/
i

well supplied for a yedr at least.

ong

RESURRECTION

The

house for the occasion. Surprises ‘were made. ing sermon, Friday evening by Rev. E. G. East
‘¢ Forget not the assembling of yourselves
The ‘pastor received .a beautiful present from -| man

the church; and several more will unite at the and draw it. Sixteen men engaged in the work
next covenant ;meeting.. Here in his own one day, and the church und parsonage are
church at Potter he has been, and is at present;
holding a series of meetings, commencing with
the week of prayer. ‘Rev: J. 8. Harrington,of

The Story of the

tubercular

yo

ATTRACTIVE

SERVICE FOR EASTER.

double the quantity of the liquid

New York.

AND

relationship,

Rev. B. G.: Cartwright of Potter has been holding meet- Pultney, N. Y., gave him
Chiteningsat the Pultney church, assisted for some Jan. 18.
"
(Sent by Rev. ZF. Grif- time by Rev. F. O. Dickey, and..the Lord has
Bro. Nathan Russell of
greatly blessed their labors. - Bro. Cartwright | fered to give all the wood
received nearly a score of earnest ¢onverts into the church and parsonage
‘at.

The Gibson (Pa.) Q. M. organized at its last

NEW

the

oil, and
the most delicate stomach will ‘not reject
For sale by all druegists, and E.
B TRUEX,

298: Pearl St.,

to Ministers.

Carlos

The Central Association Notes.

A

Italy.in

dominion.

thus Jelly than by

J

disap-

SHATTUCK.

most mild, bland, and nutritious form -in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a - single teaspoonful of,

Rev. R. A, Coats is at

The friends of Rev. E. E. Cartwright

Fort Jackson (Sent by

Blaisdell) Mrs. Royal Lawrence,
don.
s
1

parsonage.

A correspondent

with which to build
up the system.

The Blood, Brain and Nerves
are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and

and
the starch and impure
matted. These make in them-

* QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:
Approved by the Academy.of Medicine of New

Sunday-school to his home, but the proprietor
of the Paine House generously threw open his

reason to be thankful to the Father for what
he is doing in the Union Q.M. Rev. E. E.

Il

and

Montville (Me.) with the church at So.- Montville on Friday, Feb. 16 at 2 o'clock P.M. Open-

Waiter P. Burgin.
RHODE ISLAND.
N. Scituate {Senthy Rev, J. M.
Purkis) Henry F. Aldrich,
Mrs. Andrew Blackmar, Mrs. Louisa Wade, Joseph G. Davis.

il

pulmonary

the early part of the sixta century and founded

the severity of the weather, the attendance’ Jan. 9, and $185.
:
has been good, and the dear Lord is still with
Many friends of the Rev. E. 3. Doyle of Caus in saving power, and «the interest bids fair pac, Mich., from one of his out appointments
to still continue. During the first month ‘of (Grangers school-house) met at tha residence
the New Year three have given their _hearts to of Henry Hover, Jan. 19.
A er spending the
God and our faith tells us there is more to fol- evening in an enjoyable manner; they: left him
low. We havea good healthy Sunday-school, $62. He invokes the blessing of God upon the
an efficient aid society.
The interior of the kind-hearted people.
;
:
chapel has been undergoing repairs, the walls
“At a Christmas festival at Wilmot Flat, N.
tinted, pews newly varnished, new chande- H., Rev. A. Sargent was presentgll with a nice
liers, new stove; giving it an air of neatness, sleigh robe, and his wife with a nice dress.
which is pleasant’
tothe eye. The best of it all
Christmas evening was a pleasant occasion

:

Hid]

Yl

medicine in all

for

Albion, king of the Lombards,

‘Rev. C. B. Hart, of Lincoln, N. Y., has ‘received a donation of $104.
3
Rev. J. Runnells and wife gratefully ac-

York.

ULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheatare its most
valuable food property, and are, when preperly
the most acceptable nutriment

1382.

years,

I always fall back on this. old remedy

pointed me.

_A correspondent, writes: * The meetings in | knowledge a donation of $106.03 from parishEast Putnam, which were commenced last ioners and friends, Jan. 16.
Augustin the F'. B. church, have been continRev. J. H. Cox and wife express thanks to
ued until the present time. Notwithstanding numerous friends at Ames;*N. Y., for a visit,

New

Jan.

S. Mad-

J. A. ARTHUR,
Deputy Customs Collector.

dom, and we are moving forward determined
to do all we can for .the salvation of precious
souls.”
Ga
:

H. Quimby— Barrington (Sent by Rev. A. E. Boynton) Mrs, Susan H. Gear.
.
:
VERMONT.
E. Orange (Sent by Rev. L. Dexter)

Wixom, Mich.,

1

.
Burlington, Vt., Jan. 28, 1882.
subscribe to the efficiency of Downs’ Elixir,
It has been a standard remedy for coughs and
colds in my family for years.
.

Mrs. O. M. Moulton
— Concord: Sent by Miss Mina
Gaimbs) Frank W. Edmunds,
F. A. Garland, Mrs.
Annie
H. Palmer, Miss Clara R. Hutchinson, John

E. W. Ricker)

Rev.

North:

went to Green-

2° P.M. Fridays

by Rev.

Giles, of

a

inson,
Mrs. A. T. Ladd,
H. C. Grifin—7Z%lton
(Sent by Mary E. Richardson) Miss M. E. Wood-

Village (Sent

E.

abuse of al-%
ee

is God is with us; and wnitedly the dear peo- for the F. B. Sunday-school in North Anson,
ple are working to advance his cause and’king- Me. Rev. C. E. Blake, the pastor, invited the

ward—Lake

Madison—Daniels—In

1

and evening of Jan. 15. He received (besides
presents during the year) $50.

Connecticut.

George

ison and Miss Sophronia Daniels, both of Wixom.

benefit

from

The first Protestant missionaries

Estherville

them as pastor.

decided

land In 172i,

The friends of Rev. N. C. Lothrop met at the
parsonage in Deerfield, N. H., the afternoon

gregations are increasing in numbers. There
is a very good and hopeful religious interest.
The people have good courage, and no one
seems to doubl the certainty of final success.”

Jacob Swarts, Providence (Greenwich

Mrs.J. M. Fenner,

:

Rev, C. S. Perkins writes in a private

Amesbury.

RHODE

Massachusetts,

present serving

Mr.

21, by the Rev. C. W..Dealtry, Mr. Frank

MRS. WENSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best female physicians and
nnrses in the United States, and has been
used
for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their children.
It relieves the
child from pain, cures gyseniory and diarrhea,
griving in the bowels and wind colic. By
giving
ealth to the child it rests the mother.
rice 2
cents a bottle.
s
' 52421

at Esther-

to .be a leading

Iowa.

Pinkham,

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.

met Co., on the west bank of the Des Moines
promises

C. L.

wood, and Misz Marv A. Phjlbrook, of Epsom.

OF MINE

begging letters he receives.

trouble.

northwestern

Haute.

sonage in Northwood, N. H., Dec. 30, by the

Jay Gould says it would take a rapid
writer
eight hours per day, the year round, to answer the

symptoms

River and

munds, of Terre

_ Giles—Philbrook—At the Free Baptist par-

Dr Jno. P. Wheeler, Hudson, N.. Y., says: «I

interest and much conviction at their close but

is a lively R. R. town, the county

Lillian R. Newton, of Volney.

Winegar—Edmunds—In Terre
ause, 11L.,
Jan. 18, by the Rev. F. W. West: ahl, Mr. Lean.
der 8, Winegar, of Chicago, and
iss Jennie Ed-

:

have given it with Present

Notwithstanding

of 25 or 30.

25,

Horsford’s Acid Fhosphate
In Abuse of Alcohol.

there were such pressing calls for Home Mission work at other points that the agent felt
compelled to shorten his labors there. At the
close, he with the assistance of Rev. R. A.

‘make a membership

ide

us.

HOUSE,

case Df junuirition of the brain,
cohol.

Coats, gathered a band of believers into a
a church that with what still intend to unite will

of
to
at Man
;

Baptist church

in reference to the Boston interest:

Rev. J. Erskine, Meredith.
3
MASSACHUSETTS.
Rev. J. D. Waldron,

Free

|

through the enthusiastic and untiring energy
of Bro. Moxom Christians of all names became
interested and revived, and some ten or twelve
hopeful conversions.
The severe storms interfered greatly with the attendance but the workers were faithful throughout. There was a good

by the special canvass—I115 in Me., 81 in N. H., 12
in Vt, 21 in Mass, 12in R. 1,, 52in‘N. Y., and 10
first Sunday in February.
5
in Va..
We leave it for our canvassers
to say
whether they have obtained the largest number 4
We learn that Rev. A. M. Freeman,
possible thus far.
We have ldrge expectations,
North Tunbridge, Vt., has accepted a call
and not without reason.

The following new canvassers have been reported since last week:
PY
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
'

Jan. 23.

IWaxxied.

Thé Burmans assert that before the advent of
Buddha they had 334,569 kings:
They say also
that-nearly every one of these monarchs was a
parricide.

fous interest of the place was at a low ebb, but

riches of Christ.
Bro. Emery has received
call from the church in Brunswick Village,
Me., and expects to begin his work there the

have been obtained

closed

=

Smith—Newton—In Volney, N. Y., by tha
Rev. Z. F. Griffin, Willis H. Newton, of Winfield,

THAT HUSBAND

the very unfavorable weather, the meetings
were of much interest and profit. Thé relig-

The Children’s Missionary Society of Wilmot

Massachusetts, 12 for Rhode Island and Connecti.
cut, 28 for New York, 9 for Pennsylvania, and 1
for Virginia.
We are in correspoadence . with
brethrewu in the West for the extension of the work.

labors of Rev.dJ. H. Moxom

@)

Is three'times the man he was before he began us-ing *¢ Wells’ Health Renewer.” $.. Druggists.

Iowa.

time.

J

8t. Paul, Minn., for full
particulars and sectional
mgp of North Dakota
Country.
See advertisement headed “ 320 Acres Free.”

*

.

(2)

bythe. Rey. Ira Day, Dea, Elisha: Crandall, of
Norwich, N. Y,, and Mrs. Amanda Clark, of Fa-

DON’T DIE IN THE

Minnesota.
church within a few years has lost its house of |.
Rev. D. D. Mitchell writes:
The pastor at
worship, built and furnished another.
‘ They
are not so particular about a great preacher as Pickwick, Rev. L. OC. Kerr, has-been on the
they are about a good, sound man.
There are sick list for a few weeks, but is again better.
no wealthy men in that church, yet they are a He has been able to do very much for his conwilling, good-hearted
people.”
The
writer gregation ia the few months that he has been
The religious interest was never
knows of np Woolwich F. B. church; but ‘with them.
The entire
speaks for the Woolwich and Wiscasset chureh- better in this section than now.
community unite in supporting their pastor
and claims thai the church has given pastors a
both by their presence at church and financialgood support, when the majority has called
ly. May we all supplicate the Throne of Grace
them. ‘‘ The people in Woolwich are a shrewd
that his health may be spared and he be perpeople; they do not intend to pay a full price
mitted to lead many souls to Christ.”
.
for a poor article.”
Notwithstanding the extreme cold weather
The EF. B. church of Farmington is without
the church at Houston observéd the week of
a pastor and desires correspondence with minprayer with favorable results. The church
isters who are wanting a field of labor. The
church bas been supplied for the past four was quickened and a few expressed a desire to
The interest is still deepmonths, mostly from Bates Theological School. becomes Christians.
The chureh is in a better condition for sustain- ening.

tude.” We rejoice in the success and good
health which attend Mr. Mosher and his family abroad. , We hope his Star pen will not be

elected.

to be discontinued on account of the storm and
bad roads. They will be resumed as soon as

was

reer for.which he has manifested so much apti-

touching his integrity he would not

to the

Edgecomb and Woolwich churches, which appeared in the Star of Jan. 3. He'says injustice

of the Edgecomb

Pond St Clair Co Ala

Passenger

Wisconsin.

the report

o

Crandall—Clark—In Fabius, N. Y., Jan.

Agent, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba R. R.,

ing; two bad risen for prayers, and others
were becoming gerious, but the meetings had

correct an erroneous impression in

-

Rev Geo H Howard Lisbon Mich
Rev J W Scribner
Cen Sandwich N H

Send postal card with name and address plainly
written,to H. C. DAVIS, Ass’t General

been

left behind him at Nice.

A

H E Hale Prospect Hill Wis

It is reported that savages in New Guinea recently massacred the entire crew of a schooner wrecked at the mouth of Fly River.

France,

ard

Rev A L, Mowry Hampton N H
:
H Gregory Providence R I
T F Palmer P M No Fayette Ken Co Me
Rev CHallock Bernhards Bay N Y
M P White Wilmington N C
Nelson Loveland Plainfigld Vt
Rev I, Emery Wolfboro’ N H

sirable post of ‘consul at Sonneberg, Germany.
The Nice Times pleasantly remarks: ‘Mr.
Mosher will carry with him the unanimous re-

Nice,

Jno 8 Gibson Round

’ (Nashville, Daily News.)
TERRIBLE.

“ Rough on Rats.” Clears out rats, mice, roach.
es, bed-bugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks, gophers.
T75¢c
»

at

Haag

Juliette E Hicks S8auks Rapids Minn
Mrs G 8S Jaquith Wrights
Corner Ind
. Rev J S Warren Clyde Oak Co Mich
E J Phelps Makanda Ill

ald ot the German flood sufferers.

Four Kave been

and pastor have the sympathy of Christian
Meetings were heldat the Johnstown church’
friends.
‘| during the week of prayer and the succeeding
nominated for the, in many respects, more: de- "Mr. E. Robinson sends a communication to week, These were:becoming quite interestconsulship

H Hibbard—

L

BY MAIL.

BUCHUPAIBA.

the editorial chair of the Star for tbe United
States

Halleck—R

H Greeley—B M Giles-C A GI
n —Mr C C
April'session with the Commerce chureh. - Open. Hathorn—M Hall-E H Higbee—D
A Haskell—.

added to the membership of the church.in that

spciety for many years (called away with a
brief sickness), two sweet little children, are

Mr. Geo. F. Mosher, who

3 3

ing sermon, Friday 13th, by Rev. W, Risner.
¥
J «8. WARREN, Clerk.

The Greenville church is in much better con-

do so,

Maine.

ship and society.
A youth of 17
great promise and worth, a lady

the family sonie time

longer.

aa]

Hildreth—G C flayves—T. J Johus—8 8 Johnson— G L Johnson—\Mrs RS Kennedy—Mrs IL Kent—
WJ Dudley—Mrs A Dunton—K R Davis—MrsF
P Eaton—J Erskine—M Finch—Geo A Green—dJ

ia my: shoulder and arm for some six months
that God would send a man of zeal and piety to pain
and at times it was terrible, One bottle of St. Jacobs Oil, however, cured me thoroughly.
give his time entire to the cause there.
cultivate this field!
:
;
The Court St. F. B. church, Auburn, has | The Kinderhook F. B. church will dedicate
The Pope has filled two vacant bishoprics in the:
been much afflicted by deaths in its member- its meeting-house to the Lord, Feb. 10. Prof. .| United States.
he
:
:

the

abroad

11 seem well to
.

Several

dition than one” year ago.

to condense, or to reject,

Rev. G. W. Colby is getting established in
his new home at Madison Bridge and will

Mrs.-Stewart was not

She will remain

J Harrington~C

claimed, and a number of sinners converted. * Quick, ¢omplete cure, all annoying Kidney, BladThe last Montealm Q. M. was a meeting of _der and Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggists.
power.
A
Chicago has already contributed over $20,000 in

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of ndws. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
ers, not necessarily
for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
get into the next issue of the Star.
We, of

Saturday morning, after a rather rough
trip of fourteen days duration. He is in
excellent health and resumes at

|,

ES

Gear—P Good le— W Ho'den—G

and ‘attentive andience. He has spent fifty-two
years in the ministry, and
yet he
possesses much
of -his youthful energy.
v. C.
W, Dealtry was
appointed delegate to the
esee Q. M. Rov. W.
sner was sel apart to
¢he work of -the gospel:
ministry.
.
A

Pinisters
and Churches,

A

WAPI

mg,

are, but

to

eat unworthily except

and

* rejoice’to share with"them all the privi~~

They do

silver

all:that is vital in the

that it has held for

the steamer Bothnia from Liverpool, ‘last

of

It is a-supper

is worthy.

Printing Establishment,
has been welcomed home.
He arrived in New York, on

_bread and sip of wine stand for living
truths by which sinners are saved. They:
embody God’s purposes of mercy, and
‘man’s pledge of faith and loyalty._ In it

is the essential thing.

com-

"of his death.

SUPPER.

stead of a solid meal; an occasion
* cial enjoyment and refreshment,

find

selves, but Jesus

Lord is.

union-.means much more
for the religious
status of Canada than on the surface may now
Appear.
2%

with what

to be-

such as discern not the Lord's body; all
eat worthily who believe that Christ came
in the flesh,and redeems sinners by virtue

The Metbodists of Canada are an aggressive
people.
The M. E. church is ‘large and
very influential, and the movement in favor of

material ; how,

and

not eat to show how good they

invigorate and enlarge the spirit of union now
at work among all Free Communion Baptists,

morsel

aE

X

Holt—J M Kenney
R
Mis H L Hopkms—G
| I W Keene—Kenyon’s Agency—J
M Lamprey=—D
y:
H
Lord—C H Loveland—wrs ¢ P Libby—L T
_ Thirty-seven cadets of the Pennsylvania Afilita- Langdon—HW Lakin—0O T Moulton—C B Mills—
ent and spoke earnestly for
ry Academy, in Chester, were suspended®ior in- A H Milliken -M I Mowry—E Mitchell-W HH. *
close of his address, about $60
subordination.
:
]
Nutter—8 8 .Nickerson—E™ J Oliver—Mrs A G
the “re-enforcement fund.”
Preston—J M Purkis—E J Phelps—E P Prescott
presence in our utherings will
Dr.
R."V.
PIERCE,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.:
Dear
Sir—
—J 8 Palmer—T F Falmer—J
B Palmer—A B
removing . that feeling existing
I have advised many ladies to try your “ Favorite
Piper—H Paige—J M Pnrkis—W H Quimby—J N
some, that, after al , mission work hardly need of a pastor. They want a good live man- «| Preecription ” and never see it fail to do more than Rich—J Runnells—W P Rolfe—D O Rand—H Rob:
:
pays. He proved’ conclusively that it does filled with the Holy Spirit, that. will ‘build: . you advertise.
erts—A H Roffe & Co—M E Richardeon—8& W
Yours truly,
MRS. A, M. RANKIN. ¢
Ricker—N P Sanborn—Mrs 8 E Swan—D W Spratt
pay; that more seuls are being converted in There is room te build and material to build
C F Sweetland—L A Sargent—Subh News Co—Mrs
141 Bates Street, Indianapohs, Ind
eathen than in Christian lands.
He also siwith.
God
send
them
the
man
fitted
for
the
L
CSchermerkorn—F 8 Smith—W C Stingon—T
lenced
t other objection, that it costs so
The
North
Carolina
legislature
has
extended
for
D Salley—H M Slater—C Sanderson—B F Sawyer
much
send money to India, He showed. place, and the people. will sustain him....Rev.
two years the act providing for a settlement of the —Z Scott—R Scott—J J Sitton— G True—M
E
that less than 10 per cent. of funds raised are G. B. Cutler is holding some extra meetings State’s debt.
.
.
Tourtillotte—C E Thompson—W
C Toothaker—P
expended for raisiig, traveling
expenses and with ‘the New Haven church. The Lord is
ETown—I JJ Wetherbee—R R Walters—Mrs W
ull the other-cost of sending to India.
Wheeler—Mis F J Watson—~D Ward—F H WebThe
great pepular remedy of the da;
ber—Mrs J O Ward—J H Yoeman—J ‘B White—
We gladly add some additional names of | blessing his labors, backsliders are being re- | for coughs, colds, ‘asthma, and all lung difficulMrs A Lord-D M Molntosh—N Martin—Mrs E
m. Inexpensive,
brethren who will take a special collection on claimed and sinners are coming to the Saviour ties, is Adamson’s BotanicMerrill-G W Mathews—Mrs E L Major—M C
reliable, pleasant to take, cures as by magic, and
semi-centennial Sunday.
May God bless all and gre made to rejoice in a sin-pardoning
Munger—Moore’s Agency—P
F Maxim—8
F
" fives universal satisfaction. A trial is°the best
the workers in our home churches :
Morse—Mrs L Muir—Mrs J Mower—R E Nesbit—
85 cents. Trial size 10 cts.
God. The church is much quickened. Church | testimonial.. Price,—————————
Potter, E. E. Cartwright: Sherburne,
G. L White:
Mrs E Prait—J Pelton—T Perry—S H Rémick—
Fairport, C. E. Brockway; Phoenix,
G. P. Linder and pastor are laboring for a greater work of
P. Roper—Mary ' Rickert—W
Smith—Mrs 8 BE
A tramp’s motto—** A’little earning is a dangerman; Ames, J. H. Cox; Jackson, Pa. D. D. Brown;
ous thing.”
Small—J H Swailes—S F Smith—T Wyatt—J H
grace
and
desire
the
prayers
of
all.
Filadeiphia, N. Y.,, Joel Baker; North Creek,J, B.
Wheeler—L T Weller—B M Ward— L G WentRev. EO. Dickinson will close his pas tor
worth—B C Whitaker—John Williamson—B F Zell
}
Needless. Misery.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.
L A Wiggin—L W Wilcox—J H Wilson—E WhitMany bsople miserably drag themselvea about
ate
with the Greenville church jin March. He
Pike, N.Y.
:
Sr
ing—C Bradish.
:
.
RT
with failing strength feeling that they
are sinking
is at liberty to correspond with any church de- into their graves when Parker’s
Ginger Tonic
siring a pastor....Rev. G. W, Mofatt has been
Would begin with the first dose, to bring vitality
Books Forwarded
and strength back to them.— Sun.
8
holding a revival meeting with the Crystal

should every friend of Jesus partake of

Such things going on about us should re-

The

>

The Riley Center church is enjoying a pre“claus work of grace under the labors of their
pastor, who is now holding the sixth revival
India. At the meeting with that people;. and _he has faithful
was raised for workers with him now. The result’ of the
Bro. Marshall’s present work is mostly among the young peogo far toward
in the minds of ple....The F. B. church at Lapeer City is in

fort in the thought that they are exalting
Christ; helping to hold up his standard
and perpetuate his memory. Gladly then

proposed union of Canadian Methodist bod-

set¥ice.

sions

lieve thereby. Only a few can preach
orally, but all, even the weakest saint,

We hope all will read
“aged eighty-four.—
the editorial on ourfirst page relating to the

It is a sacred

31, ==

erty.”
:
;
So
RR | He hus been at work im¢his relation with good
i
‘The Genesee os Y.) Q. M. has just closed results as he writes.i
:
:
one of the most interesting and profitable ses-,
Michigan.
g

this supper. If they wish to exalt, and
commend him, here is the way to do
it. They may be very unworthy them-

Bhimpore.———Rev. Hosea Washburne died
gt his home in Madison, Me.,on the 19th inst.,

OUR LORD'S

JANUARY

and yet increaseth: and theré is that withhold- Louisiana Y. M., F. B. missionary for the state
eth more than is meet, but it tendeth to pov-

Ex:

deed the divine Redeemer ? These ques{ tions do the questioners good. Thou*

- ‘stated that-we have seven ragged schools sustained in our India field. Twenty-five Is the full
number, eighteen at Midnapore and seven at

jes.

STAR,

People must needs ask; whence g¢ame church at Dale was well prepared to receive
Q. M., having just closed a series of special
thisrite? ‘What does it mean? 1s it true the
meetings in which
a good number of converthat Jesus died for sinners? Was he in- sions had occurred.
Bro. Marshall was pres-

C. A. BICKFORD, Editor,
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor. .
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"_ GRADED TO SUIT ALL AGES.
Wille Awake,

$3.50 a year,

25

cents

a number.

For old and young folks, and all the favdly.»
The Pansy, weekly, 75 cents a year, For young !
.
:
:
folks from 7 to 12.

Our Little Men and

cents a number.

Women, $1.00 a year. 10,

For youngest readers,

*

Babyland, 50 cents a year, b cents a number.
2
vi
.The only magazine for the babies.

Send subscriptions to your bookseller, or to the

publishers.
5
i
;
;
D. LOTHROD. & CO. Boston, Mass.
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leng sulting: ‘In great trials there

Circle.____ | romping girl to give a hint of the fell dis- | - TA century since, in the northpf Europe, | are compensations, All the world - is
ease that was to consign her to un early stood an old cathedral, upon one of the looking at us, perchance,” ‘and the large
:
A HYMN.
grave. She was gay and lively, full of arches of which was a sculptured face ‘of Stage upon which our fortitude or our in- |
Yean not think but God must know
mirth and spirit, and she and her young wondrous beauty. ‘ It was long hidden, tegrity is exercised affords us some stimAbout the thing I long for 80;

Ee

Family

.

My friends would look upon my quiet face
Before they laid it in its resting-place,
And deem that death had left it almost fair;
And laying SDOy- -white flowers against my hair,

Would smooth it down with careful tenderness,
And fold my hands with lingering caress—
Poor hands, so empty and so cold to-night!
If I should die to- night,
’
Jriengs would call to mind, with loving

My

thought,

Some kindly deed the icyhands had wronght;
Some géfitie word the frozen lips had said:

\

Errands on wifich the willing feet had sped;
The memory of my selfishness and pride,
My basty words

would

all be put aside,

And so I should be loved and mourned to-night!
If I should die to night,

Bven

hearts estranged would turnonce more
me,
ling other days vemorsetully;
Fhé eyes that chill me with averted glance
Would look upon me as of yore, perchance,
And soften in the old, familiar way,
For who could war with dumb, unconscious

to

Oh, friends!

clay?

I am travel-worn,

— Selected.

with

Mount

George Washington—a

livery. of

horses and

scarlet and

must often have yawned

Vernon

tall, stately

figure wearing knee breeches and hose, a

in an

Ah, yes, till then!

white.

invisible bowline, with a hundred

fied expression of countenance.

The visitor to the mansion is impressed with rec* ollections of the greatness and grandeur

|.

her muslin
up

dress and

hours every day.

I wonder if she looked

.

death intervening

*

We shall not find in its accustomed place
M

The one beloved face.

It were a double grief, if the departed,
Being released from earth, should still retaia

A sense of earthly pain;

=

wo

It were a double grief, if the true-hearted,
Who loved us here, should on the farther shore
Remember

Us no more.

Believing, in the midst of our afflictions,

That death is a beginning, not an end,
- We cry to them, and send
Farewells, that better might be called predictions,

Being foreshadowings of the future thrown
Into the vast nnknown.

throw them in the society

Faith overleaps the confines of our reason,

measure can

And if by faith, as in old times was said,
Women received their dead
Raised up to life, then only for a season

hearts.

BS

SI

cross and pouted' as I have Been sdtne
THE ART OF THINKING.
as he walks the floors of the dim old young ladies do.
One of the best modes of improving the
Washington was very fond of his
rooms, and examines the-relics that once
adopted
children, and Nelly was an es- art of thinking is to think Over some
belonged to the pater patrie. But somesubject before you read upon it, and then
how he’ feels differently when he is shown pecial favorite. Many times he sent to observe after what manner it has occurred
Europe
for.
presents
for
his
beloved
Nelly Custis’s harpsichord.
The awe
to the mind of some great master; you
leaves him, and he seems in a homelike daughter. There are receipts in his will then observe whether you have been
handwriting still preserved
that show
atmosphere at once.
too rash-or too timid; what you have
what
some
of
these
articles
were.
Once
Many children visit Mount Vernon, and
omitted and what you have exceeded;
it is noticeable how quiet and"subdued they it was a brocade robe that very likely she and. by this process you will insensibly
are until they reach that cosy parlor where ‘was to wear to some ball in the neigh- catch the. manner in which a great mind
“the ancient instrument stands in the cor- borhood, and at another time it was a po- views a great question. It is right to
mer, with its keys all silent. They stand ny or palfrey trained to the saddle. Nel- study ; not only to think when any exvery solemnly before the tomb where the ly, as we-have said, was an accomplished traordinary incident provokes you to
white marble sarcophagi of ‘* Washington equestrienne, and that pretty pink face of think, but from time to time to review
and his consort” gleam through the iron hers must have looked ‘lovely under the what has passed, to dwell upon it, and to
‘gateway, under the dark, murmuring ev- jaunty riding cap and plume.
see what trains of thought voluntarily
, ergreens; gaze with awe upon the sword : Dear little girl, if she could only hav> present themdelves to your mind. It isa
« and accoutrements and the little iron- ‘remained so and not grown a bit older all most superior habit in some minds to reelamped camp chest which Washington her ’life! But Nelly, like all young for all the particular
truths ‘which
earried through all the years of the Revo- folks, persisted in growing. She out- strike them
to
other
truths
more
lation, and
ak with hushed voices as grew her short "dresses one by one, and,
general,
so
ther
knowledge
is
they look into the room where the great moreover, grew to be a belle and had beautifully methodized, and a partic‘man died. But in that parlor, before the beaux. We suspect, that she was some- ular truth at once leads to the genharpsichord of Nelly Custis, "childish what of a flirt. There is a rose-bush on eral truth. This kind of understanding
spirits flow free again. They forget the the place where tradition says she lis- bas an immense and decided superiority
_ man and all his greatness, and think only. tened to her first offer. He was a gay over those confused heads in which one
of the little girl that he loved and petted, and gallant young man, but Nelly re-- fact is piled upon another without any
» and for whom he bought this musical in- fused him, and we don’t know how many attempt at classification or arrangement.
~strument in those distant days of the last’ others she sent away. Did she listen to. Some men read with a pen in their hand,
them all under that rose-tree I wonder?
eentury.
and committo paper any new thought
She was only twenty-two when she
It is a relief ‘to any one to think of that
which strikes them ; Others trust
to chance
was very painful,
girlish figure flitting through these old died. Her last illness
for its appearance. Which of those is the
rooms, singing the quaint songs in the but no complaint fell from her lips. Gen- «best method in the conduct of the undermorning as the sunshine came through tle, tender and beautiful, She passed awdy standing must, I suppose, depend a good
the deep casemated windows, or gallop- while yet in the bloom of youth. The deal upon the understanding in question.
Jing with her pouy along those walks old mansion must have been gloomy aft- Some men can do without preparation—
er her death, gloomier even than on that
shaded by the Virginian foliage. Wash-'
|dthers, little with it; some are fountains,
ington’s character was so august, and other day when its great master lay dead| others reservoirs.— Sidney Smith.
there is such a halo of glory around his in his chamber. Her barpsichord stands
there

is need

of

some other

figure in the scene to impart a haman reality, so to speak, to the mansion and.

its

surroundings. And what are so human
as children ? Nelly’s presence at Mount,
Vernon adds a vast deal more interest to

. the place, besides permitting a glance at
the more strictly buman side of Washington, the hero.

And now who was Nelly Custis?

Mrs.

. Washington was un widow when “Washington married her, and she had two
~ehildren by her former ‘husband, a boy
aged six and a girl four—John Parke and
Eleanor Custis. These dhildren grew up
under the cdre of their new father. The

Aa

where

John Parke Custis grew to manhood,
married, and served through the‘Revolu-

she

left it last;

po fingers

have

ever touched it since.
Her picture is not af Mount Vernon,
though it should be. It was paitted by
Stuart.
It represents a fair, sweet face,
with. a clear, delicate complexion, eyes

full of vivacity and roguish lips. The
figure is slender and graceful. Twentytwo summers! Well, the rose endures
but one; and

Among ‘the

its fragrance

crowd

does not

of lofty and

die.

tions.

occupations

A MOTHER'S ‘HEART.

long run,than the greater sorrows of lite.

Miss Eleanor, or, 88 she was familiarly |.A
ealled, Nelly Custis, gresy to be a bright,
beautiful girl. She had the delicate pa- A
" trician beauty of her father and inherited| ©

A little snow-clad grave beneath the hill
And that is all.

little gathering ef life’s broken thread;
A little patience keeping back the tears;
-|
heart that sings, !* Thy darling is not dead,
God keeps her safe through his eternal years’
And that is all.
:
SE

Eee

;

lected,

En

and

When the child cries, the father, unless
he be a paragon of fathers, finds business

calling him down-town; he remembers
an important errand

at “Jones's

{iad forgotten, until the cross

that he

child re-

freshes his memory.
The mother is. a
prisdner in her bedlam, and what wonder
if sometimes the patience fail, and if, with
some. long: tried and heavily-burdened
soul, heart ard hope

give

out

at last?

The great heroes are not those who have
carried

heaviest

sorrows

meekly,

but

those men who have' endured daily embarrassment of circumstances with meekness; the areal heroines are those women
that, under the incessant wear and tear of

little vexations; have borne ‘in obscurity

the flower of patience and
BR

the. fruit of

Its first effect, when taken in what

is commonly termed ¢* excess,” is to weak.

en that volitional control over what (in
the lectures I have been recently giving at
the Lowell Institute) [ have designated as
the automatism of our moral nature—

be

sure

is being fixed and rendered

to

that in some

love

of liquor—very

and

hilarious

there,

com-

which

your

sone.

they

with

boys than any other influence’
—Appleton's Journal.

forfeited it—had

obtained

another,

and lost that—and, by the kindness of his
friends, had obtained a third opportunity
of maintaining himself, his wife, and his
children; but the . temptation was too
strong for him.
He found himself ina
foreign town without a farthing of money
in his pocket ; he had tasted no food for
three days ; and ou finding at the post-office no reply to his imploring request for
a remittance, he was brought down to utter despair. He then bathought himself
of a few, postage-stamps which he had in
his pocket, and set forth toward a baker's
shop with the intention
-of spending the
value of them (about five cents) in bread.
But unfortunately a wine-shop lay in his
way ; and the craving for alcoholics prov-

re-

ed yet stronger than bis bread hunger, so

a

tend, willbe the Governors of all the
New England States, accompanied by
their staffs. The programme of the day
will include, for the afternoon, a grand
children’s entertainment, for which 10,000
tickets will be- judiciously distributed in

the public schools.

The evening

exer-

cises will be opened by a grand band
concert of fifty uinsicians, followed by «
choral of welcome, written especially for

the occasion, and sung by a grand chorus .

whatever.

| time

sufficient to procure that renovation

of the nervous substance, by which alone
the permanence of any cure can be looked

The Emperor William of Germany, it
is stated, is ‘devotedly attached to the

for in cases of this kind.
Any one of the young persons I now adAnd it is’ accounted : for

bachelor's-button, Which

is indeed’ his

from the fact that when, after the battle
of Friedland, his mother fled with her

dress may say, “I am in no danger of bécoming the victim of such a propensity.”

sons, the carriage lost a wheel

had

But I can assure

The

looked upon this matter both scientifically
and practically for something like half a

to wait at the deserted

and

roadside.

young princes, tiréd and hungry,
to ery bitterly ;- on which Queen

began

and

twined

them

you,

as

one

who

¢entury, that no one who has not had

Iuise,

to allay their grief, picked a number’: of
bachelor’s-buttons growing in the field
| next the hedge,

like experienge can’ have an

has

enslaving power which this habit may acquire, in virtue of its physical effect upon

into

her

ing

0-6

is

merely a wish turned God- ward. — Phillips

Brooks.

(

|
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OREEPING

a

;

——eite
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:
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THE STAIRS.

In the softly falling twilight

Of the weary, weary day,
With a quiet step I entered
»
Where the children were at play ;
3%. I was brooding o’er some trouble |
“That had met-me unawares,
i
When a little voice came singing,
-“Meis creepin’ up the stairs.”

*

the

will

and exciting

the

passions.

“will, and especially the craving for alco~,
holics, presenting ‘themselves so much
more frequently in the offspring of the
habitually intemperate than in those of

Ah, it touched the tender heart-strings -

- With a breath and force divine,
"And such meludies awakened

As no words can e’er define,’
,When I turned to see our darling,
All forgetful of sny cares,

"And I saw the Tittle creature
Slowly ereeping up the stairs.

a

Step by step she bravely clambered
-On her little hands and knees,

¢

_|

Keeping up a constant chattering
, Like the magpies‘of the trees;
* Till at Jast she reached the topmost,
-And then o’er her world’s affairs,
Bhe, delighted, stood a victor,

: ‘After creeping up the stairs. =
: Li a
;

RL

—Belected. .*

ominous

movement,

The liquor dealers and

voted

brewers’

are uniting to maintain their cause. Shall
temperance people become discouraged?
Farfrom it. We should gird ourselves

for renewed efforts. Witness the jubilee
with which ex-Governor St. John is to be
received at Boston. . From a circular

learn that

about

400

prominent

we

men,

headed by ex-Governor Long, have united
under the name

of

°

the

** Massachusetts
They say: ¢* Boston,

No-License Uniom”
Worcester,
Springfield, ' * Cambridge,
Holygke, Lowell, Fall River, New
ford, Taunton, Lawrence, Salem

Chelsea, the twelve cities

voting

Bed- .
and

* Yes’

last year, did so by a-majority of 16,450.

Of this number Boston cast 10,698.

With

united effort this can be -overcome,
we invite your

earnest

and

and

hearty co-

operhtion to this end.”

3

SHEPARD CHURCH COLLECTION
For Quartet and. Chorus Choirs.

Burgess.
Pr

The Ny

1

2,

ra.are well

i

rememberod.

Bee

Dobson’s Universal
BANJO

:

INSTRUCTOR.

The banjo 1s Jetting to be quite a fashionable
instrament, an Jeservadly 880, in its present improv
form. Messrs. H.” C. and G. C. Dobson
ave ft
in this new instructor, all that is
needed, included 57 bright Reels, Jigs. Hornpipes,
Walk-rounds, Waltzes, Polkas and Schottisches,
and 22 popular songs. Price, $1.00.

Ruth and Boaz.
A new Sacred Cantata, of a charming character,
fairly easy, and just the thing to give in a yoakey,
by such a chorus as can be easily formed.
44 and costumes simple and not ex pensive.

A. Andrews.
The

Price, 65 cts., or

CHORAL

CHOIR,

(81. 00)

By B.

er dozen,
for

Choirs,

and the PEERLESS, (75 cts. f both by Dr. W. 0.
r erkins, for Singing Classes; are the newest and
OLIVE of the kind.

IVER DITSON & CO.,- Boston.

order a cliange tn the direction of their paper.
The Star
Qrece Tuesday mmort,
and comm
Rod
or insertion ought
here on Saturday ile en

The pirtie Star and Myrtle are Sabbath
school
i printed alternate weekson superior
paper, mortrh ly illustrated. Bogh papers are of
he
same
size,
but the LITTLE STAR{8 for an older
habitual water-drinkers, that there can
class of readers than the MYRTLE. Torme, single
not be any reasonable doubt that the sins copy,
85 cents. Packages, of ten or more to one
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80 that the recovery of healthful self-control becomes more and more difficult.
THE MORNING STAR.
There is no rule in regard to alcoholic
TERMS : $2.00 per year, if paid strictly in
advance;
$2.20 i paid within the first thirty
indulgence that it is so safe to observe, as
od $2.50
$2
if not.
the old one, Obsta principiis—oppose the yy subscriber will, please notice ‘the date
beginnings; for there is no saying what of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
the ending may be.
The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires
it is paid unless
persons. re-And there is one more®~ consideration quest it;foraidwhich
it is discontinued . en it has
which I would specially urge upon’ you. been more than one Joa in arrears, after due
and time shall have been given.
|
The physical déterioration produced by notice
REMITTANCES must be made in monalcoholic indulgence in the nervous sys- ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
letter and at our risk and expense.
tem is one which has a peculiar tendency : n steredwriting to this office, persons will please:
to hereditary
iransmission;
insanity, designate thoi STATE, as well as lows, and
both the old and new.address when they
idiocy, instability of mind, weakness of give

suggested by a sentimental writer that
the kaiser sees glitteringon every bachelor’s-button a mother’s tears.
— Selected.
A prayer in its simplést definition

kept

temperance

while twelve of the principal cities
license.

the

neck; and with boyish comfort soon Every time the temptation is yielded to is
brought back her smiles. And now it is 80 much * to the bad” in both these ways;

-B

Gov. Butler of Massachu-

silence as to the

idea of the

wreaths, ber tears falling the while. But! the nutrition of the nervous system, no
litle William, it is ‘said, seeing his less than on its specific power of weakenmother’s grief, threw his atms about

inoperative.

setts, in his message,

that he spent the whole amount on wine.
Iam glad to say that this narrative ‘was | A fine collection ‘of Quartets and Anthems of a
and striking character, by such com
written in an asylum in which our law asnovelGounod,
Stainer, Rubensiels, Sullivan,
in now permits inebriates to place them- berger, Franz .and Schubert; in all about50
pieces, by about 40'noted musiclass.
Compiled
selves voluntarily under restraint, for a and arran
y W. M. Richardson and J. K,

+ THE KAISER'S FLOWER. -

favorite flower.

permanent.

A habit of dependence upon alcoholic stimulants thus grows up, which may rise into
an irrepressible craving: A lamentable
case was lately brought under my notice,
in which a gentleman
of high education,
excellent social position, and great ability,
became the victim of this craving.
He
“had been placed in an excelent position
—had

Stimulate

hood, and enter upon manhood

organized relations to other men is daily

who have the cares of housekeeping

:

for

in

the management oft children, are subject to
annoyances mich more grievous, in the

A happy heart, whérein hope. all aglow:

ed.

fined tastes and noble ambitions depends
on you. Believe-it possible that, with
exertion and right means, & mother may
have more control over
the destiny of her

galling embarrassments
of purposes
crossed by the counter-purpeses of others,
are hard to bear because we must bear

there stands the picture of Nelly Custis—

A little dreaming, such asmothers know:
A little lingering oyer dainty things; H

has a special action as a ** nervine stimulant,” is unfortunately too ‘well establish-

their ambitions in worthy directions.
While you make home their delight, fill
them with higher purposes than mere
pleasure. Whether they shall pass boy-

TRIALS.

Every man. who stands

I shall not dwell; as

what Iregard as the most perniciqus of
all the effects of alcoholic stimulation—its
enslavement of the mind. That alcohol

at night. Illuminate yourrooms. Hang
pictures upon the wall. Put books and
newspapers upon
your tables. Have
‘music and entertaining games. Banish
demons of dullness and apathy that have
so long ruled in your household, and
bringin mirth and good cheer. Invent

The daily fretting of business, the

them always.

injuri-.

Lam specially anxious to bring before you

your blinds by day and light bright fires

The aggregate of trial frem small
things is greater than from gigantic afflic-

the young girl of Mount Vernon.

year old—a mere babe.

5 also his delicate health. = But at this time

SMALL

On these, however,

discover does so much to repress the dis- turbing restlessness in their breast. See
to it, then, that their homes compete with
public . places in attractiveness. Open

august

|
tion as the aid-de-camp of ‘Washington.
Btirs like a bird at dawn that wakes and. sings—
And
that
is
all.
He died of camp fever just after the sar_ render of Cornwallis, leaving four small A little clasping to her yearring breast;
A little musing ovér future years;
* children. The two youngest of these
"A heart that prays, * Dear Lord, thou knowest
Washington took home to Mount Vernon
best,
‘and adopted as his own. Tlie oldest was
But spare my flower lifes bitterest rain of
tears”—
a girl, at this time about three years ald.
And that is all: ;
She is the Nelly Custis of our story. Her A little spirit speeding through the night;
brother was George Washington Parke
Alittle home grown lonely, dark, and chill;
‘Custis; who was only a little over one A sad heart groping blindly for the light;
X

<

exerts its

to be those specially of ** advanced tife.” | Among the guests who will probably at-

the need :of their J

panionship they find

tried by the irritability of a superior, or
memories encircling the home of Washthe
intractability
of
a
subordinate,
ingtcn, like a rose in a garden of cedars, | Women, of all others, especially those

danghter died at the age of nineteen.
Lo

strong

They will not go to the - public

go for the animated

of the man, and is conscious of a like awe

name, that

others, fora grand public reception to Gov.
dobn P. St. John of Kansas, whose public
ous effects, I believe to be by obstructing services in opposition to the liquor traffic
the removal of the effete matted of the tis- have given him a world-wide reputation,
sues ; so that they tend, in advancing life, This reception is to be given on Thursto become the subjects of ** fatty degener- day, February 220d, Washington's birthation.” ‘This is especially the case in the day, in the mammoth building of the
heart, liver, kidneys, and walls of the ar- ‘Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics As.
teries ; and the foundation Is thus laid of sociation, Huntington Ave., Boston, and
a variety of diseases.that are well known will: ‘occupy the entire day and evening.

few people like the taste of liquor; they’

Until we meet again.
. —dtlantic Monthly,

h

supply

houses at first for

Our partings are, nor shall we wait in vain

‘Paine, Jr., Hon. E. 8. Converse, Hon. D:
W. Gooch, Hon. Joseph A. Harwood, and _

of 600 youthful voices, accompatfied by a
full band ; after which an address of welthose self-acting téndencies which, in the come will be made to the honored guest
bare, toiling arms,” and brave, warm-beat- well-balanced mind, are kept under the from Kansas, by ex-Goverdor Long (if in ¢
ing heart of the faithful little wife: that regulation of the will. It is the immedi- the State). Gov. St. John will respond;
nestles close to him, so’ that n& wind or ate tendency of alcoholic indulgence to and his oration will be replete with fnwave could part them, would have. weaken and at last destroy that control, | teresting reminiscences of the existing
gone down with the stream and have and at the same time to quicken and ex- warfare between the liquor interests and
It is in this state the Prohibitory forces, us waged for
been heard of no more.8. — Olney Wendell cite the automatism.
three years in the State of Kansas.
that
many
crimes
are
committed ; such
Holmes.
3
Further information can be obtained by
+>
criminals being at the time incapable of
controlling themselves, but being held re- addressing, WirLtam H. CoLcORD, SecHOW TO. SAVE BOYS.
Women who have sons to rear, and sponsible for having brought themselves retary, Mass. No-License Union, 338
te
Washington St., Boston.
dread the demoralizing intlnence. of bad into that condition.
ER
associates, ought to understand the na°
Now there can be n» doubt that the habThe temperance cause seems almost to
ture of young manhood. .It is excessively itual use of alcoholics tends so to modify
have
met a reverse ,the past year. In
restless. It is disturbed by vague am- the nutrition of the nervous substance, as |
Kansas
the temperance governor failed of
bitions, by thirst for action, by longings to shape it (so to speak) into an accordfor excitement, by irrepressible desires to ance with itself; and this will be espec- an election ; in Iowa the Supreme Court
touch life- in manifold ways. If you, ially the case during that earlier period declares the constitutional amendment,
mothers, rear your sons so that their of life in which the bodily constitution oWing to carelessness of legislation, pull ;
homes are associated with the repression . (and with it, in great degree, the mental) Ohio has one law set. aside and another

~ | of natural instincts, you will

2

in.

two or three

but when

We wait for the again.
4
'
The friends who leave us do not feel the sorrow
Of parting as we feel it who must stay
. Lamenting day by day,
And knowing, when we wake upon the morrow,

her hair plastered

like a tower, practicing

repeat

rd

The mode in which the habitual ‘* mod-

‘THE TRUE WIEE.
\
|’ Oftentimes I have seen a tall ship glide
by against the tide as if drawn by some

Rends us asunder, with what ceaseless pain

and. got sleepy

broad-skirted coat lined with buckram, a
long waistcoat; wide cuffs lined with
lace, a. powdered wig, a three-cornered
ly perched. upon a high stool, dressed
hat and a sword, and with a very digni--

that mén

At parting in the street.

before the service was through.
When Nelly was sixteen Washington
purchased for ber the harpsichord that
still stands in the parlor. He obtained it
in Europe and. it must have cost a large
sum of money. It is as grand as a modern piano. A music teacher was provided for her, and we can imagine Miss Nel-

BY CLINTON MONTAGUE.

associates

by four

and looks more like.a box than anything
else. In front is the Washington crest—
a pheenix rising from a coronet. Ser‘| mons were’ pretty. dull, prosy affairs in
«those days, and Nelly and her brother

A LITTLE pr AT MOUNT VERNON.
one

Of the familiar words

drawn

square, high-backed, shut in by‘a door,

My faltering feet are pierced with many a thorn.
Forgive, O hearts estranged! forgive, I plead!
When dreamless rest is mine I shall not need
The tenderness for which I loriged to-night!

Every

Until we meet again.! . That is the meaning

family coach

Washington himself usually rode on
horseback. The pew they sat in remains
to-day nearly the same as then and can
be seen in St. John’s church. It is

Ipray SoBiEDlt

>a

She

the guests ridingin the great lumbering

elegant

Keep not your kisses for my dead, cold brow—
The way is lonely; let nie feel them now.
Think gently of me;

a-cold.

driven by black. postilions dressed

So I might rest, forgiven of all, to-night!
«

her death

Beldw we give the Slosing of the ad-

erate” use of alcoholics

arms pulling it. Her sails unfilled, her
was fond of outdoor exercises, and as she him, the cunning of his right hand . gone; streamers drooping, she had neither side
grew older she and her brother used to his face upturned to this other marvelous wheel nor stern wheel; still she moved
ride their ponies over the broad fleldsof face, which he had wrought there—the ‘on stately, in serene triumph, as with her
the Mount Vernon farm, and’ sometimes face of one whom he had loved and lost own lite. ButI knew-that on the side of
galloped’ to Alexandria, eight miles - dis- in his early manhood. And when the the ship, hidden beneath the great bulk
artists and sculptors and workmen from that swam so majestically, there "was a
tant, and back again before’ breakfast,
‘which was usually served at seven.
all parts of the cathedral came and looked f little toilsome steamtug, with a heart of
Life must have been a trifle dull I think upon that face, they said, ** This is the fire and arms of iron, that was tugging it
to the young girl, for everything was ‘grandest work of all; love wrought this!” bravely on; and I knew that if: the little
In the great cathedral of the ages— the steamtug untwined her arm and left the
done by clock work,.and there was not
‘| much time for idle play. Breakfast, din- Temple being builded for an habitation ship, it would wallow aud roll about, and
ner and. supper -were served at regular of God—we shall all learn some time that drift hither and thither, and go: off with’
hours, and the time for retiring was nine
love’s work is the grandest of all.—J. L. the refluent tide, no man knows whither.
And so I. have known more thun one
o'clock every night.
On Sundays the Russell.
genius, high-decked, full-freighted, idlefamily always went to church at Alexansailed, gay-pennoned, but that for the
dria, Mrs. Washington, the children and
AUF-WIEDERSEHEN.

ee

&

in the shallow waters of ‘a little in-

nearly’ getting

IF I SHOULD DIE TO-NIGHT.
If I should die to-night,

in every

O-0-0-&
0

and trembling touch might mar some fair
design, the master set him to work in the
shadows of the vaulted roof. One day
they fourid thy old man asleep in death,
the tools of his craft laid in order beside

let of the Potomac tear the mansion and

To take this thing so dear, 80 sweet.
—* Saxé Holm.”

graves

kad

decision; and

ERE x

fowl

Thou callest me to Thy loved feet,

1

his age, but fearful lest his failing sight

disgracefully wading like a young water-

the harder, Lord,

And wait till by some loud, clear word

century.
dress.]

stumble

cemetery.
Only God's : transplanting
shall
reveal
them
in their glory. melliris.
and care, ‘came and besought the architect
tian
Union.
,
;
for.
pity
of
Out
it.
to let him work upon

the stiff, starched cap of the somewhat
prim matron stand up in holy horror.
At another time she was punished for

I almost Tear I have been wrong,

unmarked

memoirs

We

largé committee of promineiit gentlemen,

sémong whom are ex-Governor Long,
‘Hon.
Robert R. Bishop, Lieut. -Gov. Ames,
alcoho! onthe human system, fortifying his
Hon. Robert Treat
argument by facts and observations of a half Hon.E. 8. Tobey,

Et

Now, Lord, I leave at Thy loved feet
This thing which looks so near, so sweet;
I will not seek, I will not long—
Te

quer their

whose

other ‘eminent ‘men, delivered

in Boston, Dec. 8, an address on the Physiology
of Alcoholics. Governor Long pres ided. This
eminent physiologist made a strong plea against

aN

Which lies so far, and yet so near.

and

shelves.

setts and many

old man, broken with the weight of years

like a young rooster, a very indecorous
thing indeed and which must have made

1

With looking at the thing so dear,

builds monuments,

stand on all oyr

[Wm, B. Carpénter, M..D., LL. D.,¥.R. 8,

at the invitation 'of the governor-of Massachu-

AN IMPORTANT EVENT,
GOVERNOR ST. JOHN, OF KANSAS, coMING
TO MASSACHUSETTS.
:
Arrangements are being -made a a.

hia

* Dear Lord,” I pray, * Oh, let me know :
Ifit js wrong to want it go ”
He only smiles—He does not speak:
My heart grows weaker and more weak,

I’ll go and work

by year, upon the days when for a brief
hour it was illumined, crowds came and
waited eagerly to catch but a glimpse of
that face. It had ‘a strange history.
When the cathedral was being built, an

rere

ALOOHOL ON THE BRAIN.

A

It looks so sweet, it Jooks go dear.

And ever after, year

matchless features.

had often to check the exuberance of the
young girl, and sometimes her reprimands were severe. At one time Miss
Nelly was sent to bed before the usual
hour because she persisted in crowing

1 stretch my hand—it lies so near:

«

dear Lady Washington

v

©

Addrens?

tt

PRLABE Ins

We read how

‘Me to the thing I long for so.

hil

ST

-

p

to such I would earnestly say, i** Turnto
4
©
LJ righ andd keep giraight on.

examce.

EY

1 can not think but He will find
1
Some way to help, some way to show

ulus. Or, at least, our own egotism finds
a satisfaction in conscious’ heroism. But
there is a meanness about little cares that
shuts out this consolation.: The great
heroes are not they to-whom the world

brother were like sunshine to ‘the.grave maotil ove day the sun's. Hight, striking
: through a slanted window, “revealed its
old rooms at Mount Vernon.

1 Know He is so good, se kind,

em

A

LOVE'S WORK.
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Bed

.| lean Life,” by Herbert Spencer,

per, but will be read

with

isa

brief pa-

extreme interest.

It was written as a kind of sequel to his speech

FEBRUARY MAGAZINES,

MOR

ING

8

TAR, JANUARY 31.1883. ~~
0)

at the New York dinner, and was appended to
the English republication’. of that speech, . Tt

¥

Leavitt.—Died, July 9, 1881; Miss Emma A., sister of the-above, a ed 17 years, 9
months-and 6 days.’ Thus side by side two |
‘loving. daughters rest in death within a little

ill GREAT GERMAN

REMEDY

over a year,—both ready and willing to depart
and

be with

the Lord.”

death—‘ Mother,
away.
Leavitt.—Died

develops his view more clearly and fully than
was possible in the exigencies of a festive i

Emma

I am
y
Mrs.

dying”,
:
Nancy

simply said

and

snd

Literature,

' Theological

German

Waoiversity Intelligence” ; and the usual Notices

of Recent ‘Publications. ‘The Bibliotheca is a
noble monument of theological scholarship in

~

Andover: W. F. Draper.

America.

In the Baptist Quarterly’ Review for Jan.
—Mareh, Prof. Long, of Crozer Seminary, reviews, in" full* discussion, the recent work of

Century opens with a good frontispiece

The

portraitof Geo. Wm. Curtis, which is accompanied by a readable biographical sketch by 8.
8. Conant.

An elaborately

D¢Howellss new novel, ““A Woman’s Reason,”
opens in this number.

of “ The Creoles
tion.”

Emma

of Cleveland, treats of

A second

Thomas Aquinas is given

late Rev. Richard M. Nott.

article on

from the pen

Prof.

Newton writes of Dr. Sears
Professor, and Prof. Osgood,

of

the

Stearns

of

as a Theological
of the Rochester

Geo.W4 Cable treats

in the American Revolu-

Lazarus has an article on.** The

Dr. H. M. Dexter on Job Smith, the Se-Bap- Jewish
Problem.”
tist ; Rev. P. 8. Moxom,

the Bubjection of Christ.

article,

illustrated

such as only the Century can produce, on
American Etchers, makes this number a striking one in even so brilliant a series. Mr. W.

No brief notice can con-

in

The Literary News, F. Leypoldt, Editor and

Publisher, 31 Park Row, N. Y., comes

out in

-8n enlarged and pleasing form. For only a
dollar per year, the subscriber to this excel
lent eclectic and monthly record is kept thorJeetion of papers.
Cincinnati: J. R. Baumes.. oughly posfed in current literature, . The JanThe installment of the Artists’ Homes series uary issue has a valuable supplement,
The February Eclectic comes promptly to
in the Magazine of Art presents in beautiful

home of Mr.

Hubert

English

Herkowmer, who

is now

in this country and lectured last week in Bos- ton. The leading article is a study of Millet as

~ an Art-Critic.
. Born,”

we

Under the titleof ** A Sculptor

are given

an

interesting

illustra-

ted sketch: of the lute Giovanni Dupre, the
Florentine Sculptor.
A novel article on Art
io

the

Nursery

will

attract

many readers.

The monthly Chronicle and the Record of
American Art are, as usual, full and valuable.
This

exquisite

magazine

is a never

failing

source of delight and profit. $3.50 a year;
single numbers, 35 cents, New York: Cassell,
Petter, Galpin

&

Co.

{

The Atlantic continues the second part of
Longfellow’s dramatic poem * Michael
Angeloy” introducing Michael Angelo, Benvenuto

Cellini, Titian,

and others,

and showing the

same vigor of mind and exquisite skill of expression which characterize all Longfellow’s
poems, and *“ The Avcestral Footstep” is concluded with a chapter so enthralling that it
. will deepen the regret that Hawthorne did not
Jive to complete a story containing so many el-

ements of curious
eontributes

interest.

Bradford

a remarkably

Torrey

interesting®

paper

- entitled ** With the Birds on Boston Common.”

G. KB. Woodberry
writes of Walter Savage
kandor.
Henry L. Nelson furnishes “Some
Truths about the Civil Service,” showing how
eabinet officers and others who desire to be

regarded as staunch civil Service reformers

frequently violate in the grossest manner

the

Maria
first principles of a just civil service.
Louise Henry discusses ** The Morality of

E. R.

Prof:

Eliot.”

and George

Thackeray

yet
Sill,of California, discusses trenchautly,
_eandidly, *“ Herbert Spencer's Theory of Edu<ation.”
Il. H., who has recently visited the

Paeifie Coast, writes of * Puget Sound” and its
vicinity.

Boston: Houghton, Mifilin & Co.

Harper's for February is a very

ing number.
graving

from

Asademy
Mr.

It opens with a frontispiece
George

H.

Picture, * The

Wirt

Sikes,

our

seribes the “ Wild
profusely and
Harry Fenn.

Boughton’s

Boughton’s

Frozen

Consul

Welsh

en-

Royal

Fountain.”

at Cardiff,

Coast,”

de-

which

is

very effectively illustrated by
Tn the second partof George H.

“ Artist

Strolls in

Holland”

find another and very different sortof

we

descrip-

tive article—one not depending for its interest
upon a portrayal of natural

scenery,

or

even

- upon its useful information, but full of quaint
and interesting pietures of Ditch life and manmers, as seen in windmilly Zaandam aud the
‘Isle of Marker: The {llustrations by Bough-

ton and Abbey are delightfully picturesque.
Bader thetitle of ‘German

Political Leaders”,

Professor Herbert Tuttle contributes a valua-

ble article on the German Parliament.

George

M. White contribiites an illustrated article’ on
“The

Local

Associations

of

Whittier’s

Poems,” Black’s “ Shandon Bells” and Miss

Woolsow’s

“ For

the

Major”

hand freighted with the usual admirably

are continued.

Phil. Robinson eompares the treatment of Na.
ture—especiallyof birds—by. American and

chos-

en assortment
of seasonable good
things,
There is something for every variety of taste,

and yet the high

standard. of merit at which

the editor aims is maintained throughout.
The present number contains, among other
things, articles entitled, * The Fallacy of Ma-

teralism,” a joint discussion by George G.
Romanes and the Lord Bishop of Carlisle;

“ Four months in Morocco,” a fascinating rece

ord of adventure ina strange land; “A True
Ghost Story,” by Gerard Lewis, Clerk :¢ Star
unto Star,” by Richard A. Proctor; * & Lesson on Democracy,”
by
James
Anthony

Froude; ““ Walt Whitman,”

in

the

work

of her

by

G.

C. Mac-

Pelton,25 Bond Street, New York.
$5 per
year; single copy, 45 cents; Trial subscription
for three months, $1.
3
Uae
The St. Nicholas for February
flashes
brightness and beauty from its opened pages, It
is one of the most brilliant numbers ever issued. The frontispiece, the portrait of Rubens
und the copy of his famous picture of his sons,
are very beautiful. $3.00 a year. New York:

The Century Co.
It Has

Done Wonderfgl Things for Her.
So writes a daughter of the effect of Compound
Oxygen on her mother, a lady in her sixty-ninth
year, about whose case, when submitted to us for
an opirion, we wrote discouragin ly. ‘After the
first Treatment had been used up, this report was
made: “You perhaps remember that when you

gave her (my mother) your advice, you said that
you did not think her case &3 hopeful asa majority
of your patients, so that you can not always teil
in advance.
It has done wonderful things for her,

and I would have
witnessed them.

been

glad

Af the time she

it you

could

commenced

ing the Oxygen, she did not think she. could

have
tak

live

very long.
Sh@was feeble, very much depressed
in spirits, a wictim of extreme nervous prostra.

tion, with no special sign of disease, beside. _Life
was aimost a burden to her, so dark and drearv
looked the whole world. To-day site is cheerful,
strength

and

seeming

vitality

than

most persons of her age—sixty-nine. After a busy

forenoon she has gona a

calls.”

Our Treatise on

quarter

of a mile to make

Compound

Oxygen,

con-

taining large reports of cases and full informa:
tion, seat
. Address Drs, Starkey & Palen,
1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa. -

church.

She was reconciled to die and left the assur-

J erses are inadmissible.

Foss.—Mosés Foss of Strafford, N. H., slept

in Jesus Jan. 14, aged 79 years.
Bro, F. ‘was a
native of 8. dnd always lived here. He was
widely known as an industrious, honest and
obliging citizen. As a husband and futher, he
wag affectionate and kind.
As a Christian
for more than forty Joan he was a worthy

member of the second F. B. church

of

Strai-

ford, always ready by his voice, money and
influenceto bear his full share of the labor of
the church, as well as to enjoy its many benefits, Few men have more or warmer friends,
or would be as greatly missed.
He .bore his
last painful sickness, a cancer of the neck and

finally the dropsy, without a‘marmuring word,

“ The Political Situation” is

SCIATICA,

Through the influence

of an active

business

life, he ultimately lost that love, though never
the beliefin jt. After his return to M. the

or 33 West

Street, Boston,

lass.
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to a medicine of such
J varied powers) as to
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$2.20

Jy. sent.

the wife of
sécond wife
to the spira son, surage of acchurch and

earth dawned, her happiest earthly experience
came.
She was permitted a glimpse of ber
future home and company, and spoke to thdss
about her of the things she saw.
She told
these things as rationally as one would tell other things that were passingin the street.
It
was no delusion.
Her spirit had a view of the
spirituk_eyen before it lost control gover the
body, so
that it could use the tongue to express
its joy.
When the moment came for the final
farewell, he gave pledges of affection to her
loved ones, and whispered, ‘“ Good-bye”; “1
am going home.” Thus closed -a brief life, yet
a life of usefulness, on earth for u life of eternal
blessedness in heaven. . The funeral services
were held Jan. 10 at her parents’ home; also
at the church, where Rev. P. S.. Evans and
Rev. G. W. Ruland assisted the, writer in imparting consolation to our dear bareaved.brother and family. A large number of children
and friends were present.
The schools were
closed for the day, out of respect 10 Gertie’ss
memory.
The floral decorations, which were

v

-

weeks, on superior
paper,
utifully illnssrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LiTTL:
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ng her Saviour..

ESTIALD

drake and many of the

which she was faithful until called to join the |
church triumphant.
Her anxiety for the prosperity of the church was seen by the assistance
she rendered in raising a portion of the church ;
indébtedness. She dften encouraged her apparently discouraged father.
She loved
to

serve rather thud
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eumatism can
THOUSANDS OF CASES
the “worst forms of this terrible disease
have

with his father’s family from Massachusetts
and settled ‘in this county in 1815. His education was limited, but possessing sound judgment and honest principles he was called to occupy positions of trust and profit as a citizen.
He was converted under the preaching of Elder Cyrus Dudley, and Joined the Providence F.
‘B. church
at its organization in 1838. He
served the church as clerk for a number of
years, and, until the infirmities of age forbade,’
was a regular attendant on the services of: the
church.
He has been a subscriber for the Star
for many years, always paying in advance,
promptness and punctuality in all things being

loved daughter of Rev. J. D.
Waldron, died in Amesbury,
years, 6 months.
Consumption
about a year ago. Last June
tized her into the name of the

:
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1882, of pneumonia complicated with heart-disease, Christopher C. Jaquith, in the 75th year
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{THE CREAT CURE
:
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L. C. Chase, of Atwood Institute,
died in Rutland, Ohio, June 27, uged-79 years,
She was an old resident, having spent the most
of her Ife in the place. She became a member
of the
KF. Baptist church in Rutland upward of
sixty years ago, Her first husband, Charles
Chase, was also a member of one.of the Rutland eburches.
S. H. B.
. Davis.—Sister Melissa Davis, wife of Bro.
J. P. Davis of Vinland, Wis., died en the 10th
inst., in the 57th year of her age. Sister D.
united with the Winnebago chureh in the first
years of its-organization, and her life and example have ever been such as would make her
worthy of the Place she has occupied.
She
leavesa husband, daughter, and son, besides a
large circle of friends, to mourn her loss,
“©
C. W. DRESNIS.
gJaquith.—Died
at
his
residence
near

3

INSTITUTE .—Send for circulars te
L.C. CHASE, A. M., Prmoipal,
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respected.
Her memory
will
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bright among a large circle of relatives and
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Condee.~Died in Alexander, Ohio, June 8,
Coudee,
aged 82 years. She
wus born in Schenectady, N. Y., was married
to Ammi Condee in 1818, and moved to Ohio.
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For further ' particulars address Rev. 8. D.
urch, at Waterbury, or the Principal, Mise
Lizgie Colley.
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ors, Lawyers, Ministers, Business-men.
Address Rev, T. P. CHILDS, Troy, Ohio. |

by.

1882, Mrs, Susan
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or the best colleges.
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church, of which she remained s faithful member till death. She was a good, honest, Christian woman.
She leaves children, grandchil- |
dren, brothers, sisters, and other relatives to
mourn their loss; but their loss is her gain,
H. Fr DICKEY.
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even,
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to mourn the loss of a kind, loving husband,
father and friend. May they long live
to imitate his virtues and walk in his steps. Funer-
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LUMBAGO,

Ladd.—Miss Evelyn M., oldest: dsughter of
David B. and Lizzie 8. Ladd, died in Deerfield,
Spirit called his attention afresh to his souls Jan, 17, aged
17 years, 8 months and 16 days.
who offer their respective “views upon the condition, und after he was partiilly laid During tbe late revjval,
she was one ef the
aside,
he
submitte
d
anew
to
God
and
fouhid
number
who expressed a desire to become a
eauses of the recent overthrow of the Repubrest-again in Jesus’ love. In his so distressing
Christian;
and
though, on ncgount of failing
lican party.
An article by Dr. D. A. Sargent,
eickness, religion was his comfort and support
health,
never united with the church, we
on * Physical Education in Colleges”, treafs » and the throne of grace his constant resort: believe she
that she loved Jesus, and that her faith
He rests, we believe, in the arms of Jesus.
subject of prime importance. Finally, there
sustained, her in her last sickness and
He was a man of very tender feelings, gener- inin him
the dying hour. During her sickness, sheare.two articles on ** The Standard ®©il Com- ous,
prompt in all business mutters, publie- was very
pany,” Benator Cumden of Wesi\ Virglaia - de- epirited,a friend of all'good and improvements,’ hér hope calm and patient and while it was
and desire on her parents’ account
holding the confidence of the people, influen- that she might recover
fending that corporation against its assailants,
her health, yet when
tial-in town, a member of the last legislature, she found that her
end was nearit gava her no
and Jybn C. Welch setting forth ‘the reasons and died lamented.”
]
a
J.
ERSKINE,
alarm; for she was ready, if it was Gods will,
for condemning it .as a duniferous monopoly.
‘Leavitt.—Died in Plymouth, Me., Nov. 9, to depart; “she'felt that there was a home for | ~
Published at 30 Lafayette Place, New
York.
ber, and that all would be well.
Her dixense
1882, Jusie-N.. daughter of Wm. I. and Sirah
was consumptisa, - Her
In its variety, general ingtructiveness,
and. Leavittaged 21 yrs, und 20 days. Miss Josie wus’ but hope to meet her parfnts grieve for her,
in the * Sweat Bye and
its bearing upon. practical interests, The Pop- a young lady of promise, and had much to live Bye.”
!
N. C. L,
She was a student at Pitt-field for a time,
ular Science Monthly for February iy even for..
but failing health compelled her to abandon the
~Campbell.—Died at his residence in North
above the usual staridard. The fiest. article, by full course: and, after a lingering sickuess of Plato,
.
Jun. 6, of paralysis, Deacon
Hiram
Professor Gilliam, on ** The African In
eighteen months, she passed to rhe better land.
Campbell, He was
born in Washington,
the
At first she did not seem to apprehend any- Washington Co., Mass,, March 30,1796.
Wnited States)? is an able and dispassionate
ILL convince you that SYRUP OF.-TAR is
At
thing serious in her case, but us the months, about fifteen years
a Great
Remedy.
oft age he removed 10 Pike,
Price 50 cents and
study of the 1regro question asf ruc =problem, wore away, she became fully aware
of what
.00 per Bottle.
Allegany Go., N. Y. 1u the spring of 1849, he
18650
or from the scientific point of view,
Professor | the end must be, and for” a year before her emigrated fg Illinois, fown of Plato, Kane Co ,
death
was
fully
resigned.
During the last few
Buin's address as rector of the institution with
where he resided until his death. For abong
months she, waited und watched the coming
65 years he has been a member of the F. B.
which he bus long been associated in A ber- of the Bridegroom,
and longed the more to go church, and a faithful follower
of Christ, and
deen, on ** The University Ideal, ishere pub=
as she peared the shore of the beautitul river.
min
was highly
by all who knew him.
The morning before her death, she said, He leavés a esteemed
Isbed, and is a paper that will interest all who
wife.and four children to meurn
Why
not
let
me
die
when I am ull ready and his death, He will be grenly missed in the
ure concerned about ihe higher education.
00g" to go.”
She wus a loving dsughter, ‘North Plato church, an
Methods in Modern Physical’ Astronomy,” mourned
alto throughout the
by fond parents, grandparent, sis- - Fox River
Q. M. The services were held at:
by Professor Janssen, is the presidential ud- ters, und many friends, who can never “forget
the
North
Plato
church on Sundav the Th.
- drevs before the Trench. Association for the the bright visions and rapturous delights which
An able discourse was delivered by Rev, A. C.
B
filled the mind ang heart of this youthful suf17:- 1 have
a po
Advancement of Science, and is a paper of re=
Brush,
of
Onio
Grove.
His funeral was a= 'thousandsof
ferer, Muy this
Victorious deathbe sanctified
?
HS
tended by a lurge concourse of p relative
n
1
,
murkable brillianey.
80
i
falt
“Social Forces in Amer»
X
s and
to the good of the home and her muny friends.
{hat Twill mond TWO BOT LIS F 0k, together with
friends.
sv AL.
Mgs. C. BE, Owen.
,
| UABLE
TREonATI
this disease,
to any sufferer, Givo Bx.
SE
;
Ld
Ta
fi
”
pws BF,

the joint title of two articles, the one by Horatio Seymour, the other by Geo. 8. Boutwell,

Ht

fhe onl Cerwin

Goodwin.—Bro.G.W.Goodwin Rhssed awa
acefully to his rest,at Tamworth, Hdd
y1682, in the 69th yearof his age. In early life |
he gave himself to Christ 4nd "the church and

Obituaries.

per line of eight words.

ON 4 NG TENG

_

*‘¢0 die was gain.” ‘In their deep affiiction and |
loneliness they are consoled by the verification of
the promise, ** My grace is sufficient for thee.” |.

saying, * I want to go and be at rest. I want
to depart and be with Jesus.
The Lord's will
Beglish poets.
Poems are contributed by be done.” He calmly. made all the arrangements for his funéral, and exhorted all fo ** be
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps and Julia'C. R. Dorr. "good, serve God,
trust the Lord, and meet him
‘* Bouthern, Rivers,” by M. V. Moore, though
in heaven.”
He leaves a wife, three children,
two brothers and other relatives to mourn
having no especial value as a poem, is a very
their great loss, and rejoice in his greater gain.
eurious and “interesting review of the Indian
F. REED.
names given to Southern rivers.. Mr. Curtis,
Pike.—Died in Meredith, N. H., Dec. 25, at
. in the Easy Chair, describes the gay winter
the home of his childhood, Mr. James Pike,
season in-New York; discusses Tennyson’s new
aged nearly 62 years. ‘ In early manhood, Mr.
P. went into business in Laconia, N. H.
play; notices the recently published life and
Aftin Peabody and, lastly, in Salem,
letters of Lydia Maria Child; ard pays a grace- erwards
Mass., from
ich placé three years since, he
fal tribute tb the late Anthony Trollope.
returned to the old’ homestead, and after reThe North American Review opens with a placing the old buildings-with new and more
eluborate ones to spend” his last days in, he
£ymposium in which six prominent theologiwas laid aside a year ago ‘last May by heart
408, representing as many religious denomina- disease and dropsy in the limbs; and “after a
tions, give expreseion to their views upon the protracted and fearfully distressing sickness,
slosed life’s experience 6n Christmas morning. | beautiful and- costly, exhibited the esteem in
question of the ‘‘ Revision of Creeds.,”
Prof,
In 1840
yielded to the Divine will and call, which the departed was universally held.
As
Alexander Winchell, writes of ““ The Experi- and foundbe peace
-in believing and joy in Christ's the audience paid their last tribute of affection,
ment of Universal Suffrage,” Bishop McQuaid loveand was baptized by Eld.-J.
all
hearts
were
melted.
May
toe
God
of all
Pettengil and
writes from insufficient duta of * The Decay of became a member of the old Meredith church, grace sanctify this bereavement to parents and

, Protestantism.”

NEURALGIA,

|

ance to her two surviving sisters that for her }

was one of affliction, baving buried
‘his. youth and five children.
The
also preceded him by a few months
it land. Of this family, but one,
Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief vives. - All who had reached the
and for the public. ‘ For the excess over one hun- countability were members of the
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do died in the Christian’s faith.

not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of Jour cents

erman;

French;

/
friends.
ready; and‘ The Water We Drink,” by ProLasher.—Mrs, Mary 8. Lasher, wife of the
late
Deacon
fessor Simpson,M. D.
John V. Lasher, and mother of
Published by E. R.)
Professor

with more

entertain-

interested

., Presidenta
Bor of Mental und Moral Philosophy;
Ree

passed

vey anything like an adequate idea of the rich- all his associations In life. His was an
every-day religion, gradually ascending
ness and abundance of the contents. of this fullness
and ripeness of character which
i|/ceptable to God.
number. New York: Century Co.
He leaves behind him

Seminary, of “Jesus Christ and the ‘Newer
Sehool of Criticisms ” The Review never
fails to present an attractive and valuable col-

description and choice engravings the

been

BARLOW’S INDIGO BLUE!
ps
y Gnd
ausnliy ATwayd Uniform,
Fol
Second Strect Philadelphia, Pa,

TH

Dr. Geo. B. Leavitt and grandmother D., wife of
by Prof. Bissell of Hartford, which formed his «casion. “Curiosities of Superstition,” by
of the above,
inaugural address last May. He pronounces Oswald; “ A Prehistoric Cemetery,” by Jo- | aged 66 years. Thus in two short years the
Wesgenger came to this home, and the three
against any such reconstruction. The other seph F. James; “ The Schools of Medicine,” by vacant chairs
are left to Speak in silent whispapers are *‘ The Conception Ecclesia in the. Dr. R. O, Beard; and ¢ The Formatfoh of Lu- pers, “ Be ye also ready; for in such an hour
nar Craters,” are also excellent. There is a a8 ye think not the Son of Man
New Testament,” by Prof. Andrews, of Brown
someth
full biography of the celebrated naturalist, |
:
.
Boyp,
University ; the second installment of the Rev.
Milne-Edwards, with a portrait.’ The leading
Withee.—Died in Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 21,
‘F. H, Jobnson’s ** Positivism as a Working
is on the subject of ¢ Machine EdMiss ‘Lucy Withee, aged 53 years. Her sickSystem”;. “The Argument from Christian editorial
ucation;” which is eonsidered with main ref- ness was heart-disease with which she was a
Experience for the Inspiration of the Bible”, erence
sufferer about eighteen months. ' She became a |
to reeent developmentsin regard to Christian
by Prot. Foster, of Middlebury College; a disin 1857 under the ministry of Rev. J.
York.
New
in
managemen
public-scho
t
ol
Woodman
in Lawrence and united with the
euseion of some Textual Questionsin the Goschurch
New
York:
at
that time,
D. Appleton & Company. Finny
Ever since she has main-|
pel of John by Henry Hayman, D. D., Ex-Head:
tained
a
good Christian character; and, al- |
. Master of Rugby 8chool, * The School-Life of eents per number, $6 per year.
though of a retiring
disposition, has always

scent

es

E
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alafried Strabo”; ¢ Sqme Notes ‘on Recent
mb Research and its Literature”; * Re-
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The Bibliotheca Sacra for Jan.—March
opens with a timely.and valuable discussion of
the Proposed Reconstruction of the Pentateuch’
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Tews Summary.
of the sections of the Civil Rights

: The prayer-meetings at Hillsdale College

The Y.

Secretary

of the State W. C. T. U., delivered on the
nineteenth a'much commended address
*A

corri-

"dor has just been completed connecting
the second story of the ladies’ boarding

hall with the second story of the adjoining
central building,
reach recitation

7

enabling the ~ladies to
rooms and chapel with

much less climbing than formerly.
.

:

Cor.

The will of the late James

Laughlin,

Pittsburg,
Penn.,
directs the
from his estate of $15,000 to the

of

payment
Pennsyl-

vania Female College, $10,000 to the Western Theological Seminary, and $5,000 to
the Western University.
According to The
pointment

of

Inter-Ocean,

women

as

the

school

ap-

superin-

tendents in Illinois has been notably successful.
They bring a painstaking care
+ and thoroughness to their work not al_ways shown by their masculine colleagues.
There seems

to

be a call

for evening

schools in several states.
Says one contemporary:
‘ We
know
young
men,
growing
up in ignorance
in
country
places, not because they
prefer
it but
because they can not afford working time
for instruction, and there are no opportun-

a

bill to establish* evening schools in that
state, says:
‘ There is no good reason
why the boys and girls who toil in mine
and factory during the day, adding

s

to

the

TWO CHEAP MEDICINES,

ABROAD.

TUESDAY, JAN. 23. JaGustave Dore, the celebrated French painter and designer, dies in

vation are reported on an island off the coast of

headache, toothache ‘and backaghe, and heart:
ache; it also cures nervousness,
When weary we should rest; when exhaust-

Ireland.’

3

WEDNESDAY,
Montreal

is

JAN. 24, — The

formally

carnival

opened.

that un7 in the
in and
brutal-

ize a human being, but such is really the
faet.”
3
—In the experimental kitchen in the Towa
‘Agricultural College, the girl-students aretaught the philosophy as well as

the

prac--

tice of cooking.

They learn the chemistry

and comparative

economy

of

foods,

the

usual adulterations and the methods of
marketing.
:
The Harvard College observatory has
been niade an inter-continental center for
the official distribution of astronomical

news.

.

Two

)
in dress

fall classes

J
cutting

are

tanght this term in Lasell Seminary, at Auburndale, Mass.

:

rested for making seditious speeches.

26, — Over three thousand

congratulatory letters and many valuable presents were received by the Crown Prince and
Princess of Germany on the event of their silver wedding, Thursday.~——There is no change

in the French ministerial crisis.

$30,000.

.

“Pres. J. L. Chamberlain has placed a
beautiful memorial window in the chaicel
‘of the meeting-house at Brunswick in
memofy of Rev. George A. Adams, D. D.,
who was pastor

of

the

years.*

church-

forty-one

;

8

Ludwig Knaus, the great German genre
painter, has been elected an honorable
member of the English Royal Academy.
The death of Gustaxe Dore will excite
something like universal sympathy, - for
wherever there are illustrated books "there
“the name of Dore is likely to be known and
He was just fifty years’
to be popular.
old when he died, and during the last
twenty-five years

he

has

produced

paint-

ings and drawings almost
innumerable.
‘Most of his paintings have enormous dimensions, fetch good. prices, and have
been popular: both in this country and
“Great Britian. But the popularity of Dore.
rests on the drawings with which he has
illustrated Rabelais, the Wandering Jew,
Baron/Mungchausen, Dante’s In-’
- Balzac,
. ferno, Don Quixote, La Fontaine, Taine’s

Pyrenees, and
-the Bible.
Artists and
“critics have often found fault with Dore’s
numberfess drawings; but there
is no
doubt that he’ possessed extraordinary
vivacity and great picturesqueness, even
‘ for a Frenchman, though it may be true

that nearly all his works are more or less
theatrical.
Dore was one of the few artists who never enjoyed

the

good-will

of

his‘professional brethren.
But far more
. than most of these he enjoyed the rewards
of popularity throughout the
civilized
world. A book illustrated by Dore always sells by the ten thousand.
Undgr
the French empire Dore’ received muc

government patronage. ~ His career i$ in-

_. terestingin that it illustrates a peculiar
difference of opinion between the profes~ sional classes and the people at large, in
which the latter triumphed completely.—

. Boston Advertiser.
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ed we should sleep.

from the very

life is where

of

JAN: 29.—A new French ministry

a

is appoint-

The bodies of : twenty

2

nge

wes

-

and

one

fabric is prepared

have beén taken from the ruins of
mills.

decided

that

the

brakeman neglected
their duty.

conductor

The Peruvian assembly
tion to treat for immediate
out Bolivia, provided the
independence, and is not
sources of regenei‘ation.

:

taken

as

a substitute

tor

never ; hp

,

led Ey

an

something

ocd,

elicac

of eonstitutipn will find Mellin’s Food Detter vd
medicine, and oe eoncentration of nourishing
.
year increases its popularity

a
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came

‘Dispels nervous depression
and low spirits.
Fl

sea was the Agnes Jack;
twelve men, perished.

every two hours.
successful.

ad-

:

Restores an exhausted nurs-

ing mother to full strength
and gives abundant sus-

tenance for her child.

© Strengthensthemusclesand

His

. Ex-Governor ‘Long. of Massachusetts,
has
started on his Western trip. He will spend
considerable time in Kansas.
2
SES,

method hus been
i
Mar

11 reports

report;

{

Dr. H.

A.

Monday.
In the Senate Mr. Logan reported
favorably the bill for the regulation of tele-

cable

companies.

The

House

$200,
Bureau,

Dr,

supreme

the street.

To remove

warts,

them

it.— Cottage Hearth. .

House-by a yote of 135 to 99 passed the Naval
Abpropiistion bill.
— Friday. The sessions oY

ration.
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sickening effect

as we

Baltimore.

Absolutely Pure.

of most

IN

KNARBE

&

CO.

Baltimore Street,

No, 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
and w
More ec
ical than the ordin-

ary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the

multitude of Jow test, short Feight.aluun or phosphate
wees.
Sold only incans.
FAL BAKING Powpes
o., 100 Wall St:. New York.
»

|

This

met her on

powder never varies.

strength

wholesomeness.

and

than the ordinary kinds,

A marvel of punty,
"More

and

can not

competition with the multitude of low

economical

be sold in

test,

ghort

weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
106 Wall St.,
ROYAL BAKING Powwer CO.
New York.
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I feel like a little girl with a new doll.

Brown’s
and Colds:

ew, 0. D.
a box.

Sawing
Made Easy
: With the Monarch Lightning Saw! -

I find it

nice

and she won't

;

LR

Sent on 30 Days
Test Trial.
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Bronchial

Troches

for

Watkins,

Walton, Ind,
>

with

Price

ting,
ol

:

a few

I have tried
’

per cent. of satu-

:

Hawkins,

who

has long

| Samples
land, O.

Lady, Mrs.

Suffered

the

°

Ihad

no imqre
than reached my home again when I was
taken
With a sudden chill and then fever set in,
The outcome of all was that rheumatism settled
all over me. I was entirely helpless. From this I
have never recovered. You se¢ my hands, what a
state they arein. These are all chalky. swellings,
and my limbs are very bad. While I remained =
Brooklyn I tried all sorts of remedies, but I could
never gain any relief. My physician said it was no
use,
rew very thin and lost all strength.
Finally,
after Soming heres Jo. gradiy my: husband, I
‘began to take Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REME.
DY, and my general health has been better than
ever before.

Iam stronger, have an

Pay

to

free.
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our

y

ee

Rubber
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saving
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rich for 1888, contains PETER
dening for Profit.
(Please
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what
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Stamps.
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HENDERSON'S

ailed free on application.

paper you

‘Peter Henderson

Printing

BROS. »&

—

Cortlandt

saw

(his).

Co.,

St., New York,

tdseow

SITUATION WANTED!"

BY

a young married man, who has had several
years’ experience as bookkeeper, salesman,

and general manager of the

large manufactiring

New York

concern.

office

The advertiser

\

IN THE

of a

is

willing and able to work,” and would zladly accept of any respectable gmployment at
moder-

Devil’s Lake, Turtle Mountain
And Mouse River Country,

NORTH DAKOTA,

Tributary to the United States Land’ Office at

'CRAND
50

1} S

Te Knit and, Crochet. Good
}
’ Wages.
Pay Weekly.
Light,
Steady
Work.
“Given cut to be made at home.
Work called for and delivered free by Express.

GLOBE
KNITTING
Corner of South and Tufts
5t5

BOSTON,

MASS.

FORKS, DAKOTA,

. SECTIONAL MAP and FULL
mailed FREE to any address by

particulars

H. C. DAVIS,

-

Assistant General Passenger Agent,

% Pu Moowpol §. obs B

CO.
Streets,
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AN

HONEST

OFFER.

‘If you are sick or ailing, no matter what

ein wo WIRE nd
MEDICATED

your

t, write to.

YOu pi TRIAL ie Cf aT Hogs 1 LECTRIC

PADS

suit your case, provided you agree to
If it does not cure you i

ond month,

pay for it if it cures you

costs you nothing to try if. Different pads to cure Dyspepsia,

-

Pads made of Roots and Herbs, combined with Electricity. We

do

‘ notask you to buy them blindly, but merelyto try them at our risk,

Book, Eig

»

ir

great

ate compensation. Best of references
furnished
from former employers as to reliability and
prompt attentionto business. Address . C. DAVIS,
!
47 Pytnam Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Your reporter found Mrs. Hawkins at 14. Ex.
change St, New Haven, Conn. *‘
About four
ears ago,” she said, *‘I was then a
résident of
rooklyn,N. Y. I-went over oné morning to the
Jersey City depot to see some friends off who were
starting for the west. There was a strong drrat of
.air
in
the depatyand Bp standing by. the train talk-

¢aught a severe cold.

A

cents

- Pain Common to Chronic Rheumatism. A Woman’s Patience

ingto my friends I

unrival

Address
with stamp, COBB'S COLLEGE, Painesville.
Big

.- and Fortitude weéll Shown.

and

25 Young Men and Womento
|
preparefor
Special Pogitionsag
Book-keepers, Penmen, Salosmen, &c. Situations Guaranteed.

Coughs

To Please Her Husband.
of a Good

is peerless

bor Hudpaper.moncy.Address,
"Sent
on Test Tri
ention this
MONARCH LIGHTNING
—

IMMEDIATELYVI

-

Were the Words

it

Embraces

the

rts of log-cut-

W CO., 183 Randolph Bireet, Chicago, Ll.

them.’—
25

Hs

Jdengths for family stove-wood,

‘“1 can not very well do without them.

to be compared

ya

A boy years old can saw logs fast and easy. MILFS
)
sawed
off a
30th login 2 i JioHY
or Ranh logs into suitable

have cause

4_ Six fishermen have been lost from the schooner
James A. Garfield.
i

with. baking

and al-

ALLED

Tone, Touch, Workmanshipand Dirrability.

** Well,” she answered, laughingly, “]

There is nothing

of com-

>
~

nourishing,

this vear a

quality it appears.that Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup ;to children or patients to suek as a.goolingng food jod | cessfully used by thousands. It will build up a
Eo
system which has been run down by overwork. It
confidence in the genu: _is the best remedy for the cure of Coughs and. during fever.
is the thing for ‘the student and ter y..man to
,
n of a preparation in: Colds ever offered-to the public. The prieéjs The inhalation of air charged with sitimonia | hava ahand, and should be in the
th of ‘eve
the t
5 Co. vib well-known drug. only25 cents:a bottle and every druggist: jn
FAVORITE REMEDY is economical,
in the | vapors, a8 a reniedy for who.ping cough, has 4 mechanic,
« Kve. Gazette. .
land sells and recommends Hild ; i
safe and pleasant. Buy it anqipry it. ©
been triedin Frunce with success.

a

-It is delicious,

Nos, 204 aud 206 West

, who feel

SER

It has three

soidny Grocers everywhezs.

etite, which I did not have for a‘long time.
It
as helped my rheumatism, and with a thorough
It has been fonud to be a successful method trial I am in hopes of recovering completety.’’
to freeze beef tea and to administer it in Jumps |< Kennedy'sF VORITE REMEDY
has béen suc-

After all the.argutents about cheapness and

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

with Btarch, Arrowroot or Bugar,
and is therefore fur more economi-

to regret it.” And away she went,her buxom face
was radiant with good nature; and the precious

ways avoid standing upon the ice or. snow, or
vhere the person.is exposed" to the cold wind. |

the whole.

.

Liver

stories soner or later

without the

case of the SPECIFICS,

-

of exercise;

:

Oil has been removed.

DOCTOR'S
“@RECIFICS for many years, and I
uged to know him, too, before I was married, and
here's his blegsed face opposite thetitlé nage now !
don’t he look like a doctor you can trust ? Pm just
foing in to show this to my sister, she's got. a
aby about tefi months old, and I expect this will
be a comfort to her. Well, good by, te!l your wi fe
to get one of these ‘ MENTORS’ and a family

Never stand still in cold weather, especiall
after taking a slight degree

@ $2 00,

sick; and it tells you just how to take care .of the
sick, and how to live 80 as to avoid illness—and—
and, Pm sure this book will help me in the kitchen
as muchas in-thé nursery. You know I’ve used the

grees to 70 degrees F'., and the relative humidto seventy-five

65@ 90; Venison, saddles, ¥ b 13 @ 15; Quail

do zen §1 875

and all those bothering complaints that children
re always having; and there’s the loveliest lot of
apters about foods and about ¢ooking for the

It is the uniform opinion of those who have
invéstigated the subject that the’ condition of
the atmosphere most conducive to health and
. comfort is when the-temperature is from 65 deiy sigty-five

}

“times Bie strength of Cocoamixed

things in it; just such as we poor mothers want to
know about: and I am sure ( shan’t feel afraid,
after this, of scarlet fever, and mumps, and fits

GOV:

soda, wet with water and tie them up;

applications will remove them.

any medicine made,

Breakfast Cocoa.

the Post-Office, {and here she displayed a hand
some volume, labelled Dr. Humphrey’s ‘MEN-

:

cover

effect upon any one who
needs “bracing up,” than

$13

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of

must confess to feeling happier than usual, and
ou know I'm a pretty cheerful little woman anyow, but the fact is I've just got this book from

former Government

a
>

BiTTERs

¢ Pleasant

fice—I couldn’t wait till I got home—and

powders

good

dictator.

Pierce's

morning ?” we asked Mr

v

. 80.5

baking

|

— Wednesday.
The Senate adopted “several
amendments to the Tariff bill.
The House

the generul debate in corhmittee of.

various

to

Iron

BAKER'S

“ MENTOR.”—
HUMPHREY'S
HOMEOPATHIC
“ What makes you look sp particularly happy this

very

. 842

Mott, the

common

ij

in the

will have a better tomic

the great

is an entirely new edition; and oh, so many

Government

Brown's

EErem

M. Thiersot, member of French chamber of dep-

merce, reported to the Government in favor of
the Royal Brand.
ae

i

passed a. joiat resolution appropriating
000 to continue the work in the Census

op

¥

And,” she rattled-.on, “do you know Ive been
peeking into it as I came along from the Post-Of-

suffer deterioration.”

tion of the

graph and

the

$1 00

good 15 @ 17; Chickens 17 @ 19; Fair to good 17 @
19; Live Fowl 10 @ 12; Woodcock, each 50 @ 60:
Wild Pigeons, ¥<dozen 2 00 @ 2 25; Partridges, ¥

uties, is dead.

Chemist, after a careful and elaborate examina-'

Congress.

are

the editor of Harper's

where all the funniest
a lodgment, is dead.
is refreshing
perfumes.

“J regard all alum powders as very unwholesome.
Phosphate aud Tartaric
Acid
powders liberate their gus too freely in process
ot baking. or under varying climate changes

ruse to conceal his actual movements.
i

take

Burdett-Coutts

Wm. A. Seaver,

TOR"), and

segs

* In his
says:

Straw

s advertised

per, induced
me to give it a trial.
am now
taking
the third bettie
and have not felt so well in six
as I do at the
time. .

20 @ 21; Fair to good 16 .@ 18¢; Chickens, choice
17 @ 19; Fair to good 13 @ 4c; Scalded
Poultry 9
@ 10c. Northern—Turkeys, choice 19 820; Fairto

one

Floreston Cologneis grateful to Invalids, it

eveeny

“Bulk”...

that Mr. Henry M. Stanley bas reached his
scene of activity on the Congo, with $3,000 tons
of goods, The stories. circulated some time
ago of his serious illness in Paris and his sojourn at Nice and in Spain were apparently a

-

|

ARREARS J

“Gilets”

, Iron

German farmers to
as they can dispose

it heartily to such sufferers.—News.

+

The Rev. Joel Burlingame, the venerable
father of Anson Burlicgame, the A
ican:
CZAr Yu iianss IS,
ve
if
Minister to China. bad just died in Illinois"
at iDr.
Priced”. coasaseciavassans >
the age of eighty-three. :
“ Snow Flake”? (Groff’s,
8t. Paul).
“ Lewis’ ” condensed
Bishop Littl john, of Long Island, is at Nice,
“Congress” yeast.
97.5
looking after ti e uffairs of the American Protest“C. E. Andrews &
Co.'s ” (contains alum).. 78.17
ant Episcopal Church there.
SHOOK
caren invriarsssisace vassabarsares 92.5

Times of January

taxes

kidney anc nervous disorders,

“Charm” (Alum POWAer)..ceevuerinanesansns 116.9 *
“ Amazon ® (alum powder).......eevnn seeedl19 *
“# Cleveland’s” (shori weight 3 02).......0 -110.3
“S00 ORM
Ne sesoessssrvrsrnes ssunivssnsinens 107.9

The Rev. Charles H. Spurgeon ‘is in failing
health again, and i8 only able to preach one
sermon each Sunday, °

Rye

Dec, 188.

or six years ] have
a
:
sufferer ro Biood Pisce Pon .
pepsia, and
Constipatio
b
80 debilitated that I
not retain
an
ng on my stomach, in fact,
life had almost become a burden.
Finally, when hope ‘had
h almostleft .
me, my hus
seeing Brown's

Oat Straw $0; Western Timothy, new $17 @ $13.
POULTRY AND GAME. Western—Turkey8, choice

volume hugged up against her seal skin sacque.
‘YRufnford’s ” (phosphate) old............. 32.7%
Hanford’s*
Nove Such” fresh.............. 121.6
Masked ‘men in California killed five persons
‘“ Hanford’s None Such,” old.c..oevvivniinnnn 84:35
“ Redhead’s”.seeesserees A
Ea
117.0 "| while committing a'number of robberies.

Rosa Bonheur is living in Nice again.’

"The London

heavy

' Heartily Recommended.
Dovn’t condemn a good thing because

“Royal” (cream tartar powder)...ceeeeeeeas 127.4
+¢ Patapsco ” (Alum pOWAer)...oevescanarans 1252 *
¢
Rumiordy” (phosphate) fresh.
sessesal225 *

JFPersomnal.

(3 a

37 Walker St., Balduiore.

been deteived by worthless nostrums. Parker's
Ginger Tonichas cured many-in- this section, of

Dr. Edward G. Love, the present Analytical
Chemist for the Government,
bas recently
made‘some interesting experiments as to the
comparative value of baking powders.
Dr.
Love’s tests were made to determine. what
brahds are the most economical to use, and as
thejr capacity lies in their leavening power,
tests were directed solely to ascertain the available gas of each powder.
Dr. Love’s report
L gives the following:
:
|
STRENGTH
CUBIC INCHES GAS
| NAME OF THE
PER EACH OUNCE POWDER
BAKING POWDERS.

the crew, numbering
h

Will infuse with new life a
the weakest invalid.

HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern—
Choice new, $17; Good $15 @816; Fine 815 @
$16; Poor $10 & $13; Swale Hay 89; Rye Siraw
$14;

Le

-

Alfare has been appointed

The Baroness

as the mental, “than to

INTERESTING TESTS MADE BY THE
ERNMENT CHEMIST,

Swan.

Ped

Keeps off all chills, fevers,
and other malarial poison.
~~

New Year's ainner to 800 of her tenants, and aiterward personally presented a gift to each one.

K[TOBEN ECONOMY.

The powers of the international tribunals in
Egypt-lave been prolonged until] February,
1884, by the Khedive.
»
.

N.Y.

Overcomes weakness, wake-*
fulness, and lack ofenergy °

80c

choice

=

admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health. -

pois-

jmmediate and permanent
relief.
3
;

The counsel of Prince Napoleon have protested against his continued imprisonment.

vis

the

nerves enriches theblood.

POTATOES. Northern and Eastern—East. Rose,
45; Prolifics, 85 § 80c: Peerleus,80 @
¥ bu.. 90
85¢; Brooks,75 @ #0; Providencial Chenangoes 58

at

5

The revolutionary party has triumphed in E:nador, and the port of Esmeraldas hus been captar-

the

For a tight, hoarse cough, where phlegm is
pot raised; or with difficulty, take hot water
often—as hot as can be ripped. ‘This will give

A completé understanding has been reached
between Russia and Austria on leading political quéstions, and the differences regarding the
navigation of the Danube have been arranged.

id

is

Northern
:
3

or

strengthening, easily digested, and

If you are bilious,

garg I€°of lime-water and hot milk in equal parts

This préparajion has become well known In | ‘both the Senate and House were devotedto
nearly every household throughout -the country;
but as there
are always new babies and new in- the consideration of the tariff. ~—Saturday.
Both branches of Congress were engaged in dis~
- walids, itis well to be reminded ‘of some of the
concluding
food’s exeellent qualities, and that there is a cussing the tariff bill, the House
er

Cures general debility, and
gives a new lease of life.

Oil cured the rheumatism and healed the sore.
ed.

Dr. Denker, of St. Petersburg, treats diphtheria by first giving the patient a laxative, and
when its operation has ceased he gives cold
drinks acidulated ‘with hydrochloric: acid and a

‘Austria, Germany, Italy and Russia have
agreed to accept England’s policy on the Egyptian question. -

near

da, common &5 & 95; Green Peas,
145.
@
@ $125; Western, 135

1S

The.

without the use of -the

graphs.—Dr. J. H. Hanaford.
> pa

has passed a ‘resolupeace, with or withrepublic retains its
stripped of all re-

The steamer that was wrecked

it

.

#

and increased digestion.

(Harrisburg, Pa., Independent.)
For five years, says Mr. J. Echter, of this city, I
have been afflicted with rheumatism, and for
two
years have had 4 sore on my leg the size of a silver dollar, wiich nothing would heal.
St. Jacobs

receive all possible knowledge of the laws of
the planetary system,
or learn of the struétare of
the moon, its inbabitants, its mineral resources,
whether it has inhabitants, or, if so, whether
they have yet ‘introduced railroads and tele-

Secretary Folger reports that there is a deficiency of $1,604,004 in the appropiations for
.the various government departments for the
fiscal. year ending June 30 next.
Turkey complains to the great powers ‘that
the-rect
pote of England concerning its polrights in that country,

washed out,

sewed ‘together.

ing, the physical as well

Turkey’s

hesitates

a

Will insure a hearty appetite

of their properiy, and seek the American shore.

I would sooner know the laws of my own be-

Seventeen more survivors of the wrecked
steamer Cimbria have been picked up, making
eighty-four in all that have been saved.
The
officersof the Sultan have been arrested for
neglecting the perishing.

Egypt is at yariance with

The fear of war and

<<
~~

and

Professor Samuel S. Greene of Browri University was stricken with paralysis, Jan. 22.

icy WL

Buffalo,

incentives which cause the
leave their native land as fast

onous dyes which, as incorporated in cloth underclothing, sometimes proves very deleterious
to the system.

The

The coroner’s jury investigating the Tehichidisaster

Remember

Purgative, Pellets,” the original
sponges are (ried apd pared witha sharp knife. Pills.”
Of all druggists.

These parings dre then

. i,

if it was regarded”
as merely u baby’s

UNDERCLOTHING.

form.
One who wears this' underclothing is
not liable to take cold, for it absorbs the per-

.

Chinumen

volume,

ASSOCIATION,

wer to admit of being readily

the West Berkeley, Cal.,, powder
total loss of property is $100,000.
pa

make
a large

organ of the
spiration without checking it. After the minmonarchical ‘eral
and vegetable impurities in the sponges
;
have been sufficiently beaten by a heavy ham-

Miscellaneons.

white man

be said, as of Lazarus, “If

duétor, and tends to keep the temperature unpi-

interim

adopted all the amendments to the Naval Appropriation bill considered in committee of the
-7ft is not only invalids and children who defight | whole
in bulk except two.—Thursday.
The
dn
ellin’s Foo, but a large ire of hii.
ns require delicate treatment. The’ session of the Senate was devoted to pronounHill. The
vA 80 nourishing, sd delicious, that it would cing eulogies on the late Senator
i

.

Canada, choice, ¥ bu $1108 1 15; Cana-

PEAS.

and

no form of kidney disease however aggravated.
/The story of the cures which it has effected would

It even attacks Bright's Disease, and

Sponge underclothing is the very latest, some
German genius baving recently invented and
patented a line of underwear manufactured
from this porous substance.
{tisnow claimed. that it can be more easily cleansed than
woolen goods, and, being. more flexible, does
not chafe the skin so much.
Itisa bad cou-

a startling character are made.——A steamship
is wrecked near Swansea;
the crew perished.

ad

eagle

ev-

and

almost

the

back

a

SPONGE

disclosures

tures can surmount the pyramids:

:
i

will cufe the worst case
of dyspepsia. =.

825;

@

310

335@ 348; Yellow byes, common,
Red Kidneys, 200 8 3
50. .

Louis Blanc
his death, is
-

the snail.” There is a Western proverb that says:
« Hunt's Remedy partakes of the nature of both
eagle and snail. Itis bold in its flight like the
le; it is persistent in its purpose, like the
snail.”
And thus Hunt's Remedy
easily surmounts the pyramid of kidney and liver disease.

:

5

That Brown's IRON BITTERS

Eyes,
flats,

Yellow
choice

Medium, common ‘to good 2 058 2 85;
improved 3 85 $ 340; Yellow Eyes,

elegant

he sleep, he shall
do well.”
great liver and kidney remedy of the age.
Another excellent medicine is sunshine. The
Messrs. Moody
and Sankey interd holding a
world requires more of it, morally and physically. It is more soothing than morphine, and | series of meeiings in London next fall, beginning
at
about
the
1st
of
October.
more potent than poppies.
1t is good for liver
complaint, for neuralgia, for rheumatism, for
Young, middle aged, or old men, suffering from
melancholy—for everything. Make your rooms
nervous debility and kindred weakvesses, should
sunny and cheerful; build your houses so as to
send two stamps for large treatise, giving success.
command the suolight all day long.—Sel.
ful treatment,
WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL

:

assassins are identified in court;

Of

an

EASTERN AND WESTERN PROVERBS.—There is
an Eastern proverb whizh says: * Only two crea.

gates of death to the open path of

he sinks to sleep.

ery kick man it may

SATURDAY, JAN. 27.—Several of the Irish

MONDAY,

Many a person dies for want of sleep,

rank as

‘The Rue Royale, Pagis, in which
yeats preceding
henceforth to be called by his name.

To resort to stimulants is

the point where many a sufferer turns his

has taken the highest

| lived for several

suicidal; what weary men need, issleep; what
exhausted women need, issléep.
The lack of
sleep produces neuralgia, paralysis and insan-

ity.

THURSDAY, JAN. 25.—Flotow,
the German
composer, dies at Wiesbaden, aged seventy-one
years. —Mr. William E. Forster advocates
making Ireland one country with England and
Scotland, at a liberal banquet in Leeds, England.
.

mitted

:
“Art Notes.
Rhode Island’s fund for a statue of General Burnside now amounts to more than

at

— — Messrs.

Davitt and Healy, the Irish agitators, are ar-

tion to helpin lightening tlfeir hard lot in

morning to 6 in the evening, year
year out, has a strop& tendency to

thought it would be good

and reliable hair restorative.

weakness; it relieves languor;;ii cures restless"
Paris, aged sixty-one years. ——Deaths by stur-’ ness, uneasiness and irritability; it will remedy

wealth and development of the state by is not fully formed. 'M. Fallieres
the sweat of their brows, should be de- ed president of the council and
barred from obtaining an elementary edu- ‘minister of foreign affairs.——The
cation, while those more favorably situaCount de Chambord admits that a
ted enjoy all the benefits of the common‘conspiracy
exists in France.
seliodl
system.
Indeed, it is the former
class who stand most in need of an educalife. Legislators may not know
remitting muscular labor from

Balsam

One of the cheapest medicines that mortals
can use, is sleep.
It isa sovereign remedy fof

FRIDAY, JAN.

. ities to use any other... To this class—and.
it comsists of thousands—the
evening
: school would be an inestimable boon.”
‘A Pennsylvania paper,
speaking of

;

[}

cy

iour; Brotherly love; What have I to be
othankful for? Three new students have
recently
joined the theological
depart-

before the ladies of the college.

teeth, that-they

himself. The leading den.
for him to suffer a little
tist of Portsmouth, N. H., knows what pain is and

favors comfort, not simple sensual indulgence.
No one can secure agood refreshing sleep whil®

guBENes

The real business of life; God's promises;
God’s personal care; Jesus, a present Sav-

Financial

ing their

impulse of our nature

simply absurd,since every

Suiiek

ation and confession ; Prayer for the blessing of God; Be ye doers of the word;
Prayer for unconverted students; Prayer
for Missions; What is your aim in!life?

Garner,

Senators

.
M
—
>

beginning with the week of prayer : Humili-

Mrs.

8.

i

"'M.C.A. room is packed each. Tuesday
night. The following is a list of topies for
the prayer-meetings of the Winter term,

“ment.

Md.—U.

- i

Cor.

are largely attended this winter.

Elkton,

SEE

fn

Western stiperfine.......
Comthion extn,
nnesota, bakers...
Minnesota and Wisconsin, paten
are elected, in West Virgiaia, John E. Kenna,
Reuralzia
of
twinges
the
from
himself
has relieved
WINTER WHEATS.
by the use of PERRY DAV1S8’S PAIN KILLER.
democrat;in Tekas, the Hon. Richard Coke, suffering from cold feet or from any coldness.
regards it without a rival.
) Patents, Choice. ee sossarsiiasisiieen®
In the manufacture of the quilt, with its ~undemocrat.——Thres coal’ trains on the Georges
.
to good
common
Patents,
discover the least
Creek
& Cumberland road are wrecked, and usual labor, I am not able toIf we follow nature
Roller Flour—
,
Opportunity has hair in front; behind she is
common sense or seience..
.
St
Louis
and
Illinois.
bald.
If
you
seize
ber
by
the
torelock
you
may,
seven employés killed, by running off an em- we shall see that the animals are clothed with
;
Ohio and
Indiana..
hold her; but, if suffered to escape, not Jupiter
:bankment,
her again.—From the Latin.
a light and open covering, as the fur, which ad- himself can catchstmt
sisi hi
chigan straightf.......
Vi
a
the ravs of the sun, the light and air, so |of
mits
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24. ~Senator McPher- rade that it bas both absorbing power and the
“It cured mein two days,” writes Major Downs,
Ohio '§ Indiana straights. cov...
Pleasant Academy, Sing
illinois and St. Louis straights
Instrudtor, Mt.
son is retlected in New Jersey, and Senator power to prevent the too rapid escape of the Military
Sing, N.Y.
He referred to Ely’s Cream
m.
Winter wheat seconds. .... e..
white;
being
Plumb in Kansas.—A large part of the Dela~ animalheat, the ends of the fur
We
refer
thé
reader
to
advt.
on
another
page.
RYE FLOUK, MEAL, &C.
be the warmest color for the
Rye Flour, ¥ bbl... LE
ware and Hudson Company’s coal mine in which, seems to
The
bear.
white
the
of
“
There's
many
a
true
word
spoken
in
jest.”
home
the
cold régions,
Corn Meal¥ bbl...
Wilkesbarre, Penn., caves in and a number of darker acolor, near the skin; absorbs what
Yes, but some people never jest.
Oat Meal, com. to good West
polar air, while
Oat Meal, fancy brands. ..ceveeesrses
houses settle.
5
warmth there -may be in the
How a New Hampshire
Man Lost §50.
BUTTER.
NORTHERN,
the white tips retard its escape. The quilt,
THURSDAY, JAN. 2.—The ensilage con- therefore,
Mr. Charles T. Chapman of Hopkinton, N. H.,
as compact and solid as it gan well be related
Creamery, fine Oct. made, # b.....0... 0.0
his experience recently to a reporter.
“I
Do,
g00d to CHOICE. ceaveressrsvanns
gress closes in New «York city. ~The un- made by quilting is too heavy for th¢ amount of had,” said
he, *‘laid out $50 for medicine which.
Do,
summer made... .....
the remark
never did me any i)
bad heart disease, and
recognized victimsof the Newhall House fire, warmth afforded, often justifying
Dairy, Franklin Co.,Vi October
one, feels more fatigued in the morning
that
Dr.
Graves’
Heart Regulator was the. only remcdy
Do
N.Y.
&Vt. fall lots ......
number of forty-five, are, buried Jn. Forest |
admirably
But blankets are
1 could find. I wouldn’t be without it.” 'I'his remthan at night.
Do
Do, winter made.....
Home and Calvary cemeteries, Milwaukee.
adapted to the cold weather, affording the most edy is a certajn cure for heart troubles.
‘Do
do,
straight dairies..
e warmth, They are easily washed,
common to fair........
Do
do,
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.—A banquet is given by comfortabl
often
be
Dr.
Siemens
estimates
the
temperature.
of
the
should
they
are
they
as
porous
so
and
WESTERN,
the British minister in Washington in honor of washed, as they absorb the emanations from photosphere of the -sun-to be at least: 3,000 degrees.
Creamery, fine fresh Wid6uesseresrrraree dl
the Marquis of Lorne, and between four and the body, which are’greater by night than by
.
00d
tO
ChOICe.
ce vonsrans
Do,
Nothing so vitalizes, purifies and enriches the
With about half the weight.of quilts an- blood as Wheat Bitters.
day.
held stock. esvvaees
five hundred guests attend.——M. Armstrong
Do
;
It
obtained.
be
may
warmth
equal degree of
An English writer aftributes the * leanness and
| & Son, wholesale leather dealers in New York, may fairly be quéstionec whether they should
have failed, with liabilities estimated at $500,
be worn next to the person en account of cer- ['l4nkness of Americ: )s to the dryness of the climate.”
)o
0,
tain irritations produced, at, least with some
000.
;
16
Po.
do,
persons. In the matter of th warmth there is
As a true and efficient tonic, and one that excels
‘Do.
doy
{ SATURDAY, JAN. 27.—In the Colorado Legnot
do
blankets
these
no oceasion for this, since
all other iron medicines, take Brown's Iron Bitters.
CHEESE.
islature Thomas M. Bowen is elected U. S. evolve the beat but retain it as 4 poor conducN. Y., choice,
tor. With the cotton between, after the first
It is predicted that the tinke will come when
Senator for the long term and H. A. W. Taber
Vermont,
choice, .o...
Galic will cease to be a spoken language, and will
sensation which is deceptive, thedblanket should
. Northern Fair to goo
for the short term.——The Marquis of Lorne
For thos¢ who labor in share the fate of its sisters, the Manx and Cornish.
prove satisfactory.
©
Do,
Common...
visits both branches of Congress and is entervery hot rooms, sweating profusely, it may be
Western, choice.....
8% Diamond~Dyes are so perfect ‘and so beau!
advisable
to
wear
flannels
next
to
the
skin,
betained at the White House.
fair to good.
tiful that it is a pleasureto use them.
Equally
.
common...
cause with their thickness they absorb a larger good for dark er light colors. 10 cts.
. 7% Do,
MONDAY, JAN. 29.--The piano factories of
aeeeerres Neasvasistynnisany
Sage Cheeses.
part of the perspirable matter, while aga nonBehr Brothers, and Hazeltine Brothers, in conductor they prevent the rapid escap@of the
Eastern#doz. 2} @ 33¢; N. Y. and Ver.
In the French senate M. Waddington declared
Eges.
County 31 @ 32¢; NorthNew York city, are destroyed by fire; loss heat, thus preventing a cold tasyhich the body. that the republic was threatened by nobody, and mont, 31 @ 32¢; Aroostook
had nothing to jear except the fanlts it might itself
ern 20 @ 30: Stale stock, 19 § 200; Limed 18'@ 20c;
is particularly exposed, both from exhaustion
$240,000.—The contests for
United States
Western 27 @ 20¢:
g
and- the escape of the animal heat.—Golden . commit.
BEANS. Pea, choice small H. Pw # bu., $280
Senators in Minnesota and Nebraska remain
Rule.
i
:
to good
. The Highest Rank.
@ 283; Pea, choice large H. P., common
unchanged.
picked
hand
2hoice
Medium
Made from harmless materials, and adapted to 205
@ 255;
screened 240 @ 260;
choice
the needs of fading and falling hair, Parker’ Hair
265; Medium,
in

Ed

¢ Know

SPRING WHEATS.

soi wy Oo “
#282

editors, is expect-

ed soon.

_

en

jis still absentin

Mass. solieiting funds. The first number
_ of this year’s series of the Bates Student,
under the new boardw.f

FLOUR.

in

Professor Chase

.

ao

in the well-known

Classica), Institute at Oxford, O., near Cin«cinnati.

and dealers in butter,
cheese and
8, beéens, dried apples, &¢. Cellar No. 8,
Qinoy Market, Boston.
/{
BOSTON, Saturday Moring J aif;; 27, 1888, *

i
—

erchants

oa

“The friends of Ben W. Murch, of Carmel,
instructor

The idea of

ness will be the natural result.

men were killed and eight injured by a boiler _“ hardening” one’s self by undue exposure is

explosion

. the salutatorian of the class of "82 will be
glad to learn that he has recently accepted
a position as

act.——Two-

S——————————————

4 SERVED THE DENTIST RIGHT.”.
* Theboys said that it served old Doctor Toothstuffer right, when he bad the toothache so badly
He had inflicted so
sleep at night.
he couldn’t
ple, in pulling and mend.
much pain on other

28.5-The U. 8, Supreme

Court yesterdiy declared unconstitutional

eT

8258

tife stu-

dents are teaching, and all report good suc«ess. The boys who liave spent the winter
vacation canvassing ‘report. fair success.

x

The sedson of the year has arrived when
clothing for the person and for beds is,in
warm
ond
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